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ABSTRACT
CHILDREN AND PARENTS AT BEDTIME:
PHYSICAL CLOSENESS DURING THE RITUALS OF SEPARATION

SEPTEMBER 1988
LELLA GANDINI,
M.A.,
Ed. D. ,

B.A.,

SMITH COLLEGE

SMITH COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Professor Carolyn P. Edwards

In families with young children, bedtime is widely
experienced as a difficult and draining task.

This study

examines the relationships and interactions that emerge at
bedtime between children two-to-five years old and their
parents.

In particular it focuses on the physical closeness

they exchange in mediating difficulties or potential
difficulties at bedtime.
A review of cross-cultural and of historical studies of
childhood shows that the problematic nature of children's
bedtime is itself a modern western phenomenon.
are no separate sleeping quarters,

Where there

there is no clearly

defined period in the daily cycle set aside as children s
bedtime.

Seen thus as a modern problem,

child development,

and in terms of

bedtime is a form of separation.

This comparative study utilizes a quantitative approach
in two separate cultural communities,
States and one in Italy.
formulation,

distribution,

one in the United

The method involved the
and analysis of a questionnaire

filled out by the parents of 468 children:

iv

208 in Amherst-

Northampton,

Massachusetts and 260 in Pistoia,

Tuscany.

The

behavior described in responses to the questionnaire was
grouped into four categories:
indirect physical closeness,
closeness,

direct physical closeness,
surrogate to physical

and child difficulties at separation.

The results show that the two year-old children tended
to get more physical closeness,
emerged was three,
less demanding.

the most difficult age that

while the five-year olds tended to be

They were receiving more indirect and more

surrogate physical closeness than direct physical closeness.
The cultural differences proved more striking than
those related to age.

Parents in the American sample tended

to put their children to bed earlier,

to make more use of

certain forms of indirect physical closeness

(reading)

to make more use of surrogate to physical closeness
the light on,

and

(leaving

giving the child a soft toy) .

The examination of family interaction during the
preparations of young children for sleep,
social development as yet little explored,
study in "attachment and separation".

v

an aspect of
is in fact a
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Children's bedtime is an intense social happening. Just
as mealtime involves more than inserting fuel into the body,
bedtime is a matter far more complex than responding to a
physiological demand for sleep.

The relationships and

interactions between each two members of the family play a
part,

as do the relationships and interactions among all the

family members,
take place.

when preparations for the children's sleep

The beliefs of the parents and the prevailing

cultural values also impinge on this seemingly private
event.

Bedtime is not something that children do by

themselves nor is it something that parents do to children.
It is a complex social event in which everyone in the
household has a role to play.

Even the different rooms in

the home environment are adapted for this happening; they
serve as a backdrop for this drama of actions and
interactions that must go on every evening.
The relationships and types of interaction that emerge
at bedtime stem from several factors.

Of special

significance among these are the particular point in
development of the child,
siblings,

the presence or absence of

the material and social environment in which the

family lives,

and the role that parents have carved out for

themselves in this daily occurrence.
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Th© psrsnts/
of many factors.
experiences,
children,

approach to bedtime is in turn a product
One should point to their own childhood

their own parents'

views on the proper care of

and the current, prevailing trends in childcare.

The parents'

choices also reflect their experiential

development as parents,
own beliefs,

the supporting social network,

their

and their own temperaments as well as those of

their children.
The cultural values that come into play draw upon
sources as deep as ecology,

history and ideology.

firmly rooted and yet elusive,

They are

so that they are difficult to

trace and define beyond the most obvious and at times
stereotyped assumptions.
childrearing,

And yet they are pervasive in

and even especially so at such a critical

moment as bedtime.
In contemporary western society,

putting young children

to bed is often considered by parents a time-consuming,
difficult and draining task.
follow,

however,

It does not necessarily

that children's bedtime has always been

problematic in the past or that it is problematic in all
contemporary cultures.

Indeed there are good grounds for

arguing that children's bedtime itself may be a modern
western invention.

Insofar as that is true,

only the ways of coping with bedtime,

then it is not

it is not only the

solutions to the problem of bedtime that reflect cultural
values,

but the problem itself seems to be culturally

3

determined.

And the core of that problem,

modern western problem,

at least that

is separation.

The purpose of this study is to examine a particular
resource used by parents and children to cope with
fficulties or potential difficulties at bedtime,
physical closeness.
paradoxically,

namely,

It is physical closeness that,

helps to ease the separation of children from

their parents that sleep entails in our society.

Physical

closeness is exchanged during rituals, performed by both
parents and children,

that supply a supporting structure for

the transition to the condition of separation.

Furthermore,

the lessons of cultural anthropology have informed this
study,

in particular the work of Whiting

(1960),

who wrote:

"If children are studied within the confines of a single
culture,

many events are taken as natural,

obvious,

or a

part of human nature and are therefore not reported and not
considered as variables."
my view,

For this reason,

and because,

in

the influence of cultural values and practices

weighs so heavily in quotidian behavior,

it has seemed

desirable to carry out this study of physical closeness in
two distinct cultural settings,

in the United States and in

Italy.
The first of these settings is New England,

where

subject families were found in the towns of Amherst and
Northampton and their surrounding areas,
part of Massachusetts.

all in the western

The second setting is Tuscany, where

4

the investigation was carried out in the city of Pistoia.
There are notable similarities and differences between the
two cultural areas and between the two samples.
similarities are high occupational levels,
stability of population,

Among the

homogeneity and

and availability of high-quality

early education programs, pre-schools,

and daycare centers.

Among the significant differences are the daily work and
school schedules and the distribution of mealtimes in the
day.

Such differences clearly have an impact on cultural

attitudes towards time,

and especially bedtime.

The principal method employed in this study is
quantitative.

It consists of a questionnaire about bedtime

practices responded to by 235 parents in Tuscany and 184 in
Massachusetts.

In the same period that the questionnaire

was being administered,

I carried out a series of on-site,

naturalistic observations of children's bedtime in 36
families

(18 in Italy and 18 in the United States). Although

the results of this more qualitative research are to be
presented in a different work,

much of what I have learned

about children's bedtime comes from that experience and thus
inevitably finds a place in the present dissertation.
Following this introductory chapter,

in the second

chapter attachment and separation at bedtime will be
examined,

then in the third chapter the main problem to be

investigated,
up.

physical closeness at bedtime,

will be taken

First it will be subjected to cross-cultural or

5

anthropological analysis,
historical analysis.
advice,

and then in a parallel section to

The contributions of childrearing

both in Italy and the United States,

will then be

examined in the fourth chapter for what they say about sleep
and physical closeness.
In the fifth chapter I will present a review of
systematic studies on children's sleep,
habits,

starting with sleep

then behavior and sleep problems,

arrangements and the transitional object,

sleeping
sleep problems

from a psychoanalytic view and the management and treatment
of children's sleep problems.
presented in the sixth chapter,
moving to the hypotheses,

The methodology will be
starting with the rationale,

and then discussing in detail the

procedures and treatment of data from the questionnaires.
Demographic information about the subjects and descriptions
of the two settings will be given there.

The seventh

chapter will present the data obtained with the analyses and
a full discussion of the results.

Finally the eighth

chapter will offer the conclusion to this study of bedtime,
a subject that,

in spite of its central importance,

relatively little studied thus far.

has been

CHAPTER 2
ATTACHMENT AND SEPARATION AT BEDTIME

An infant during the first few months of life is
totally dependent on parents.
caregiving,
survival.

Parents provide the

protection and stimulation essential for
They do so mostly through physical closeness.

An

infant already at birth is capable of signaling that it is
in need by crying.

The child's crying elicits physical

proximity on the part of the parent or caregiver.

Physical

closeness is therefore a means of expressing both for parent
and child the giving or receiving of care.
Physical closeness between infant and caregiver has
been carefully examined by social scientists who have
studied attachment.

Attachment between infant and mother is

seen as an affective tie binding them together in space and
time

(Ainsworth,

construct,

1973).

Attachment is viewed as a

an inner organization of behavioral systems with

the goal of reaching "felt security"

(Sroufe & Waters,

1977) .
The types of behavior that characterize attachment,
described by Bowlby
Ainsworth

(1973),

(1982)

as

and further specified by

are orienting behavior such as looking;

signaling behavior such as crying,

smiling and vocalizing;

locomotor behavior such as following,

approaching,
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retrieving;

and finally behavior that promotes active

physical contact,
clinging.
cases,

such as clambering up,

In general,

embracing and

the infant's behavior is,

in these

directed toward maintaining or seeking proximity with

the mother or caregiver.

While this behavior on the part of

the infant or child is defined as "attachment behavior," the
behavior of the parent or caregiver is defined as
"caregiving behavior."

Although the adult is presumably

also attached to the child,

the intent on the part of the

researchers on attachment is to keep the definition of
behavior separate from the definition of the affectionate
tie.
In the interaction between parents and children at the
children's bedtime,

parents engage in caregiving in order to

prepare the child for sleep,

and children often tend to

engage in turn in attachment behavior.

Bowlby specifies

that tiredness is a state that leads infants and children to
engage in attachment behavior,
proximity.

in order to maintain physical

John Bowlby defines attachment behavior as:

"any of the various forms of behavior that a child commonly
engages in to attain and/or to maintain a desired
proximity...the proximity and contact with a specific figure
(the attachment figure)

and to do so in certain situations,

notably when he is frightened,

tired or ill"

(1982, p.

371) .

The needs of the child and the needs of the parents in
the evening in part coincide

(the child needs sleep)

but in

8

part are in opposition

(the parent wants to conclude the

care of the child and the child does not want to separate
from the parent).

Therefore conflict and stress can arise

during the preparations for bed regarding the quantity of
physical closeness children demand and parents are willing
to give.
One should consider how attachment,

seen as an

organization of behavioral systems directed to maintaining
proximity with the caregiver,

is balanced by opposite

behavioral systems such as exploration and play.
Exploration and play are essential in acquiring the
"flexibility and problem-solving skills which are major
advantages of our species"
1186) .

(Sroufe and Waters,

1977, p.

The infant optimally will find a balance between the

need to maintain and seek proximity and the need to explore
the environment.

In fact it is when the child reaches the

"felt security" and can use the mother or caregiver as a
"secure base" from which to explore and to which to return
(or check back visually or vocally during exploration)

that

the successful balance is achieved.
Attachment is not present at birth but it develops in
phases,

over time,

or caregiver.

through the interaction with the parent

The capacity of the child to become attached

should first be connected with the cognitive development
taking place contemporarily.
attached to the mother,

The infant,

in order to become

besides being able to discriminate
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her from other persons,

must have acquired the concept of

mother as independent of self and permanent also when out of
sight.

Some authors view person permanence as developing

before object permanence. Whichever concept of permanence,
comes first,

it is toward the age of eight months that

interpreters of Piaget's theory place the beginning of the
formation of the concept of object permanence.
stage four and five in Piaget's
sensorimotor development.
a study by Bell

(1970)

(1969)

that reports a positive relationship

With respect to learning,

perspective,

theory of

It seems relevant to mention here

between object permanence and infants'

point out that,

That is

secure attachment.

Sroufe and Waters

(1977)

considering attachment in an organizational

the complexity of the interaction of the infant

with the caregiver can result in important learning.
example,

the child learns the following:

For

"to anticipate the

behavior and goals of the attachment figure,

to appraise a

wide variety of environmental contingencies,

and to

coordinate affective and behavioral responses.

In addition.

...the infant has acquired a mapping of familiar
environments and the ability to estimate the attachment
figure's accessibility in terms of his own behavioral
capabilities"

(p.

1187).

The development of the child has several facets.

As

the child constructs learning concerning the whereabouts of
the attachment figure and its own behavioral capabilities.

10

the child is forming "true object relation" as well as
constructing "basic trust" in Erikson's
development.

Mahler

(1975)

(1963)

framework of

also describes the stages of

infant ego development in the "separation-individuation"
process.
In the separation-individuation process after the
"autistic,

symbiotic" phase,

both mother and child are

involved in adjusting to the changing needs of the child.
This takes place from the first subphase,
"differentiation",

when the child just begins to expand

beyond the symbiotic orbit,
"hatching",

labeled

and the second subphase labeled

when the child increases outwardly directed

perceptual activity and begins to compare familiar to
unfamiliar people and things.

The child begins active

differentiation by distancing slightly from mother and
checking back to her.
anxiety

Stranger reactions and stranger

(around eight months), begin to show.

The child

also realizes that the mother is different from itself.
During the next phase labeled "practicing",

the child uses

the mother as a home base for the exploration of everwidening space within its world.

In the beginning,

separation anxiety seems to become more serious but later
(ten months to eighteen months)

the child's upright

locomotion gives it elation and a sense of omnipotence.
The most interesting phase described by Mahler,
as this study of bedtime interaction is concerned,,

as far
is the
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one labeled "rapproachement".

The child

18 to about twenty-four months)

(between the age of

has a tendency to push away

from mother and also to cling to her.

Mahler describes this

phase as characterized by ambitendencv.

During this period

the child no longer feels omnipotent but rather small,
powerless and quite separate from mother.

While the child

longs for the symbiotic tie with mother it also fears to be
engulfed by her and lose the emerging autonomy.
and exploration are mixed with fear.

Curiosity

This is a critical

phase not only for the child but also for the mother who has
to cope with the child's ambivalence and extensive demands.
The child has acquired object permanence and is aware of
mother's absence but does not take absence very well.

This

is a period when transitional objects and transitional
phenomena help the child to cope with the mother's absence
or with ambivalence toward her.

Fear of losing the love of

the mother supplants the fear of losing her.

At this stage

most of the sleep disturbances begin to be manifested.
In the next phase,
individuation"

labeled "consolidation of

(around three years of age)

the child tends

to have better tolerance for frustration and separation.
Mahler,

in describing this phase mentions however that she

has found many more individual differences in mothers and
children at this stage.

Each child's reaction at separation

or relationship with the mother are the result of the entire

12
psychological constellation and of the interactions of the
child's family.
Ainsworth,

too

(1973),

studied the mother's

contribution in the context of attachment.

Among the

variables strongly correlated to the quality of infantmother attachment,

she found that sensitivity,

acceptance,

accessibility and cooperation produced securely attached
babies in her categories of attachment,

group B.

On the

opposite side of the scale she found that mothers who are
insensitive,

rejecting,

avoidant behavior
C) .

ignoring or interfering,

(group A)

tend toward

or ambivalent attachment

(group

She also reported a study by Stayton where children

responded positively to the following maternal behavior:
"tender,

careful holding,

show him affection,
was picked up."
following:

picking the child up merely to

and holding him relatively long when he

Children would respond negatively to the

"picking the baby up frequently but abruptly or

in an intervening manner,
relatively brief time"

and holding him ineptly for a

(Ainsworth,

1973, p.

50).

This

demonstrates that also the quality of physical closeness is
a factor to be considered.
Weinraub,

Brooks & Lewis

(1977),

in examining the role

of proximity seeking and maintaining in attachment,
that "with age,
and talking,

distal forms of behavior,

observe

such as looking

may take the place of proximal behavior,

as touching and being near,

such

in maintaining contact with

13
loved ones"

(p.

34).

As the child matures it becones

capable of remaining psychologically in touch while moving
farther away physically.

These authors speculate that even

these forms of distal behavior would be later transformed
into more internal forms of maintaining contact.

Older

children would adopt forms such as thinking about the other
person,

either identifying with or adopting particular

mannerisms of that person.
In the bedtime rituals one can observe how gradually,
throughout the child's growth and especially starting around
the third year of age,

parents and children use fewer forms

of close contact to ease the transition toward separation.
Although this is a general trend,

if one contemplates the

course of development between the second semester of the
second year and the end of the fifth year,
variations.

there are many

There are periods of time when physical

closeness is very important to the child even after a spell
in which it might have seemed less so.
for the same individual,

While this is true

there are also great differences

among children due to several factors.

Therefore,

it would

be inappropriate to expect a strictly linear development in
which children and parents need to exchange less and less
physical closeness in order to foster satisfactory and
healthy growth.

CHAPTER 3
PHYSICAL CLOSENESS

Physical closeness at night between parents and their
young children will be examined here,
comparative introduction,

after a brief

in cross-cultural terms and in

historical terms.
Comparisons between humans and other animals in the
study of behavior are considered useful for the study of the
evolution of man.

With some caution,

such comparisons are

also helpful in the study of behavior development.
Bowlby

(1982)

in his work on attachment surveys the behavior

of mother and infant in non-human primates,
(1976)

While

Blurton-Jones

deems more appropriate the study of such behavior in

several species of mammals.
Blurton-Jones tests the assumption that human mothers
and infants are adapted to remain continuously together.
describes factors such as milk composition,

He

sucking rates,

and spacing of feeds for mammals other than humans and
concludes that man shows features in both mother and infant
that are typical of those mammals in which the young needs
almost continuous feeding.
that grasping and contact,

Blurton-Jones also hypothesizes
which are considered by some

authors as "functionless remnants of primate characters",
could have a function similar to sucking,
and to stabilize state.

to reduce arousal
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Blurton-Jones concludes that although the comparative
evidence is incomplete,
attachment,

he agrees with Bowlby's views on

considering also that a frequent feeding

schedule could have a predominantly social function such as
in helping to develop a close bond between mother and
infant.

Bowlby postulates that the child's tie to its

mother is a product of the activity of a number of
behavioral systems that have proximity to mother as a
predictable outcome.

Tronick

advances another hypothesis,

(1986, verbal communication)
however,

that considers

physical closeness between mother and infant in evolutionary
terms from the perspective of protection from infectious
germs.

The survival of the young would be favored by

minimizing their exposure to infection.
In his survey of studies of non-human primates, Bowlby
describes the attachment behavior of rhesus monkeys,
baboons,

chimpanzees and gorillas.

In all these groups the

young infant spends the first few weeks clinging to its
mother

(apart from the young gorilla who needs to be

supported by the mother).
the first year,

As these infants mature during

they begin to explore the environment but

return frequently into close contact with the mother.
their growth they gradually spend more time at a

In

(limited)

distance from her but under her watchful eyes and without
losing sight of her.
support,

The growing infants, with this

interact with others or explore the environment.
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Sleep proximity at this age,
autonomy,

in which there is a tendency to

continues to be as in the beginning of life.

During the night young primates still sleep close to the
mother's body and this sleep behavior continues for several
years.

A.

Crosscultural Perspectives

If we consider mother-child closeness in an
evolutionary perspective,
Jones's

(1976)

we would agree with Blurton-

statement that:

"The situation in which

babies develop has been exceptionally constant throughout
evolution"

(p.

323).

This can be seen easily if we

contemplate the thought that 90% of human generations have
lived a in hunter-gatherer economy and the observation that
in most of these surviving groups infants are kept in close
physical contact with the mother by night as well as by day.
This type of relationship is characteristic of tropical
societies with a hunter-gatherer mode of subsistence.
Among the aspects that are significant in determining
the attitudes of parents toward the care of their children,
and in shaping the social experience of the children,
besides subsistence patterns,
household structure.
of using it,

In turn,

are living quarters and
quantity of space,

the ways

the number of people and the daily routines all

affect closeness to children and patterns of sleeping
arrangements.
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According to an early cross-cultural study of sleeping
arrangements

(Whiting and d'Andrade,

majority of societies only rarely
cases examined)
cradle,

1959),

in a great

(less than 10% of the

does an infant sleep alone in a crib or a

while in the vast majority of societies,

the infant

sleeps in the same bed with the mother at least until the
time of weaning.

In half of the societies that Whiting and

d Andrade consider,

the father shares the bed with the

mother and infant.

There are variations with respect to the

process of weaning.

However,

after the period of weaning in

many cases children continue to share the parents' bed,

or

sleep near the parents'

bed in the same room.

adolescence,

boys and girls will start sleeping

generally,

Before

in separate places.
Data regarding sleeping arrangements can also be found
in the Cross-Cultural Codes on Infancy and Early Childhood.
These codes,

selected by Murdock and White

sample of 186 societies,
studies.

(1969)

on a world

are compiled from ethnographical

They are part of the Ethnographic Atlas, which

contains coding on 863 societies.

The 186 selected

societies are a Cross-Cultural Sample of reported pre¬
industrial cultures.

H. Barry and L. Paxson

(1980)

present

a study of the Infancy and Early Childhood Codes for the 186
societies and 15 additional societies,

to make a total of

201 providing measures on several variables
1) .

(Illustration

Unfortunately the data on sleeping arrangements is
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available only about infancy and only in 189 societies.
In 41.10% of the 189 societies,
mother

(Code 6-9);

the infant sleeps with

in 20.83% of the cases the infant sleeps

in the same room but in a different bed

(Code 2-4);

in

31.47% of the cases mother and father sleep in the same room
with the child but the bed is not specified

(Code 5); and in

6.60% of the cases the information is missing.

One should

note that 22.84% of the information is "somewhat doubtful or
is a strong inference" and 1.52% is "highly doubtful".
regard to the 41.10% of cases,

With

infant sleeps with mother,

21.95% of those are "doubtful" and 2.44% "highly doubtful".
However,

the percentage of infants sleeping with mother

denotes the highest category of sleeping arrangements and
there is a strong possibility that within the cases reported
as "mother and father sleep in the same room; bed not
reported" many could fall in the same category "infant
sleeping with mother".
Whiting

(1981)

acknowledges the lack of direct

information regarding sleeping arrangements in ethnographic
reports.

He remarks that the difficulty in reporting

sleeping arrangements is due to the fact that sleeping in
many cultures is considered a private matter.

Sleeping

arrangements of children are strictly connected with the
mode and time of weaning.

In many cases in the reports on

pre-industrial societies,

weaning is described as a period
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DEFINITION OF CODES
This illustration presents numerical codes, most of
which are defined according to a quantitative scale from 1
to 5.
These codes were applied to the same sample of
societies as in Murdock and Morrow (1970), and to fifteen
societies listed in the following illustration. [Here only
Column 1 is shown.]
Column 1:
Sleeping Proximity
The nighttime sleeping proximity of mother and father
to infant is coded as follows.
1
Mother and father both sleep in a different room.
2-4 Mother sleeps in the same room but in a different
bed.
2
Father sleeps in a different room or building.
3
Father's proximity not specified.
4
Father sleeps in same room but different bed.
5
Mother and father sleep in same room; bed not
specified.
6-9 Mother sleeps in same bed.
6
Father sleeps in a different room or building.
7
Father's proximity not specified.
8
Father sleeps in same room but different bed.
9
Father sleeps in same bed.
CODED MATERIAL
Enclosure of the code by parentheses indicates a rating
which is somewhat doubtful or a strong inference, when the
information is substantial but ambiguous or not directly
pertinent to the code.
Brackets enclose highly doubtful or
uncertain ratings, when the information is meager or
contradictory or when the code is based on a single instance
or a weak inference.
A dot (.) indicates that information
is lacking or excessively meager or conflicting.
The adequacy of ethnographic information shows
variation among the 186 societies of the sample.
In
general, most of the societies were given numerical scores
on most of the codes.
Among the highest percentage of
societies more than 90 per cent were coded for Sleeping
Proximity (Column 1).
Illustration 1
Cultural Codes
Adapted from : Barry, B. and Paxson, L. M. Infancy and
Early Childhood Cross Cultural Codes 2
Continued next page.

Area

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Society

1

Nama Hottentot
Kung Bushmen
Thonga
Lozi
Mbundu
Suku
Bemba
Nyakyusa
Hadza
Luguru
Kikuyu
Ganda
Mbuti
Nkundo Mongo
Banea
Tiv
Ibo
Fon
Ashanti
Mende
Wolof
Bambara
Tallensi
Songhai
Wodaabe Fulani
Hausa
Massa
Azande
Fur
Otoro Nuba
Shilluk
Mao
Kaf fa
Masai

Area

5
8
(6)
•

9
(6)
5
(2)
5
7
(2)
2
5
[6]
6
6
(2)
6
6
6
7
•

6
(2)
(6)
(6)
9
6
(2)
(5)
5
5
(6)
6

Illustration 1

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Society

Konso
Somali
Amhara
Bogo
Kenuzi Nubians
Teda
Tuareg
Riffians
Egiptians
Hebrews
Babylonians
Rwala Bedouin
Turks
Cheg Albanians
Romans
Basques
Irish
Lapps
Yurak Samoyed
Russians
Abkhaz
Armenians
Kurd
Basseri
West Punjabi
Gond
Toda
Santal
Uttar Pradesh
Burusho
Kazak
Khalka Mongols
Lolo
Lepcha

1

(6)
(6)
(5)
•

6
9
8
(5)
7

.
(2)
(4)
4
•

4
4
4
4
4
(5)
(5)
4
5
5
(6)
(5)
9
6
4
5
5
5
8

(Continued)

Adapted from : Barry, B. and Paxson, L. M. Infancy and Early
Childhood Cross Cultural Codes 2
Continued next page
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Area

69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

Society

Garo
Lakher
Burmese
Lamet
Vietnamese
Rhade
Khmer
Siamese
Semang
Nicobarese
Andamanese
Vedda
Tanala
Negri Sembilan
Javanese
Balinese
Iban
Badjau
Toradja
Tobelorese
Alorese
Tiwi
Aranda
Orokaiva
Kimam
Kapauku
Kwoma
Manus
New Ireland
Trobrianders
Siuai
Tikopia
Pentecost
Mbau Fijians
Ajie

I

Area

8
9
5
(8)
5
5

104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138

•

4
9
5
5
5
(9)
8
9
8
5
4
4
(4)
8
8
5
(8)
(5)
2
8
(8)
6
9
(8)
9
(6)
•

(2)

Illustration 1

Society

Maori
Marquesans
Samoans
Gilbertoge
Marshallese
Truk.ese
Yapese
Palauans
Ifugao
Atayal
Chinese
Manchu
Koreans
Japanese
Ainu
Gilyak
Yukaghir
Chukchee
Ingalik
Aleut
Copper Eskimo
Montagnais
Miemac
Saulteaux
Slave
Kaska
Eyak
Haida
Bellacoola
Twana
Yurok
Porno
Yokuts
Paiute
Klamath

5
9
5
5
5
[9]
5
9
9
(4)
•

9
5
4
5
5
4
5
9
•

4
4
4
4
5
5
5
8
(2)
5
4
8
4

(Continued)

Adapted from : Barry, B. and Paxson, L. M., Infancy and
Early ChildhoodCross Cultural Codes 2
Continued next page

Area

139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172

Society

Kutenai
Gros Ventre
Hidatsa
Pawnee
Omaha
Huron
Creek
Natchez
Comanche
Chiricahua
Zuni
Havasupai
Papago
Huichol
Aztec
Popoluca
Quiche
Miskito
Bribri
Cuna
Goajiro
Haitians
Callinago
Warrau
Yanomamo
Carib
Saramacca
Mundurucu
Cubeo
Cayapa
Jivaro
Amahuaca
Inca
Aymara

1

Area

5
4
5
(4)
4
9

173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186

•

4
(9)
(8)
(4)
5
9
4
5
(5)
(5)
• 5
5
5
(2)
9
6
9
8
(4)
(6)
(6)
8
5
2
8
4
9

11a
29a
38a
46a
60a
68a
90a
95a
106a
138a
141a
149a
175a
179a
183a

Illustration 1

Society

Siriono
Nambicuara
Trumai
Timbira
Tupinamba
Botocudo
Shavante
Aweikoma
Cayua
Lengua
Abipon
Mapu.che
Tehuelche
Yahgan

Chagga
Katab
Dorobo
Lebanese
Chenchu
Sherpa
Murngin
Wogeo
Pukapukans
Washo
Crow
Navaho
Bororo
Caraja
Mataco

1

8
8
8
9
5
5
8
7
5
(5)
(5)
7
5
8

6
(2)
6
8
5
5
5
7
8
5
5
4
(5)
7
5

(Continued)

Adapted from : Barry, B. and Paxson, L. M., Infancy and
Early Childhood Cross Cultural Codes 2
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of intense frustration for the child.
place,

When weaning takes

the child is removed from the mother's bed; the

mother deprives the child of her breast and warmth at night
and reduces drastically her daily nurturance.

Often the

child is removed from her for days and sent to another house
or another village.
Among the studies done in the Pacific Islands, there
are some that mention sleep of children.
Islands

(Malinowski,

1929),

In the Trobriand

the child sleeps with the mother

until about two years of age when separation is enforced to
obtain weaning.
grandmother,

The child then sleeps with the father or a

but if this arrangement becomes too difficult,

the child is sent to other relatives in a distant village.
In New Guinea,

the Kwoma child

(Whiting,

1941)

remains

always in close physical contact with the mother until the
onset of weaning,

during the second or third year.

mother vigorously forces the child to independence,

Then the
using

glue on her nipples and telling stories of supernatural
beings that take away her milk.

The same pattern is

reported in studies on the Arapesh

(Mead,

1935) , where an

infant has little physical contact with the mother, who
feeds it holding it in a standing position and then puts it
to sleep in a hard,

stiff basket.

and accompanied by blows.

The weaning is very harsh

Nursing and close contact with
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the child are not indulged in the Marquesas

(Linton,

1939),

where children are threatened with female ogres who steal
small children and eat them.
In the collaborative research done on child-rearing in
six cultures first published by Whiting

(1963), there is an

extensive description of infant life in Taira,
(Maretzky,

Okinawa

1963). The infant sleeps next to the mother

during the night and during the day is carried constantly on
her back.

When the child is about two years old, weaning

from the breast and from the back is started with
determination.

The child is put to sleep with somebody else

in the family; the mother puts patches of black paper on her
breasts,

and uses menaces of biting animals.

At around the

age of five the child sleeps sometimes with grandparents;
the whole family,

however,

sleeps on matresses on the floor

of one room.
In Tarong in the Philippines

(Nydegger,

1963),

another

of the societies observed in the study of child-rearing in
six cultures,
nurtured.

the infant is carefully protected and

The child sleeps with the mother while she

observes the post-partum sexual taboo and then between
mother and father as they resume sleeping together.

During

the day the infant is put in a hammock and rocked to sleep.
The child is supposed to sleep only on its back or side
because children who sleep on their stomach will "turn their
back" to their parents when they get older.

Weaning takes
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place between two and three years,
pregnancy than by precise age;

more dictated by new

it is a rude awakening,

usually accomplished within a few days.
unpleasant substances to her breast.
night,
mother,

The mother applies

If problems arise at

as usually the child continues to sleep with the
it is sent to sleep in another bed or another house

with a relative.

A common practice is to frighten the child

being weaned during the night with a bogeyman called Wawak;
this practice is considered effective.

After weaning,

children still sleep with their parents until another infant
is born and then share beds with their siblings or a
relative in the house.
Another among the six societies studied in John and
Beatrice Whiting's project is the Rajput of India
Hitchcock,

1963).

(Minturn &

The Rajput baby is considered susceptible

to supernatural dangers,

especially when it sleeps.

All

babies sleep with their mother for several years; when they
sleep during the day they are completely covered with a
sheet or quilt.

A mother who is too busy to take care of

her child or has no help may use opium to. keep the child
asleep.

Mothers sleep with two or three children who sleep

the same hours as the adults.

Parents usually observe at

least a two year-post-partum sex taboo;

children are weaned

comparatively late and do not seem to have great problems.
During the weaning period,
sleep with siblings.

however,

they are put in a cot to

Fear of animals and ghosts is used by
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women for control and socialization of their children, but
men,

who consider courage an important quality,

criticize

this practice strongly.
Some field studies done in Africa include reports about
sl^ep of children.
(Junod,

1927)

In South Rhodesia,

the Batonga infant

stays very close to the mother not only by

night but also during the day, when it is carried by her on
her back.

The child is weaned around three years of age; at

times the child is taken away from the village.

The same

happens with the Southern Bantu child

1932) .

infant in Nyasongo,
1963),

a Gusi community of Kenya

The

(LeVine,

included in the study of child-rearing in six

cultures,

sleeps naked in its naked mother's arms and can

feed without even waking her.
night,

(Richards,

When infants cry during the

a potion is given to quiet them.

Mothers do not

exhibit great affection but are very nurturant until the
weaning period.

Weaning is usually accomplished when the

child is between two and three.
night;

Mothers wear dresses at

in more difficult cases they send the child away to

sleep with a co-wife or a maternal grandmother.
the child at night,

threats about fierce animals,

and witches are used extensively.

To quiet
the dark,

After weaning the child

continues to sleep with the mother on the same sleeping
platform,

or if there is a bed,

in the same bed or on the

floor near the bed.

Girls usually sleep in this fashion

until they are five,

when they are sent to sleep with the
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maternal grandmother; boys do so until they are seven,

when

they are sent to sleep in the children's house with the
other siblings.
The father is often not present either because he is
away at work or he is staying with another one of his wives.
When he does come to sleep with the mother,

his presence may

determine that it is time for the children to sleep
elsewhere. Because of the abrupt way this comes about and
because of the practice of using threats,

sleeping in the

children's house is at first frightening for children.

It

is reported that often they run back to their mother
screaming during the night.
Among the field studies in central America, the
following are reports about Mexican societies.
of Tepoztlan

(Lewis,

1951)

The infant

sleeps with the mother but is

bound in swaddling clothes with arms tight at its sides.
Babies are nursed until they are at least two years old;
then weaning takes place and the mother applies some bitter
substance to her nipple.

If the child cries too hard it is

spanked or frightened into being quiet.

In the Southern

Mexican communities

the infants sleep

(Paul & Paul,

1952) ,

close to their mothers and might sleep all night with the
nipple in their mouth.

The same weaning practices as noted

in the previous study have been reported here.
Another of the studies of the project of childrearing
in six cultures is the one about the Mixtecs of Juxtlahuaca
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(Romney,

1963).

The newborn in this society has to be

protected from sickness,

evil eye and witches;

it stays in

the mother's arms day and night for the first eight days.
After this period,

during the day it is put in a hanging

where it is rocked, with the face always covered for
protection.

Older infants also sleep covered up and nobody

but the family can see them.
the age of one or two,
father's side.

When weaning starts,

around

the child is put to sleep on its

The mother uses a bitter substance on her

breast to discourage the child from sucking during the day;
the process of weaning is very abrupt.

Later when the child

is a little older it will be put to sleep with the siblings.
Among the American Indian tribes studied,
were observed by Erikson

(1963).

can nurse whenever it likes,
mother's breasts.

the Sioux

In this society the infant

day or night,

and play with its

The nursing period used to last from two

to five years before health authorities started to intervene
and introduce Anglo-American views on child-rearing.
systematic weaning was observed.

No

The child in the first

year is always carried close to the mother but in a
cradleboard.

The Yourok infant

kept in a cradleboard,
mother's body,

(Erikson,

1963)

is mostly

not in close contact with the

and is weaned when the teeth start cutting

between six months and the first year.

As the weaning

occurs comparatively early,

if necessary,

the mother,

away for a few days to facilitate it.

goes

The Navajo infant
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(Leighton & Kluckohn,

1947)

sleep with their mothers;

and the Cippewa

(Hilger,

1951)

for the former society the weaning

of the infant is a gradual process, while for the latter it
is more abrupt,
child.

occurring around the second year of the

The child is then sent to sleep with relatives;

around this age,

fear of and threats involving animals are

also used to make the child stop nursing.
In the comparative study of six cultures the children
of a New England town were also studied.
infants in Orchard Town
mother

(10 out of 24)

days to five months.

(Fisher,

1963)

Only some of the

are breast fed by the

and only for a period going from a few
The infant sleeps in a crib for a year

or more; usually the crib is at first put near the parents'
bed but if the house is large,
next to that of the parents.

the crib is placed in a room
It is not uncommon for parents

to take the baby to their bed to quiet it,

although most

would try to put it back in its crib later and not let the
baby sleep regularly with them.

A mother is supposed not to

be indulgent when the baby cries for companionship,

and

crying is thought good for the child's lungs.
Weaning is gradual from the bottle to the cup and
solid food,

and it is usually completed by two years of age.

Between two and three the crib is moved to another room,
possibly with another sibling.

If the child cries at night

it is occasionally taken back to the parents'
times even to their bed.

room or at

There does not seem to be close
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contact with the mother's body or that of any family
members.

It is thought more proper for children of the same

sex to sleep in the same room.

Children wear pyjamas to go

to sleep and have special times for going to sleep.
children resist being put to sleep,

Many

but going to bed at an

early hour is thought to be good for their health.

Children

find several excuses to get out of bed or to call their
mothers.

Most of the time mothers are strict about bedtime.

The father is generally too busy or too tired, because of
his work,

to take care of the children.

He becomes a

punitive figure and is used by mothers in such a way when
they want to obtain obedience from the children or punish
them.
A study of three cultures
compares Mormon,

(Whiting et al.,

1966)

Texan and Zuni childrearing and has

information not only about sleeping arrangements but also
about the motives behind parents'

choices.

Among the

Mormons the practice of having infants sleep in the same bed
with their parents is justified by a desire to protect them
from the cold.

Texan parents also keep infants in their bed

during the night but their reasons are varied,

such as a

fear that the baby would roll off the bed if it slept alone,
or as a practical way of nursing the infant.
Texan families interviewed,

Among the

the ones that had more room in

their houses did not keep the infant in their bed;

crowding

seemed the logical reason for co-sleeping to the authors of
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the study.

The Zuni infant instead was placed during the

night in a cradleboard near the parents'
Sylvia Brody

(1956),

pre-industrial cultures,

bed.

in analyzing reports on weaning in
compares weaning to a second and

final birth for the child and for the mother.
the sensory stimulation,

She stresses

the close body contact,

access to the breast before weaning,

the free

and then the sudden

withdrawal by separation as weaning takes place.

The child

all at once has to become independent and do without the
accustomed gratifications;
changes.

its position in the household

It is as if the mother had fulfilled her

biological debt to the infant and so the true body
separation can take place.

The author thinks that the

custom of sending the child to sleep in another bed or
another house,

at least temporarily,

is not only so that the

child can forget the breast but also for the mother, who has
herself to forget the breast,

in so far as it has formed a

part of her interaction with the child; thus she will no
longer identify with the child,

in the same way.

The author

suggests also that the long indulgence toward infantile
demands,

especially at night,

is part of the adult fear of

supernatural powers that are especially dangerous when the
child is an infant and in darkness.
The paper by John Whiting

(1981)

previously mentioned

in connection with sleeping arrangements analyzes infant¬
carrying devices and how they are constrained by climate.
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More precisely this study deals with the regional
distribution in the world of the use of the sling,
cradle and simply the arms to carry infants,

the

and the

quantity of time a child is held or carried in close
physical contact by the mother or the caretaker.

Whiting

hypothesizes that if cradles are used for carrying infants,
they are also used as a resting device and as a place for
the infant to sleep during the night.

Furthermore,

infants

are carried and held less if there is a cradle to carry them
and infants are heavily swaddled in cradle cultures
162) .

However,

(p.

from the survey of historical evidence in

Europe and some of the results of the studies conducted in
this country reported below,

it will become clear that the

use of the cradle or a crib during the day does not
guarantee its use for the infant's sleep during the night.
Whiting also discusses the trend of modern infant¬
carrying techniques

(e.g. backpacks,

that after about 1965 have replaced,
carrying cradle
He adds,

(pram)

front pouches etc.)
in part,

the use of the

in regions where they were common.

"Evidence is lacking as to whether the crib or

cradle as a resting or sleeping device is also being
replaced"

(p.

169) .

The use of "soft carriers" has come

about with the trend toward a more "natural" way of caring
for children that started in the sixties.

Along with that,

more mothers have begun to breast feed their babies,
to breast feed longer.

and/or

Because it is easier to breastfeed
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an infant staying in bed during the night and also because
physical closeness with the child is part of this new
outlook,

more parents have started keeping their infants in

their bed.
1976),

In fact the book.

The Family Bed

(Thenevin,

which is popular with young parents who have a

"holistic" approach to living, proposes co-sleeping of
parents and children as an essential part of a well-balanced
life.

Therefore,

Whiting's question about the cradle being

replaced at the same time as both carrying device and
sleeping device seems apt.
The cross-cultural evidence shows that a special care
and concern for infants'

physical health and survival are

emphasized in the pre-industrial societies, where infant
mortality is still very high.

The close physical contact

with the mother during sleep conveys the sense of
continuous,

symbiotic care.

the weaned toddler,

The push for independence for

and the firm determination with which it

is shaped into an obedient child,
daytimes;

are limited to the

at night this same young child still sleeps close

to the mother or a grandmother.

When it grows a little

older it will sleep near a sibling.

Support during the

hours in which darkness makes people in these cultures feel
vulnerable is a very important aspect of their
socialization.
For the Anglo-American children of Orchard Town there
is much less sense of fragility since parents do not
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contemplate a continuous need for protection.

Independence

is fostered from the start and separation at night becomes a
symbol of the value that independence and self-sufficiency
have for the parents of this culture.
Comparing American to African childrearing,
(1980)

writes,

LeVine

"Self-sufficiency is at first closely

associated with separateness,

for the baby whose separate

sleeping arrangements involve crying himself to sleep,
if only occasionally,

even

acquires a primitive capacity for

self-comforting not required of infants who always have
mother's body available for this purpose"

(p. 21-22).

According to LeVine the two cultures produce children first
and then adults who adapt to the values of the culture.

A

person responsive to the needs of the extended family fits
into an African context while an autonomous striving person
will fit into achievement-oriented North America.
as the studies of childrearing show,

However,

there is a whole range

of variations among and between cultures in childrearing,
and specifically in the closeness of sleeping arrangements.
Furthermore,

there have been and still are changes of

ideology or social changes that determine changes in
childrearing.

Anglo-American parents,

well as others in Western society,

Italian parents,

as

no longer seem to feel

that they will damage the children's chance to become
independent and self-reliant adults by giving in to their
requests for closeness during sleep.

Some of these parents
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admit to enjoying the physical closeness and reassurance
that sleeping together can-give.

B.

Historical Perspectives

The study of childrearing practices in historical terms
is legitimized by two recent tendencies.

Certain social

scientists have felt the need to introduce a chronological
dimension into their respective pursuits.

Meanwhile,

a

major shift in the approach taken by some historians has
been away from specific,

spectacular events to the routine,

repeated activities of everyday life.
The most influencial historian in this respect was
Fernand Braudel
noted works,

(1979) ,

the author of,

among a great many

The Structures of Everyday Life.

In the

preface to that book he wrote,
Everyday life consists of little things one hardly
notices in time and space.
The more we reduce the focus
of vision, the more likely we are to find ourselves in the
environment of material life:
the broad sweep usually
corresponds to History with a capital letter, to distant
trade routes, and the network of national or urban
economics.
If we reduce the length of the time observed,
we either have the event or the everyday happening.
The
event is, or is taken to be unique; the everyday happening
is repeated, and the more often it is repeated the more
likely it is to become a generality or rather a structure.
It pervades society at all levels, and characterises ways
of being and behaving which are perpetuated through
endless ages.
Sometimes a few anecdotes are enough to set
up a signal which points to a way of life.
The ways
people eat, dress, or lodge, at the different levels of
that society, are never a matter of indifference (p. 29).
Not indifferent has been the universal experience of
childhood,

and yet it mostly escaped the attention of
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historians until 1960 when Philippe Ari&s published the
pathbreaking book Centuries of Childhood.
followed by a great many historians,
challenged Aries'

some of whom have

thesis about the relatively late emergence

of the very concept of childhood.

On the related issue of

historical attitudes toward children,
historians

The way has been

(e.g.,

de Mause,

1974)

some contemporary

see an evolution from

cruelty and a total lack of understanding in the distant
past moving toward an ever-deepening awareness,
appropriate care of the true childhood needs.
Pollock,

1983)

and
Others

(e.g.,

perceive unchanging and universal nurturant

attitudes of parents toward children. Hanawalt
shares some of the views of Pollock,

(1986),

who

has uncovered a rich

source about "provisions for child care,

the clothing and

feeding of children,

and the exploration

games and pastimes,

of their environment both alone and with adults and other
children"

(p.

171)

in English coroners'

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
shall see,

reports of the

Still others,

as we

have explored this promising ground of history.

The history of childhood is at once part of a broader
sector of social history and a stimulus to new,
fields.

related

It is now closely tied to demographic history,

history of the family,
of sexuality.

the history of women,

and the history

The wealth of historical evidence newly

brought to light,

the

or brought to light again under the
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influence of these developments,

includes material

immediately useful to the subject of this study.
In order to examine the eventual changes in physical
closeness at night between parents and their young children,
and therefore changes in sleeping arrangements through time
in Western society,

I will assume that changes in ecological

and social factors,

as well as continuities,

impinge upon

the family in each historical period and thus modify or
maintain the attitudes of parents.
Keeping infants in the parents'

bed was condemned by

medical and religious authorities from classical times
through the early Christian period.
A. D.,

In the second century

Soranus discussed this in an important treatise on

women's medicine entitled Gynaecia.

"The infant should not

sleep in the same bed with his nurse... if his nurse wants to
have the infant close to her she can place a basket for the
infant on her bed"

(Eti&nne,

1973,

p.

34).

Keeping the infant in the parent's bed was considered
dangerous for fear that the child might perish through
overlaying

(that is,

to smother the infant by accidentally

rolling over upon it) ,

or for fear that parents would use

the excuse of overlaying to justify the death of unwanted
children.

Nevertheless,

it is clear that this practice was

common throughout those centuries and the following because
the prohibition of having the infants sleeping in bed with
adults continues to be mentioned on the part of religious
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authorities.

The understandable concern about overlaying,

considering the fragility of a newborn infant,

is especially

justified considering that infants were tightly swaddled.
It was not unusual that Mary should have wrapt baby Jesus in
"swaddling clothes"

(Luke 2,

7).

There is ample

iconographic evidence of swaddled infants from Antiquity
right on through modern times.

The practice of swaddling is

therefore a continuing influence on sleeping arrangements of
infants through the history of Western society

(Gandini,

1984) .
The condemnations on the part of ecclesiastical
authorities can also be traced in synodal legislation
starting from 853
synod,

moreover,

(McLaughlin,

1974) .

"In synod after

in every English diocese, priests were

enjoined to warn the women of their parishes every Sunday
not only against taking young children into their beds, but
also about securing them tightly in their cradles in such a
way that they could not turn over on their faces"
(McLaughlin,

1974,

p.

120).

In the twelfth century,

the

concern and proscriptions manifested by ecclesiatical
authorities were also expressed by secular legislation, when
accidental suffocation of another's child by a nurse was
made punishable in the same way as adult homicide
(McLaughlin,

1974).

One of the great turning points in European history,
following the spread of Christianity and the coming of the
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Germanic tribes,
eleventh century.

occurred around the beginning of the
This turning point was marked by the end

of invasions and hence a new stability and order,
of a monetary,
culture.

market economy,

the rise

and the formation of an urban

Between 1000 and 1350 the overall population of

Europe expanded three times over,

and a small but highly

significant portion of that population lived in the cities.
There was a marked increase in the size of families among
the land-controlling classes in part because of the use of
wet-nurses,

which allowed mothers to diminish the spacing

between pregnancies.
How did people arrange for their sleep in the twelfth
century?

In bourgeois homes the bed was often placed in the

main room that served as living room,
bedroom for the family,

and also as dormitory for the

dependents of the house.
was,

dining room and

Obviously the more modest the home

the more modest was the space for sleeping.

The hut

where the family of a poor farmer lived is described in a
fable of the 13th century:

"An open fire in a large

fireplace where a piece of wrought iron holds the pot,

near

the fireplace an oven and next to it a large bed where the
farmer,

his wife,

their children and also a passerby who

asks for hospitality would sleep side by side."
1977,

p.

(Comte,

42)

From several texts,

it appears that children often

slept with or in the room with their nurse,

if they had one,
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or with their parents

(McLaughlin,

1974).

Because often all

the family slept in the same room the crying of children
during the night was a heavy burden to bear.
memoirs,

written in 1115,

In his

Guibert of Nogent describes how

his mother took care of him during the night.

His crying so

harassed her and her servants that "anyone in the same
little room could hardly get any sleep"
p.

(McLaughlin,

1974,

152) .
In a book of instruction for parish priests

(c.

1400),

both parents and godparents are advised against sleeping
with their children.

What is remarkable in this passage is

that it specifically says,
(Kellum,

1974).

"till he can himself well keep"

It seems evident from such warnings

contained in penitential and synodal legislation that the
concern is the defenselessness of infants. The same texts
see no problem with children strong enough to react to
parents'

overlaying.

However,

there is a tendency not to be

too precise regarding the age of the child.

That could also

be due to a lack of knowledge of child development on the
part of those who were compiling the rules and writing the
advice.

In some cases it was urged to keep the children in

cradles at least until the age of three.
The steady advance of population and the market economy
came to an abrupt halt in 1348 when bubonic plague struck
western Europe,
the population.

killing between one third and one half of
The population level of 1347 was not
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reached again for about 150 years.

The economic depression

that followed the plague made children much more important
for families.
In this connection,

an initiative that has proved very

relevant for the study of the family was the Florentine
Catasto of 1427.

This was a remarkably thorough census,

conducted for tax purposes throughout the territory under
Florence,

both urban and rural.

From the data extracted and

analyzed by Klapish and collaborators
Klapish & Demonet,

1976),

(Klapish,

1972;

it appears that the mean size of

families was 3.9 in urban areas and 4.7 in rural areas.
addition,

In

wealthier families had more children than less

wealthy ones.

Herlihy

(1985)

shows moreover,

that there was

a tendency for wealthy families to take into their
households children from less fortunate families.
Therefore,

several children in these families would grow

together and their experience would be different from the
experience of children in a small family.
One of the first works of this period to focus
attention on the care of children is the one written by
Francesco da Barberino
Costumi di Donna

(Ross,

(1264-1348)
1974),

entitled Reggimento e

which gives advice about the

care and rearing of young children.

Prior to this work,

few authors addressed the years between infancy and the age
of school instruction,

about the age of seven.
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Among the suggestions of Francesco da Barberino for the
care of the infant is a restatement of Soranus'
addressed to the nurse:

injunction,

"Don't let the baby lie with you in

such a way that you might roll over on top of him"
1974,

p.

195).

(Ross,

The repetition of this advice suggests that

many mothers or nurses still continued to keep infants in
their bed.

Even so,

devices were then being developed that

were to protect infants when in a bed with adults.
instrument,

called "arcutio",

held together by a metal arc.

One such

consisted of a wooden frame
The child could be placed

under it and kept safe from the danger of suffocation.

It

also provided ease for nursing the baby during the night for
the mother or nurse because its shape allowed a place for
the breast to rest
wooden box,

(Illustration 2) .

Another was an open

similar to a dresser drawer,

that was to hold

the infant while in the big bed; mention of these occurred
often in the lists of babies'
the sixteenth century

trousseaux beginning early in

(Klapish-Zuber,

1984).

The beds in the iconography of the time appear to
dominate the common rooms. They are imposing and quite large
in wealthy houses; they are surrounded by chests that served
as wardrobes and seats

(Camesasca,

1971).

In nativity

scenes cradles are often depicted in the same room with a
bed,

and at times close by the bed.
Sources from the sixteenth,

seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries take a closer look at the lives of the poor.

In
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The

Arcutio

'HFlEJfit is considered hozv many are charged
Over-[aid in the ‘Bids of Mortality, it is
to Be zoonderd that the Arcutio's, universally
used at [Florence, are not used here in ‘England.
The design above is drazvn in “Perspective, zvith
the “Dimensions, zuhich are larger than usual;
and is thus described:
cl 'The Place zuhere the Child lies.
b. The Elead-Board.
c. The Elollozv for the Ofurse's Breasts.
d. A Bar of ‘Wood to lean on, zvhen she suckles
the Child.
e. A small Iron Arch to support the said Bar.
The Length three Feet, tzvo Inches and a half
Every 9furse in Florence is obliged to lay the
Child in it, under Pain of Excommunication.
The AFCFLTIO, zuhith the Child in it, may be
safely laid entirely under the Bed-Cloths in
the Winter, zvithout Danger of smothering.

Illustration 2
The Arcutio.
Art of Nursing,

London: Brotherton and Gilliver,
1733, frontispice.
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French peasant houses,

according to Flandrin

promiscuity during the night was habitual.

(1976) ,
Although the

synodal laws continued until the end of the eighteenth
century to denounce this habit,
had changed.

it is evident that little

To cite an example,

G^^^oble wrote,

in 1681 the bishop of

"One of the means the devil uses more

commonly to make children lose the purity of their soul by
taking away the purity of their body is the habit that many
parents have to have the children sleep with them in the
same bed...when they begin to have the use of reason"
(Flandrin,

1979,

p.

98).

afford more than one bed.

But peasants lacked the means to
In fact,

that one bed represented

one of the major investments for a peasant home,

and it was

the only comfortable place in the home in which to huddle to
protect each other against the cold.

Perhaps it also

provided what Flandrin suggests in this question:
intimate warmth,

"In this

wouldn't there take place a relationship as

essential as and just as deserving of attention as the
rituals of our bourgeois foyers?"

(Flandrin,

In pre-industrial western society,

1979, p.

101)

over the long period

from Antiquity to the late eighteenth century,

one is struck

by the prevalence of continuities in the realm of social
history,

even though there are considerable variations in
✓

both the quality and quantity of extant source material from
those centuries.

They are particularly consistent in

revealing little about the lives of the vast majority of
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people.

Still,

all indications are that peasant life did

not change very much

(Braudel,

1979).

A basic

characteristic of these centuries is the high incidence of
infant mortality.

Although the estimates of mortality rates

vary according to each author, by the most conservative
accounts it would seem that 30-50 percent of children
perished by age five in early modern Europe
Not much changed,
lay literacy,

(Ozment,

1983).

but perhaps because of the growth of

itself due largely to printing,

progress of medical knowledge,

and the

there is a large

proliferation of published material about childrearing and
the care of children.

Also at the end of this period there

is available written material of a more intimate and direct
value in the form of diaries,

biographies and

autobiographies where the details concerning childhood and
childcare are more and more expressed and where one can
find,

along with continuity,
Linda Pollock

(1983)

signs of change.

examines 433 sources,

mostly

diaries but also some autobiographies, written by English
and American parents between 1500 and 1900.

She analyzes

the attitude toward children and toward childrearing
expressed in a personal,
through those centuries.
views of Arids
(1974)

direct way by literate parents
This author strives to refute the

(1960/1962),

Stone

(1975,

1977),

and de Mause

that revolutionary changes in the attitude toward
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childhood have occurred in the past.

Her thesis is that

there has always been concern about and care for children.
Regarding the specific subject of sleeping
arrangements,

overlaying is reported by the diarists,

and in

one case it is referred to as if it were a normal
occurrence.

In some of the cases of overlaying reported,

the child was sleeping with a nurse;
with the mother.

in some,

though fewer,

The fact that children were sleeping with

an adult or with the parents is mentioned several times.
Commenting on this practice Pollock refers to
anthropological writers who have pointed out that in
societies where there is high infant mortality, mothers or
caretakers keep the infant constantly in close proximity
(Pollock,

1983,

p.

137) .

It is also relevant to note in

this respect that the suggestion to hold one's child as much
as possible,

or have the child held by a nurse,

is believed

to keep the child from getting sick up to the middle of the
nineteenth century.

Furthermore,

during the same period it

is also suggested that it is good for a weak infant to be
kept in bed close to the mother's body.
The diarists of the nineteenth century give more
evidence of the occurrence of children sleeping alone and of
a tendency toward paying more attention to children's sleep.
This is consistent with the general trend toward more and
more separate sleeping quarters in upper and middle class
households,

such as the ones of these parent-diarists.
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Since advice reveals the attitude of experts,

one can

ask how useful it is as a historical source.

Even if advice

does not provide evidence of actual practice,

it does

indicate at least that the practices advised against are
part of parents' behavior of the time.

Furthermore, the

changes in the opinion of experts regarding childrearing
practices are themselves valuable indicators of values and
beliefs.
Such is the premise of an important study by A. Ryerson
(I960,

1961),

a student of John Whiting.

She analyzes

several aspects of childrearing advice contained in thirtynine publications by doctors or moralists from 1550 to 1900.
Ryerson takes into account that many of these works were
published several times over and therefore were influential
for long periods of time.

All the works studied were

w^^-tten in English or translated into English.

Many printed

in England reached America and influenced at least some
American parents.

Before 1800 no book of this type was

either written or published in America.
Regarding the subject of this study,

Ryerson notices an

interesting change in the advice given about the child
sleeping in the mother's bed.

Nearly all the texts printed

before 1825 condemn this practice.

However,

starting around

1825 and lasting until almost the end of the century several
authors do write in favor of the infant sleeping with the
mother.

Toward the end of that century again there emerges
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the advice against keeping the child in the mother's bed.
Moreover,

the recommendation to keep the child in a bed in

the same room is expressed all the way through the period
considered.
(1752),

Only one English doctor, William Cadogan

recommends putting the infant in a separate room to

protect the father from the baby's "squalling".

This same

doctor was the very first to suggest a feeding schedule
(Ryerson,

1960,

p.

84).

The worry about overlaying is mentioned throughout the
nineteenth century but the intensity with which it is
expressed decreases.

This decrease in emphasis in

mentioning the danger of suffocating the infant,
mostly English,

publications,

in these,

is connected with the decline

of the practice of swaddling.
overlay an infant free to move.

There was less danger to
As a consequence there was

less compulsion to tell mothers to keep their babies out of
their bed in the first few months.

Ryerson describes a

tendency toward distancing the child,

recommending less

handling as well as less physical closeness,

and a pressure

toward promoting independence and motor activity.
In order to examine how sleeping arrangements have
changed,

one has to take into account an influential group

in the English and American tradition.
Puritan tradition,

I refer here to the

which has been discussed by several

authors with regard to views of childhood
Greven,

1977;

Stannard,

1974).

(Demos,

1970;

According to Morgan

(1966),
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the Puritans thought that "Children were ignorant and
children were evil; but ignorance could be enlightened and
evil restrained, provided the effort was made soon enough"
(Morgan,

1966, p.

97).

Therefore, parents are advised,

by Wadsworth in Well Ordered Family,
your bosomes,

"While you lay them in

and dandle them on your knees,

and little to infuse good things,
Again this author writes:

as

try by little

holy truths into them".

"you should do something at it

when...you are dressing or undressing your Children morning
and evening"
Illick

(Morgan,
(1974)

1966, p.

97).

notes that "there is a striking

correspondence between the child-rearing patterns of
seventeenth-century Americans and the advice given by John
Locke:
will,

external mental restraints,
hardening the emotions,

Locke,

it will be recalled,

namely, breaking the

disciplining the intellect.

several times cited the good

example of the yeoman in domestic relations; the class
origins of Americans partially explain the correspondence
noted"

(1974,

p.

331).

In colonial New England there was very little privacy
for sleeping.

Out of necessity,

the way the living space

was divided and organized did not allow for separate
sleeping quarters or many separate beds to be set up.

Co¬

sleeping was very common even among siblings of different
sex and of different age.

Overlaying of an infant because
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of co sleeping with older siblings was reported in writings
of the period

(Demos,

1970).

It is informative here in connection with the attitude
of New Englanders and for the purpose of this paper to read
part of a letter written in the eighteenth century by
Susanna Wesley,
her son John,

the daughter of a Presbyterian minister,

the founder of Methodism.

rules by which she raised her family.
infants she says "...they were,
cradle awake,

She describes the
Regarding sleep of

if possible,

and rocked to sleep,

to

laid into their

and so they were kept

rocking till it was time for them to awake.

This was done

to bring them to a regular course of sleeping,

which was at

first three hours in the morning and three in the afternoon:
afterward three hours,

till they needed none at all...."

Later on in the same letter,
routine of young children,
family prayer was over,
maid washed them,

speaking about the daily

she writes,

"At six,

as soon as

they had their supper; at seven the

and beginning at the youngest,

she

undressed and got them all to bed by eight,

at which time

she left them in their several rooms awake,

for there was no

such thing allowed of in our house as sit.ting by a child
till it fell asleep"

(Greven,

1973,

p.

46-47).

reference to a custom that she considers wrong,

Her
namely that

of "sitting by a child till it fell asleep" suggests that
some other parents did not consider staying by the child's
bed a damaging practice.
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From western historical evidence we have seen the
continuity of concern about the survival of the child
(Gandini,

1986).

However,

such continuity lies beneath the

different practices that point to different social
situations,

different cultural customs and different

sensitivity toward issues surrounding the death or survival
of infants.
The threshold of human sensitivity in the western world
has gradually changed through time.

This is evident with

regard to physical aggression in social interaction and to
the exhibition of one's naked body and bodily functions
(Elias,

1939/1982).

While the change is part of a

continuous process it can already be traced to courtly life
in the middle ages,

when ritual aggression became part of

social exchange and the emergence of stylized manners shaped
some people's physical behavior in daily social life
1939/1982) .

(Elias,

The social and economic changes that took shape

in the twelfth century with the development of a money
economy and an urban society allowed for the model of
courtly behavior to begin to be imitated.

This became

gradually more diffuse in the following centuries with the
growth of a wealthy bourgeois class that added a moral
component to rules of conventional behavior.
The slow change of manners,

sensitivity and shame

toward the body and bodily function contributed in part to
the change in living quarters.

Dwellings became more
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spacious and comfortable because of the growth of wealth.
Sleeping arrangements changed as a more and more clear
subdivision of dwellings in rooms with different functions
took place.

In wealthier homes men and women slept in

separate rooms in communal beds.

A husband could always

join his wife when he wanted to.

In less wealthy and poor

homes,

one common bed took care of everybody in the family,

plus guests and help.
Children slept in their parents'

bed.

One encounters

complaints about children soiling the communal bed but the
sensitivity toward such matters was different from what it
has become in times closer to our own.

It would have been

considered unthinkable that children should have their own
beds.

The first separate rooms for children

(Elias,

1982)

were set up in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in
the richest homes, but only in the twentieth century have
they become common in middle class homes and then also in
some lower middle class homes.

Overall,

the child has been

increasingly separated from the parents during the night.
Only recently has there emerged a tendency on the part
of the parents to recover physical closeness with children
during the day and also during the night.

However,

this way

of relating to children is not similar to the one of past
centuries,

before the separation of sleeping quarters was

slowly set up.

Today's closeness requires a very high

degree of self control of affect and impulses that is part
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of the complexity of our contemporary civilization as it
moves further away from physical violence in social
relations and,
generations.

especially,

in the relation between

Many childrearing practices acceptable in the

past would be considered unacceptable by current experts and
would thus be condemned.

CHAPTER 4
EXPERTS' ADVICE ON CHILDREN'S SLEEP

In the final quarter of the nineteenth century,

there

appeared professional experts on the care and upbringing of
children.
physicians,

Learned advice on childrearing was not then new;
educators and clerics had often had their say on

childhood in the past.

What was new was the professional

career of various branches of medicine and the social
sciences wholly devoted to children.

Its practitioners held

to the strong faith in science characteristic of the age.
Building upon rapidly increasing rates of literacy,

they

sought to counteract with their publications what they
perceived as ignorant traditions or popular beliefs, without
scientific foundation,
imitation,

that were passed on orally,

from one generation to another.

did have a considerable impact,

or by

Their writings

although of course they

hardly eliminated the traditional views they so deplored.
Childrearing went right on incorporating the new knowledge
into old beliefs,

combining continuity and innovation.

In

this chapter I will examine writings on childrearing that
give advice about children's sleep with special attention to
closeness between parents and children at bedtime.

The

period examined covers the century between the approxiamte
dates 1870 and 1970,
States.

first in Italy and then in the United
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A. Childrearing Literature in Italy

In Italy the Industrial Revolution started later than
in England,
very slowly.

France and Germany and even then it developed
Although manufacturing started up in several

areas of the North,

the Italian peninsula continued all

through the 19th century to have a predominantly
agricultural economy.

Poverty,

high infant mortality and

resort to traditional beliefs and practices characterized
family life among people of the lower classes at the time.
The ever-present Catholic church provided moral guidance and
otherwise tried to maintain control over family matters.
Childrearing advice was diffused as part of the books
of instruction for midwives and tracts written by moralists.
One particular handbook,

La Commare

(The Midwife,

1713),

written by Mercuri and first published in 1573, was
reprinted at least 19 times up through the 18th century and
was still being used by midwives and quacks in the
countryside at the end of the nineteenth century.
New attitudes and ideas toward health,
as care of women and children,
Italy.

however,

as well

started to make their way in

These changes were connected with the improvement

and professionalization of medical care during childbirth
that had started in France and in England in the 17th and
the first part of the 18th centuries.

During the same

period the diminishing occurrence of epidemics allowed the
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attention of men of state,

philosophers,

and medical doctors

to be engaged in the improvement of the general state of
health of the people.

The change from a fatalist attitude

to a more responsible one,
a debate on population,

on the part of government,

infant mortality,

opened

and public health.

Healthier citizens meant stronger soldiers as well as
workers for the budding industries.

The medical police,

a

special corps formed at the time of earlier epidemics, was
expanded to help improve the health conditions of the
population.

The request to the medical profession to

cooperate in this enterprise was welcomed by doctors who
asked in exchange the recognition of their professionality
and protection against charlatans

(Pancino,

1984).

It was along with this movement that there was a
tendency to make available the scientific knowledge acquired
in the academies through vulgarization.
1775 a doctor from Verona

(Zeviani)

For example,

in

wrote a book on the

illnesses of children and in 1784 another doctor in Naples
(Bandini)

published a book on breastfeeding.

In 1786 a

treatise on the birth and care of infants written by a
doctor of the medical school in Paris

(Vandermonde)

translated from French and printed in Torino.

was

This book,

which was inspired by Locke and collected the most recent
formulations of French,
subject,

English and German science on the

was very advanced with respect to attitudes of the

time in Italy.

The author spoke against swaddling,

against
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excessive rocking

(the European debate against rocking was

full swing at this time),
a soporific.
child cry,
arms

and against the use of opium as

But he also recommended against letting the

and in favor of carrying the child often in the

(changing arms frequently)

and singing lullabyes to

soothe the baby to sleep.
One has to wait until the 1830's to see a trend of new
Italian publications on the care of young children.
first were printed in Milan,

The

the capital of the Lombard-

Venetian regions occupied by Austrian forces after the
Restoration.
Piedmont,

These regions,

along with Tuscany and

were among the most economically and socially

advanced of this period.

One has to consider that the first

sixty years of the 19th century were marked by patriotic
unrest,

strife and open war to free the peninsula from

foreign domination,

as well as from the oppressive power,

the central part of the peninsula,

of the Papacy.

in

Although

these struggles can hardly be defined a popular movement,
they disrupted the life of people in the areas where
fighting took place.
took place in 1860.

The unification of the Italian state
In the first decades of the new state

the government had to cope with tremendous economic,
political and organizational problems.
initiatives got under way,

However, many new

among them an attempt toward

diffusing information about health care for mothers and
young children.
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The attitude toward childrearing prevailing in Italy at
the end of the nineteenth century was as follows.

The

influence of Rousseau's ideas was still felt in small
circles,

where a debate on the condition of childhood and on

the ways to improve it was in process.
fashioned way,

However,

the old-

transmitted from mother to mother and rich in

traditional beliefs,

remained pervasive.

Infant mortality

for the decade 1871-80 was 215 per thousand.
was a dramatically high death rate,

Although this

it represented an

improvement in comparison to the regional data before
unification of the country.

Demographers have pointed out

that it was around 1870 that the downward course of infant
mortality began in Italy
Illustration n.

3).

(Cipolla,

1965;

see also

Small children of factory workers were

left in the custody of poor women in unsanitary, pitiful
conditions during the long hours while their parents worked
(Catarsi & Genovesi,
for young children,
educational purpose,

1985).

But in 1831 the first center

which had a charitable as well as an
opened in Cremona.

The philosophy of

this educational institution organized by Ferrante Aporti
was inspired by the work of Robert Owen and its development
was sustained by the political group of the liberals during
the Italian Risorgimento,
unity

(Catarsi & Genovesi,

the movement that led Italy to
1985).
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Crude birth and death rates, rate of natural increase
and infant mortality rate for
Italy 1872-1940

Births
(per
thousand)

1872-75
76-80
81-85
86-90
91-95
96-1900
1901-05
06-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40

Deaths
(per
thousand)

36.8
36.9
38.0
37.5
36.0
34.0
32.7
32.7
31.5
23.0
29.8
26.8
23.8
23.3

Excess of live
births
(per
thousand)

30.5
29.4
27.3
27.2
25.5
22.9
22.0
21.2
19.7
24.4
17.4
16.0
14.1
13.9

Infant
mortality
(per
thousand)

6.3
7.5
10.7
10.3
10.5
11.1
10.7
11.5
11.7
-1.4
12.4
10.9
9.8
9.4

219
209
195
195
185
168
167
155
140
152
127
119
105
103

Illustration 3
Infant Mortality in Italy.
Table from Cipolla, C. M., Four Centuries of Italian
Demographic Development
The tone of the childrearing manuals of the middle and
second part of the 19th century stressed the importance of
being good mothers,

the fragility and preciousness of

infancy and the joys as well as the sufferings of
motherhood.

Exemplary stories of accidental deaths of

babies and children,
mothers or nurses,
advice given.

because of errors or neglect by their

were often used to make the point of the
«

*

•
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The recommendation against having the child in bed with
the mother was expressed,
suffocation,

describing the danger of

first of all,

but at times also pointing out

how infants soiled the mother's bed.

The cradle should have

been used from the first day and rather than the oldfashioned,

small rocking cradle made of wood,

one should

have opted for a hygenic cradle made of metal and painted
white,

the kind that was suspended between two poles and

could only rock gently.

The low wooden cradle, was thought

to expose the child to the cold,
insects.

Not only that,

to farm animals and to

but rocking in that type of cradle

was thought so violent that could provoke sickness and
damage to the child's health.
Light coverings were always suggested,
infants,

who needed more warmth.

except for small

For the same reason a few

manuals suggested that to place the infant in bed near the
mother would have been helpful to keep it warm and healthy.
Another suggestion was to place,

with great care, warm water

bottles or bricks that had been warmed in the oven inside
the cradle to keep the infant warm.

In particular,

the

importance of keeping children's feet warm was also
stressed.

One has to remember that central heating at the

time was not at all common in houses,

and in poor dwellings

a small open fire was often the only source of heat.
Once the children were a little older they were
supposed to go to bed early; no exciting play was to be
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allowed,

no exciting story told,

mentioned.

and no fearful things

One was supposed to make sure that their bowels

had moved before going to bed.
alone in the dark,

The child was not be left

and a night light

burn too much oxygen)

(but not one that would

was recommended.

Parents were advised

that children sometimes woke up in the night frightened.
They were also cautioned not to wake up a child suddenly.
The child was to be allowed to sleep as much as he wanted.
In the first 25 years of the 20th century,

the authors

of books of advice on childrearing disapproved more and more
of rocking children.
also disapproved.
insistently.

Later in that period lullabyes were

Cleanliness was stressed more

The time for going to bed,

as well as the

quantity of sleep that children should have at different
ages,

began to be mentioned.

Another change in the

direction of having the child less dependent came from
repeated advice not to ease the child to sleep by keeping it
in one's arms.
From the second quarter of the 20th century the
diffusion of childrearing advice became wider.

The books so

far were mostly addressed to women of the upper or middle
classes.

Often an appeal to these women was put forward in

these texts to encourage them to spread their knowledge and
thus help the fight against ignorance,

reputed to be the

cause of death of so many young children.

But along with

the books there were now more and more small pamphlets,
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which were more concise and,

at times,

went beyond mere

advice to give strong prescriptions and severe admonitions.
In this period manuals on nursing and home economics were
also more common.

These manuals contained charts on the

physiology and development of the child.
prescriptions,

Among the new

a feeding schedule was introduced; the advice

to leave the child lying down undisturbed as much as
possible was more consistently given,
not surprisingly,
condemnation,
In 1926,

and at the same time,

the pacifier became an object of

be it made of cloth or rubber.
as part of the Fascist policy of demographic

development and organization of education,

an institution

with the specific goal of instructing and protecting mother
and child was established.
Nazionale Maternita'

The name was ONMI,

e Infanzia.

Opera

Among the many functions

of ONMI was the diffusion of knowledge about childcare and
childrearing to a wider and wider spectrum of the
population.

Many of the new publications of the years

between 1930 and 1943 reflected the patriotic and bombastic
Fascist style.

Although some of the books written in the

first quarter of the century continued to be republished,
with just minor changes,
wider audiences.
mothers.

brief books or pamphlets reached

These were distributed free to many young

They contained advice,

written in brief sentences

or more precisely commands,

(see Illustration 4).
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rtcorda cha II Faadamo ha
cha protoggono ta • tuo hgllo.

MU latm*.

Mamma, rlcorda cha I'Opara Maionala MatamlU ad
tarula voiuta dal
U aaaiata prima. durama a

U

Mamma, rlcorda cha hai dlrrtto di aaaara alutata ad aaalatlta par dara alia hjea tuo hgllo. ma cha hai II dovara
dl allavarlo bana.
Modo trormto di (aaaara il bambino.
Mamma, rlcorda cha Tunica paraona compatama par curara ta a II tuo hgllo * Il madlco.

Mamma, rlcorda cha II Faaelamo ha craato par ta II corv
aultorlo oatatnco a par tuo hgllo II canauttorto padlatrlco.

Mamma, rlcorda cha II tuo tatta » II mlgllora alimanto
par tuo hgllo.
Dt da manglara ragolarmanta a torn hgllo coma tt Inaagna II madlco aa non vuol aaaara raiponaablla dalla aua
morta par abagllata o cattlva allmantailona.

Modo oonttto di (aaciaia il bambino.

Mamma, rlcorda cha quando tuo hgllo cl ammala * ado
al madlco cha davl ahldarlo; non davl dara ratta al con.
aigll dalla donnatta. cha non poaaono aapara eurara tuo
hgllo.

Illustration 4
Pamphlet Distributed to Mothers in 1940 by ONMI
(Opera Nazionale Maternity e Infanzia)
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Translation
of Illustration 4

Mother, remember that fascism has set up institutions to
protect you and your child.

Mother, remember that the ONMI, created by the Duce,
you before, during and after childbirth.

assists

Mother, remember that you have the right to be helped to
bring forth your child, but that it is your duty to rear
your child well.

Mother, remember that the only person who is competent to
take care of you and your child is the doctor.

Mother, remember that fascism has created for you the
obstetric clinic and for your child the pediatric clinic.

Mother, remember that your milk is the healthiest food for
your child.
Feed your child regularly as the doctor tells
you if you do not wish to be responsible for your child's
death because of poor nutrition.

Mother, remember that when your child becomes ill the only
person to whom you should entrust him is the doctor. Do not
take the advice of gossipy housewives, for they cannot know
how to cure your child.
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Besides condemning the habit of keeping the child in
the mother's bed,

because of the danger of suffocation,

the

writers mentioned how damaging for the child it was to get
constant feeding by being close to the mother's breast
during the night.

The use of a pacifier was still condemned

and it was stressed that mothers also should not use their
breast as a pacifier.
insisted upon.

A feeding schedule was always

In a book written in 1941

(Raffaelli) ,

year after the beginning of the Second World War,
spoke about fears that children had at bedtime:

one

the author

"Although

the old-fashion tradition of telling scary stories to
children has disappeared,

now there was a tendency to take

children to the movies where there are films that show
violent scenes and shooting.

Remember that the children get

terrified in the same way as they used to with the stories"
(Raffaelli,

1941,

p.

50) .

Many of the same recommendations were repeated by one
writer and the next.
parents'

Always the same warnings about the

bed reappeared

(although the reasons changed and

more reasons were added as we come closer to our time) .

The

fear of spoiling the child became more and more evident
between the 1920's and the 1940's.

Warnings against rocking

and singing to the child or easing the child to sleep in
one's arms were expressed more often.

Judgments against the

mother were becoming heavier and heavier and more openly
expressed.

All children were supposed to go to sleep easily
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because infants and small children needed sleep in order to
grow in a healthy way.
sleep,

then

If the child cried and resisted

something was wrong with what the mother

the nurse)

was doing.

good diet,

or she fed it too close to bedtime,

was constipated,

Either she had not given the child a
or the child

or the schedule had been upset,

excitement had colored the time before bed,
all,

(or

or too much

or, worst of

some spoiling had been going on for which now both

child and mother had to pay dearly.
The aggressive tone and the patriotic rhetoric
evaporated from the books published after World War Two.
Some of the first books then published were reissues of
works from the pre-Fascist period, with changes perhaps only
of tone.

Even the few new books of the early fifties were

not too different from the past in substance.
By the 1950's,

however,

a small elite was raising

children with an awareness of psychological needs and of
"the importance of the first year of life" that was then
being stressed especially in foreign literature about
childrearing.

Professional women in the cities considered

it a duty to take a year off from their work to be directly
responsible for raising the children before entrusting them
to nurses or expensive childcare centers.

In the same

period specialized magazines and women's magazines started
publishing the first articles to speak about the
consequences of early maternal deprivation.
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In 1962 the book of Dr.

Spock appeared in Italy;

it

rapidly became popular and then was republished several
times.

Educated parents adopted it before many

pediatricians recognized the value of showing confidence in
the mother.

At the same time the Spock approach placed a

heavy responsibility for the good development of the child
squarely upon the mother.

For several years in the 1960's

pediatricians continued to maintain the punishing and
scolding attitude of the childrearing manuals of previous
decades.
Slowly the new knowledge about the child coming from
research on child development and the changes in attitude
brought on by the student movement and new political
awareness began to influence large strata of parents.
growing concern for the welfare of the child,

This

in all the

details of its life, was picked up and tremendously boosted
by commercial enterprises.

With the economic boom the

market for products specifically designed for infants and
children was sustained and expanded by an advertising
campaign that played upon the specific,

atavistic concerns

of parents about infant fragility.
In the early seventies there was a development of city
run infant centers and nursery schools where parents were
called in to participate in the educational project.

The

prevailing attitude in such centers and schools was and
remains markedly different from the previous, mostly
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custodial,

organization of infant and child daycare,

but

these high quality centers developed only in the north of
Italy where the socio-economic level was much higher than in
the south of the country.
In 1972, Marcello Bernardi,

a pediatrician who had

already published numerous articles and books on
childrearing with the specific intent of demolishing old
prejudices about the ignorance of the mother and the fear of
spoiling the child,
book,

published an extensive manual.

entitled II Nuovo Bambino

(the new child),

This

started by

expressing respect for the child and confidence in the
mother,

following Dr.

Spock's line.

However, he went deeper

into psychological concerns for the child and introduced in
Italy also the ideas about going back to "natural" ways of
interacting with the child.

This book has had a notable

impact and its message has been diffused very widely through
women's magazines and specialized magazines on childcare.
The manuals of childrearing indicate the attitude of
people who feel in charge of educating parents and spreading
the "right" way of doing things.
little about actual practices.

Therefore they may tell
However,

they can be

informative about the continuation of practices that the
authors of the manual condemn.

From that we learn that some

mothers continued to keep children in their bed,

or that

children were rocked to sleep or eased to sleep in their
mother's arms.

We can also trace the use of pacifiers and
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especially the change of advice regarding them;
out,

beginning with Dr.

Spock,

it turns

that the need of the child to

suck beyond feeding time was recognized as legitimate.
Some informal corroborative information about actual
practices over the last sixty to sixty-five years comes from
interviews with women ranging in age from their eighties on
down to new,

young parents in their twenties.

Between 1975

and 1985 I myself conducted several interviews in Italy on
the subject of bedtime.

The oldest middle-class women

reported having a separate .room for the child but taking the
child into their own bed during the period of breast feeding
to avoid the cold of the night, both for the child and for
themselves.

Some of them also described how they tried to

be very strict with the first child following the "modern"
tendency against spoiling but how, by the second child,
became much more lenient and took the child into bed,
well after weaning,

they

even

especially when the child had periods of

nocturnal fears.
Some in the generation that had children born during
World War II suffered problems of limited space,
heating fuel,
consideration,

lack of

or relocation. Apart from that special
mothers of the forties and fifties descibed

the use of a cradle for a short time and then of wooden or
metal cots with sliding sides.
the same room.

Very often siblings slept in

Descriptions of long nights spent pacing up

and down with a sleepless child in their arms,

rocking and
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singing,

to try to get the child to sleep,

recurred often.

The different temperaments of children regarding sleep were
also often stressed.

The child that sleeps like an angel,

or an infant that only eats and sleeps,

was always greatly

admired or envied.
In the generation that had children in the late sixties
and early seventies,

there was a tendency to feel guilty

about taking the child into the parents' bed and in many
cases all efforts were made to avoid that.
would stay up many hours,

every night,

Some mothers

sitting by the crib

of their child because the child could not sleep.

They

mention being completely exhausted during the day but never
giving up their nightwatch until the child started to sleep
during the night.

Other mothers would use rituals,

rewards,

and menaces of boogiemen to convince the child to go to
sleep in its own bed.

They were aware of the fact that it

was wrong to frighten the child but in their view that was
preferable to having the child in the parents' bed.
Among the parents who have young children in the
eighties,

there is of course a wide variety of practice,

but more parents,

especially if they are both working,

tend

to take the nursing infant and also the young child in their
bed when the child cries or requests it.

They cite as a

reason that the child needs physical closeness and,
are away from the child most of the day,
to be severe during the night.

as they

they cannot expect

They are in general less
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guilty about having the child in bed and they start asking
the child to be more independent toward four or five years
of age,

reporting that they are pleased when they have

success on this matter.
school in Florence

Recently a teacher in a nursery

(L. Marchi,

personal communication)

found

out that one fourth of the children in that school slept in
the parental bed.
From interviewing peasant women in the countryside one
learns of the continued use of swaddling right up to the
1950's and the lack in some cases even of a cradle.

The

parental bed then becomes the only place for the infant to
be kept.

Some women describe how the swaddling clothes made

it possible to keep the child safe also during the day.
They could leave the infant in the middle of the parental
bed,

or propped up in a special frame, without fear that it

would move or eventually fall out.

Some women say that they

would always keep the youngest baby on their side of the bed
because the husband,
field,

who had been working all day in the

had a very heavy sleep and could have turned over on

and suffocated the child.
parents'

bed.

But,

Young children also slept in the

when there were more children and

especially as they grew older,
a bed together,

they were placed at night in

often in the same room with the parents or

in the next room if there was one.
A dramatic change took place for the countryside
the economic industrial boom of the 1960's.

with

The younger
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generations absorbed the lessons of pediatricians and health
officials and tried to do away with having the child in bed
by using more metal cots and wicker cradles.

Rapid change

in recent years has produced an acute generation gap between
women in the countryside.

Grandmothers* views are snubbed

and the new parents tend to follow the advice of the women*s
magazines or of the specialized stores,
chain Prenatal,
towns,

such as those of the

which have sprung up in all the provincial

where they advertise their saleswomen as child

experts.

(Benigni,

1984)

In 1983 one sixty-year old woman from a village gave
clear expression to these changes through four generations.
She then had a twenty-eight-year old daughter who in turn
had a one year-old son.

When she went to visit her

daughter and bedtime came,
the child in the crib,
and let it cry,

she would see the daughter put

close the door of the child's room

waiting nervously outside the door.

After

describing this scene the woman added:
I cannot stand it!
When my daughter was a child, I
would keep her in my arms and pace up and down the room
singing and rocking, for what now seems hours.
Then I
would put her in the cradle fast asleep.
But I remember
that my mother, who lived with me, used to say, 'I do not
understand you modern women.
When you were small I would
just put you in bed with me, give you my breast and
everybody went to sleep in peace.'
Eventually if the daughter of this woman were living in
a city or in a town closer to a large city,

she would

probably be lying in bed near the child t.o ease it to sleep
as many young Italian parents now tend to do.
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B. Childrearing Literature in the United States

Among the most important influences on the care and
education of young children in the United States during the
first part of the period under consideration,
to 1920,

roughly 1870

are the emergence of pediatrics as a distinct

medical profession,
children,

the development of formula for feeding

the "child saving" initiatives promoted by women

of the "Progressive Movement," and the scientific study of
the child influenced by the work and teaching of G.

Stanley

Hall.
In the second part of the period,
and 1970,

between about 1920

and of course closely connected with this

scientific approach,

are changes in the fields of psychology

and child development,

such as Watson's behaviorism,

derivatives of Freudian psychoanalysis,
maturationism,
deprivation,

various

Gesell's

the studies of consequences of maternal

studies of cultural deprivation,

the emergence of the interactionist approach.

and,

finally,

Considering

the changes in the field of psychology one should keep in
mind also the important events that influenced such studies
and affected the lives of families with young children in
the same period.
the Depression,
World War Two,

These include the economic consequences of
the work outside the home of women during

the post-war baby-boom,

affluent society,

the war on poverty,

the emergence of an
the Civil Rights
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movement,

the Vietnam War and the student protests,

just to

mention the most significant ones.
The advice found in childrearing manuals published over
the whole century between about 1870 and 1970 follows an
instructive course. Most notable right away is the relative
unimportance of sleep and sleep problems compared with the
major attention devoted to care in feeding.

Problems with

feeding were considered the major cause of infant mortality.
Advice about the sleep of infants and young children was
often given along with the instructions about what was
needed for a newborn,
it to sleep.

namely a place where to keep it or put

Or else, with regard to young children,

sleep

would be included under such rubrics as "Miscellaneous" or
"Bad habits".

However,

considered here,
managing infants'

in the second half of the period

more and more attention was given to
and young children's sleep,

and

particularly to defining more precisely an ideal time for
going to bed at different age levels,
particular routines.

and to establishing

The definition of bedtime has become

increasingly clearly formulated.
Among the concepts of childhood that influenced
childrearing manuals,
nineteenth century

published around the middle of the

(Sunley,

1955),

a few continued to be

discernible in the advice given to parents during the latter
part of that century.

One such concept,

theories of Locke and Rousseau,

influenced by the

viewed the nature of the
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child as basically good at birth.

It proposed that the

child had to be guided to a behavior close to nature and
protected from the vices engendered by civilization.
Therefore the child had to

be "hardened" by the parents in

order to grow up as a strong,
to another view,

unspoiled person.

According

the child was a fragile creature that

needed kind nurturance and gentle discipline.

This need had

to be recognized and satisfied by the parents so as to allow
the child to develop in the manner of a beautiful flower
(Sunley,

1955,

p.

161).

The compilers of manuals following

these concepts show an overall tendency to abolish corporal
punishment and to provide interesting and desirable
activities that would steer the child away from situations
in which it would likely misbehave.

They encourage parents

to foster the independence of children and their individual
characteristics,

and to behave as friends to them.

Some of

these trends can be traced also in issues of the Ladies Home
Journal,

which began publishing in 1884

1958,

13).

p.

(Miller and Swanson,

Still another concept derived from a Calvinist view of
the child as having a basically evil disposition.
view,

By such a

parents had to be vigilant in guarding children

against their own tendencies and impulses.
still influenced L. Emmet Holt,
Feeding of Children,
that is,

This concept

author of The Care—and

first published in 1894 as a catechism,

intruction by question and answer,

for nursery
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maids.

However,

Holt's severity also followed from his work

with needy children and mothers in urban tenements and at
the Babies'

Hospital in New York.

He had become aware of

the importance of prevention of infantile diseases through
"educating" mothers.

He was a leader among the physicians

who began to specialize in the scientific study of childhood
diseases,

thus making pediatricts develop into a separate

medical field.

The American Medical Association instituted

a special session in 1881 devoted to childhood diseases.
1887 an American Pediatric Society was formed,

In

and in 1901

Holt was appointed Professor of Pediatrics at the College of
Physicians and Surgeons.

Children were coming to be seen,

as being peculiarly different patients,

rather than as

having only different diseases from adults

(Jones,

1983, p.

80) .
Previous manuals were addressed mainly to well-to-do
women and did not have a structure that allowed for easy
consultation,
Nursery,

for example,

one,

entitled Hygiene of the

was published by Louis Starr in 1888 and went

through several editions. This author devoted 17 detailed
pages to how the nursery should be set up; he even advised
providing two nurseries,
night

(Starr,

1913,

p.

one for the day and one for the

51).

Holt's manual was,

instead,

precise in its prescriptions,

easy to consult and

and met with much success.

was reprinted many times until 1943 and dedicated to

The

It
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Young Mothers of America."

According to Jones,

it was the

influence of genteel urban mothers who were eager to "create
a profession of motherhood" that played a central role in
defining the basic character of the pediatrician.

At the

same time the poor mothers benefited from the doctor's
advice because it helped to save their children's lives.
"Late nineteenth-century pediatricians,
Holt was representative,

of whom L. Emmet

forged an alliance with mothers of

all classes to shape a medical specialty that served
professional interests,
and social ideology"

humanitarian needs, personal welfare

(Jones,

1983, p.

not according to a conscious plan,

80).

Even if this was

observes Jones,

"pediatricians came to monopolize access to modern childcare
information,

a monopoly later augmented rather than broken

by educators and child psychiatrists"

(Jones,

1983, p.

90).

Holt devoted a chapter to sleep but it is only three
pages long.

It opened with the question about the child

sleeping in the same bed with mother or nurse and his terse
answer was:
avoided."

"Under no circumstances,

if this can possibly be

His reasons included danger of overlying and the

temptation of too frequent nursing.
children sleep together,

Regarding letting older

the reason for not allowing it was

the risk of spreading contagious diseases as well as forming
what he considered bad habits.
Rocking,

pacifier and "all other devices for putting

children to sleep"

(p.

165)

were seen as a bad,

sometimes
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injurious habit,

hard to break once acquired.

Among the

frequent causes for disturbed sleep or sleeplessness Holt
saw bad habits,

"excitement or romping play just before

bedtime and fears aroused by pictures or stories"

(p.

165) .

In a later chapter answering questions that dealt with the
bad habit of night crying,

Holt suggested that when the

parent realized that the crying was connected with "temper,
habit or

(desire)

to be indulged," parents should let the

child "cry it out."
extreme cases,

"This often requires an hour,

two or three hours.

(p.

This advice about crying,

and a third

170).
along with other stern

instructions about childrearing,

remained virtually

unchanged from 1914 to 1942 in Infant Care,
bulletin

in

A second struggle will

seldom last more than ten or fifteen minutes,
will rarely be necessary"

and,

a booklet,

or a

(as it has been often called) , published by the

Children's Bureau of the United States Department of Labor.
Martha Wolfenstein

(1955),

in her analysis of changing

trends in childrearing advice in this country,

found that

the child was seen as endowed with strong and dangerous
impulses also by the compilers of this publication.

As an

illustration she pointed to the suggestions given to parents
to avoid allowing the child,
or masturbate.

to suck its thumb

Parents were advised not to punish but to

use mechanical restraints:
of the bed,

once in bed,

feet tied to the opposite sides

sleeves pinned or sewn down over the fingers,

or
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even patent cuffs used to keep the elbows stiff
West,

1914,

pp.

(p.

109,

61-62) .

The history of this influential publication and the
reaction of women to the advice offered by it has been
recently brought to light by historians
Taylor,

1986) .

(Weiss,

1978; Ladd-

The institution of a Federal Bureau for

Children was prepared by the first federal White House
Conference on Children in 1909,

and brought to fruition by a

group of liberal women reformers,
movement in 1912

(Cravens,

1985).

active in the child-saving
They favored a

combination of sentiment with scientific practice in
motherhood, which combination was characteristic of the
Progressive ideology.
One of the leaders of the coalition of women's
associations that worked to launch the Children's Bureau was
Julia Lathrop.

She became chief of the new Children's

Bureau and directed it from 1912 to 1921
Taylor,

1986).

(Weiss,

1978; Ladd-

The Children's Bureau was active through

many channels; however,

for the purpose of this survey it is

useful to note that between 1914 and 1921 it distributed
almost a million and a half copies of Infant Care, whose
stated goal was instructing young mothers and saving the
lives of children.
Health,

Furthermore,

Education and Welfare

Children's Bureau)

in 1965 the Department of

(which then, housed the

estimated that one copy of the bulletin
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had been distributed for one out of every three babies born
in the previous fifty years

(Ladd-Taylor,

1986,

p. 2).

The first two editions of Infant Care were written by
Mary Mills West
Holt,

(1914,

1921),

drawing heavily on the book by

The Care and Feeding of Children

(1914).

She

integrated much practical advice based upon her own
experience as mother of five children
p.

33) .

(Ladd-Taylor,

1986,

There was another important difference in the text

by West compared with that of Holt,

namely the awareness,

the part of the women of the Children's Bureau,

on

of the

overwhelming quantity of work and responsibility that the
caring and rearing of children entailed.

Therefore,

the

advice given in the bulletin reflected respect for and
consideration of the women's need for help and support.

It

also implied a sort of cooperation between mother and child
(Weiss,

1977,

1978; Ladd-Taylor,

to provide care,

food,

1986) .

The mother worked

and hygiene for the child and the

child had to adapt to habits and routines that made up an
efficient system of childrearing.

"The care of a baby is

readily reduced to a system unless he is sick.

Such a system

is not only one of the greatest factors in keeping the baby
well and in training him in a way which will be of value to
him all through life but reduces the work of the mother to a
minimum and provides for her certain periods of rest and
recreation"

(West,

1914,

p.

59) .
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The women of the Children's Bureau had very much in
mind the needs of the mother as well as the survival needs
of children.

The concern about high infant mortality had

been the primary mover of their enterprise.

However,

the

system that they advocated was appropriate for socializing
children adapted to the modern industrial society of the
twentieth century.
One pamphlet printed and distributed by the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company in 1916

(Lindner)

for

its policy-holders had a tone recognizable in similar
material printed and distributed to

working-class mothers

in Italy some fifteen or twenty years later.

There was a

continuous insistence about hygiene and cleanliness.

Often

an entire statement about keeping the house or the child
clean was repeated in capital letters.

Warnings about the

dire consequences of not following the advice given were
often included.

Also in this

pamphlet the danger of

suffocating the infant by rolling over it while sleeping was
given as one reason for not keeping the baby in bed with the
mother.

However,

as this pamphlet was clearly addressed to

families with a limited income and who could thus not have
much room in their homes,

advice was included on how to make

a wooden box or use a basket to keep the infant close to the
mother's bed.

Another interesting point that also echoes

the Infant Care bulletin was the advice given here to train
the infant as soon as possible to sleep during the hours in
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which the mother was busiest with her housework
1916 p.

(The Child.

13).

The specific advice about sleep by West was similar to
that given by Holt.

"Not a few young babies are smothered

while lying in the bed with an older person,

some part of

whose body is thrown over the baby's face during sleep"
(West,

1914,

p.

56).

On rocking:

"She

[the mother]

also to be cautioned about rocking the baby,
and down on her knee,
carriage,

tossing him,

needs

jumping him up

shaking his bed or

and in general keeping him in constant motion.

All these things disturb the baby's nerves and make him more
and more dependent upon these attentions"

(p.

56).

However,

she added many details that show attentiveness to child and
mother:
(p.

60)

"The baby should not be left alone too completely"
and mothers should pick the baby up frequently and

quietly when he is awake.

Older children should be taught

to sit on the floor and amuse themselves.

"No one who has

not tried it realizes how much nervous energy can be
consumed in

'minding'

a baby who can creep or walk about,

and who must be continually watched and diverted,

and the

mother who is taking a baby through this period of his life
will need to conserve all her strength,

and not waste it in

useless forms of activity"

p.

(West,

1914,

60).

With regard to habitually picking up a baby when it
cried,

although West admitted that her advice "may sound

cruel,

and it is very hard for a young mother to do,"

she
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asserted that it was essential to leave the baby alone to
cry until it went to sleep.

To give in would have meant to

turn the baby into a "spoiled,

fussy baby,

and a household

tyrant whose continuous demands make a slave of the mother"
(West,

1914,

pp.

60-61).

Mothers of all social classes,
poor backgrounds,

including many from very

wrote letters to the Children's Bureau.

One basic problem in studying childrearing manuals is that
they do not offer direct evidence of actual practice
(Mechling,

1975).

The unusual value of these letters is

that they acquaint us at least with the perspective of those
who were receiving the advice contained in the bulletin
(Ladd-Taylor,

1986).

They also provide insight into the

daily burdens of those mothers and in particular the
difficulties they encountered in applying the advice.
It is instructive,

for this study of bedtime,

to read

the answer written by West to a letter from a mother of
three babies who expressed her sense of impotence in the
face of the overwhelming amount of work she had plus the
constant concern with the quality of care for her children.
In regard to the care of three little children under
three years of age: this alone is a full day's job for any
one woman, and the only way that you can accomplish it and
do the essential things for your household, is to
systematize their hours and run their meals, naps, hours
of play, and night sleep on a regular schedule
(LaddTavlor, 1986, p. 130).
Further along West suggests that
the children should be in bed before the mother s
supper.
"If you have not tried putting away your childre
at six o'clock, you have no idea what a relief it
t-n vnn
It can be done; I have done it myself with three
boys, and no mother who knows the satisfaction of having
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the care of her children cease before her own evening
meal, and the quiet comfort of a still household in the
evening, would fail to immediately begin the training
necessary to make it possible" (Ladd-Taylor, 1986, p.
131) .
Lathrop and West were careful to state that the advice
given in Infant Care was not intended to substitute for the
advice from physicians.

They were aware that the medical

profession had opposed all along the women-run programs of
the Children's Bureau for fear it would lead to socialized
medicine.

However,

the professionalization of child care

grew rapidly between 1915 and 1930.
of physiological psychology,
anthropology,

The scientific approach

psychiatry,

physical

educational psychology and pediatrics did not

support the Progressive ideals of immediate institutional
innovations and reforms.

For the professional scientist,

research was more important than reform to achieve child¬
saving.

(Cravens,

1985).

As a consequence,

the bulletin was directed by a physician,
on,

starting in 1929

and from that time

the most common advice given in answer to the many

letters of mothers directed to the Children's Bureau for
help was to consult a physician

(Ladd-Taylor,

1986,

p. 23).

The second part of this survey examines the
childrearing manuals published starting around the 1920 s.
Among the scientific approaches to the study of the child
and particularly provocatory is the advice given by Watson,
the famous behaviorist.

His articles on childrearing were

popular already during the 1920's

(Weiss,

1977,

p.

530),

while his book for parents was published in 1928 with the
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title Psychological Care of Infant and Child.

Watson

believed in the possibility of conditioning children to grow
up as independent,

happy and healthy people:

There is a sensible way of treating children. Treat
them as though they were young adults. Dress them, bathe
them with care and circumspection.
Let your behavior
always be objective and kindly firm.
Never hug and kiss
them.
Never let them sit in your lap.
If you must, kiss
them once on the forehead when they say good night.... Try
it out.
In a week's time, you will find out how easy it
is to be perfectly objective with your child and at the
same time kindly.
You will be utterly ashamed of the
mawkish, sentimental way you have been handling it (p.
87) .
Besides his conviction about the essential need of
being emotionally detached,

his critical tone made mothers

appear incompetent and dangerous.

This book created a great

public sensation but apparently parents did not find it
interesting or useful for long because it did not go through
many editions.

However,

behaviorism has had a great impact

upon the study of the child,

and has continued to influence

some writers of childrearing manuals.
During the same period,

the nineteen-twenties,

there

were publications that made less noise but that indicate to
us how different trends in childrearing remain alive. One
example of a trend where advice takes into account the
perspective of the child comes from the book Child Training
(Patri,

1922),

where a short chapter is expressely entitled

"bedtime":
Children do not like to go to bed. They are always
sure that interesting things are about to happen and they
“u miss something.
Going to bed is always an
interruption, no matter what the hour.
Beside all that.
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there is a certain dread of the night.
Children feel safe
during the day.
Night brings fear all its own. What can
one do to make going to bed the "next thing," the pleasant
thing it ought to be?
It helps some if the child knows
that all his playmates are going to bed.
He has a feeling
of companionship if he knows that the chickens and the
kittens and the flowers are going to sleep at the same
time he is.
This is the reason that the child likes to
hear "Bedtime Stories" (Patri, 1922, p. 18) .
Another example,

this time of the trend devoted to the

scientific study of the child and to parents'

education,

is

a book published by the Institute of Child Welfare at the
University of Minnesota

(Faegre and Anderson,

1929). This

book,

which went through many editions between 1928 and

1958,

contains a long chapter about sleep.

among several pieces of advice,

a study on sleep of children

between the ages of one and seven years,
and time for going to bed.

It reports,

including duration

Although regularity and early

bedtime are stressed in this book,
a concern for the child's needs.

several suggestions show
Among such suggestions is

the one to give children a few minutes of warning to let
them adjust to the idea of going to bed,
or songs of a quieting nature.
his needs are attended to,

and to use stories

"After being sure that all

leave the child and do not

respond to calls or requests"

(Faegre and Anderson, p.

129).

With regard to difficulties these authors recommended
maintaining regular hours and a relaxed atmosphere.
conclude the chapter on sleep by saying:

They

"In no department

of the child's training is there greater need for cheerful
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expectancy and good results than in so volatile a habit as
that of sleep"

(p.

134).

A very influential researcher on child development,
Arnold Gesell,

published a book dedicated to parents and

teachers in 1943,

Infant and Child in the Culture of Today,

in which the daily behavior of the child at different age
levels was extensively described.
description,

Along with the

Gesell gave advice on how the mother could

facilitate the satisfaction of the child's needs.

He

defined his advice as "guidance suggestions" or "suggestive
orientation."

He supported a self-demand regime and

encouraged mothers to respond to the cry of the child.

In

general his view was that parents and educators should have
a tolerant understanding of the difficulties of immaturity
and respect for the child without self-indulgence or laissez
faire permissiveness.

Besides treating sleep routines at

each of the age levels described,

Gesell devoted an

extensive chapter to sleep and sleep difficulties and he
examined rituals at bedtime occurring especially for
children around two years and a half.

His suggestion was to

respect them "but by wise manoeuvres, well timed and nicely
modulated,

restrict the area of the ritual" so that it would

not become unbearably extended

(p.

309).

The change of attitude toward the child expressed in
the advice given in the editions of Infant Care, of 1942-45
is striking,

but not too surprising considering how
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influential Gesell's presentation of the developmental needs
of the child was at the time.

While before it was assumed

that the child had wants that were connected with bad
impulses or bad habits,
to be met,

as distinguished from needs that had

in this period wants came to be considered on the

same level with needs.

"A baby sometimes cries because he

wants a little more attention.

Babies want attention

because they probably need plenty of it"
cited by Wolfenstein,

1955 p.

171).

(Infant Care,

1945,

In this period one bit

of advice given was that indulgence would make babies less
demanding as they grow older.

Furthermore it was frequently

said that a mother should enjoy her child and that routines
should be fun for both child and mother.

In fact

Wolfenstein defined this change as the emergence of "Fun
Morality."

She also connected this trend in childrearing

with other trends in the society of the late forties and
fifties in the same direction.
A significant development in the 1951 issue of the
Infant Care bulletin has been noted.

While most of the

tendencies of the 1942-1945 editions remained strong,
ambivalent views about the child were expressed.

new

The

unconditionally accepted need for attention descibed in 1942
and 1945 here was put into a different light by stating that
at times the child's desire for attention leads to
"unreasonable demands"

(p.

177).

While the need of the

child to be held when it cries was stressed,

the mother was
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also warned:

"If you get in the habit of picking your baby

up every time he whimpers,

you may do more harm than good;"

the baby could become more and more demanding

(p.

177).

This trend was even more noticeable in the 1963 edition
of the bulletin.
about sleep,

The authors of Infant Care had this to say

after suggesting that babies are noisy roomates

and some parents admit that they get a better rest if the
baby's crib is not in their room,
It may be tempting to take the baby to bed with you,
when you are feeding or calming him at night, but it is
unwise to do so.
There is some danger that an infant can
be smothered in the bedclothing or pillow or hurt by an
adult rolling over.
There are problems of another kind.
The baby finds it pleasant to have you so near, and may
decide to move in.
He'll do his best to make it a regular
thing.
And a permanent bedfellow - especially one who is
apt to wet the bed - becomes a pest.
You are sure to
resent it eventually, and the baby will be even more
troubled by your later refusal to let him in.
Better not
to start at all (p.25,26).
The treatment of crying is,

however,

quite different

and a great deal of advice is given about "colicky" babies.
With regard to the older infant the suggestion is that once
the baby is in bed,

even if it calls,

one should not go.

It is worth being firm about the importance_of going
to bed, and staying in bed, from the very beginning. The
baby who knows you mean it when you say goodnight is
really more comfortable about bed than the one who feels
he ought to put up a fuss just to see what you' 11 do next
(p.

47).
We come now to the most famous childcare expert of all

time.

Dr. Benjamin Spock.

The Pocket Book of Baby and Child

Care published by Dr. Spock in 1946 sold well over 28 million
copies by 1978.

Here we have a very widely distributed book
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of advice on childrearing and a greatly influential voice
welcomed by parents.
been studied by Weiss

Letters of parents to Dr.Spock have
(1977,

1978),

according to whom they

reveal gratitude and admiration as well as a great deal of
anxiety.

Her interpretation,

(Ehrenreich & English,
Zuckerman,

1975)

shared

by other scholars

1978; Ladd-Taylor,

1986 and

is that to try to be parents according to

such guidelines of Dr.Spock as to "get things done without
raising issues" and to be consistently optimistic and
balanced,

is a very difficult if not impossible feat.

makes too many parents,

mothers in particular,

from the mainstream or incompetent
This is what Dr.

(Weiss,

It

feel excluded

1977, p.

546) .

Spock had to say about resistance to

going to bed:
The habit is usually easy to break once the parents
realize that it is as bad for the baby as it is for them.
The cure is simple: put the baby to bed at a reasonable
hour, say goodnight affectionately but firmly, walk out of
the room, and don't go back.
Most babies who have
developed this pattern cry furiously for 20 to 30 minutes
the first night, and then when they see that nothing
happens, they suddenly fall asleep!
The second night the
crying is apt to last only ten minutes.
The third night
there usually isn't any at all (Spock, 1957, p. 187).
Dr.

Spock also suggested,

however,

that mothers who

felt like comforting their crying baby should go ahead,
without fear of spoiling the child.

He incorporated

Freudian psychology and Gesell's attention to development
into his advice,

as well as a new way to appeal directly to

mothers by encouraging them to have confidence in their own
"natural" instinct; he also encouraged them to ask help of a
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doctor when in serious doubt.

This was a complex message

for it combined faith in the basically good nature of the
child and the instinctual nurturance of the mother,

mixed

with faith in science as transmitted through the advice of
the expert.

Among the scholars who have analyzed Dr.

Spock's writings,

considering the influence that his books

had for about a quarter of a century,
examined in particular how Dr.
through time.
Home Journal,

Robinson et al

(1976)

Spock's advice changed slowly

They studied his monthly column in the Ladies
the leading women's magazine,

between the

middle of the 1950's and the middle of the 1960's.

This

study found a shift from more focus on nurturance to more
focus on setting limits,

re-directing child behavior and

offering cognitive experience.

Dr. Spock became aware of

criticism about his tendency to be too permissive,
responded to it with revision of his book.
associated the popularity of Dr.

and he

Zuckerman

(1975)

Spock's advice with "the

emergence of a new American ethos," where sociability with
and acceptance of the opinions of others than family members
became more of a norm.

This ethos reflected a tendency to

detach moral authority from the traditional control exerted
within the family itself.
In the meanwhile more strict advice about child's sleep
continued to be published along with advice given in milder
tones and expressing confidence in the judgment of the
parents.

Here is an example of the first type:
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If a child makes a nuisance of himself by insisting on
a drink of water, a handkerchief, or a trip to the toilet,
or wants to have his bedclothes straightened out or a
noise explained, we may be fairly sure he is making these
demands for attention because he has found they work.
All
children like to feel they are important, and if a child
discovers that he can make his parents step lively to
satisfy every whim, he can think up a whim a minute - it
is such fun to be the center of thinqs (Mothercraft.
1952) .
A book published by the Gesell Institute in 1955
and Ames,

1960)

(Ilg

provides an example of the second type.

introduces the subject of sleep this way:

It

"Getting the child

to sleep and keeping him asleep can be one of the most
trying and exasperating tasks in a parent's day"
It follows

(p.

96).

with an extensive description of the

difficulties of children at bedtime at different age levels
and types of parent's behavior that seems to work with
different types of children.
by such a comment as:
However,
later,

Often a suggestion is followed

"Of course it is up to you to choose."

in another book of advice written a few years

Ames,

the second of the two authors, wrote:

If your infant or child possesses for the most part
an amiable temperament, and makes only .occasional bedtime
or middle-of-the night demands for company and comfort, it
is usually safe to give in.
If, however, he is one who
falls quickly into rigid patterns that become habits, you
are only building up future trouble when you lie down with
him at bedtime, or let him into your bed in the middle of
the night...A certain amount of heavy-handed, oldfashioned discipline can help a child to terminate his
demands and can give the mother that evening freedom
anybody who has spent a day with a preschooler surely
needs (Ames, 1970, p. 171) .
In the seventies there emerged,
the child,

through the study of

an awareness of the importance of interaction of
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the child with the parent,
environment.

as well as of the child with its

Furthermore the child was not anymore seen as

a passive recipient of care and rearing but as an active
regulator of it.

Individual differences were stressed and

in childrearing advice an attention to such differences was
expressed.

The suggestion to parents was to construct a

harmonious balance that took into account the rhythm of the
child and their own energy.

T.Berry Brazelton, by doing

scientific research on child development as well as being a
practicing pediatrician and writer of advice, widened the
scope of the profession.

He represents the most recent

approach in pediatrics based on an ecological view of
childcare that expands from the mother-infant dyad to the
family and the wider social environment

(Benigni,

1980).

Brazelton with his monthly column for Redbook magazine
furthermore opened a dialogue with the parents and in his
recent books gave room to the description of parents'
experiences in childcare

(Brazelton,

direct

1981).

What then are the differences between the advice in
Italy and that in the United States?

First of all in the

United States the transmission of new scientific research
into the books of advice has been more immediate.

The

development of pediatrics and of the scientific study of the
child have been reflected in more evident terms.

More

publications in the field have been printed in the United
States and a broader diversity of views has been
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represented all along.

In Italy the war forced a long pause

in publications and then the economic boom of the 1960's was
so sudden and rapid as to produce dramatic changes both in
family life and in the development and advertizing of
products specifically designed for the care of infants and
children.
However,

the same general trends are recognizable in

both countries,

as the scientific community becomes more and

more international.

At the same time,

in Italy the ties

with childrearing traditions are clearly stronger because it
is still frequently the case that mothers and daughters live
in the same town or not too far from one another.

The

influence of past traditions is still felt even after the
sweeping changes of the last twenty years, which opened
great distances between generations.

In interviews with

parents in the two countries the ways of doing things of the
previous generation,

and in particular the way of putting

the children to bed,

was more often mentioned by Italian

mothers than American ones.

On the other hand,

since

American fathers participate more in the routine, the
different behaviors at bedtime of father and mother are more
often commented upon in the United States.
In both countries,

though,

parents have shown a great

need to discuss the particular bedtime histories and sleep
problems of their children; they seek approval as well as
advice.

The continued success of childrearing manuals that

combine reassurance with counsel seems assured.

CHAPTER

5

SYSTEMATIC STUDIES OF CHILDREN'S SLEEP

"Bedtime" as a ritualized routine in parent-child
interaction has emerged only recently in the history of
child care.

The emergence of a special part of the day,

"bedtime," is connected in part with the growing separation
in sleeping arrangements that has slowly taken place in
western society during the last two centuries.
separation,

This

which is related to changes in living quarters,

has had a different pace in different geographical areas and
in different social strata.
living quarters,

Along with the changes in

a growing awareness of the needs of

children as different from the needs of adults has
contributed to the creation of more and more specialized
devices,

products,

practices and schedules for children.

A

further influence in determining a "bedtime" for children
has been the extensive intervention in instructing parents
on childcare on the part of experts.

This intervention has

accompanied the scientific progress in research and
knowledge about child development in the last hundred years.
In order to survey the literature closest to the
subject of bedtime,

one has to explore such subjects as

sleep patterns of young children and sleep disturbances with
regard to the onset of sleep and pre-sleep activities or
RPttiling down.

Although there are overlaps within parts of
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this survey of literature,
follows:

I have divided the material as

studies of sleep habits of young children,

studies

of behavior problems and sleep problems of well children;
studies of sleeping arrangements and use of transitonal
objects

(comfort activities);

sleep problems of children;

clinical-analytical studies of

and works on management and

treatment of sleep problems

A.

Sleep Habits of Young Children

The quantity of sleep needed by children for their
well-being was often mentioned in childrearing manuals
before the 1920's,
assertions.

but without a scientific basis for these

In fact,

the first systematic studies done of

young children's sleep,

starting from the middle 1920's,

such as the one by Chant and Blatz

(1928),

demonstrated that

children tended to sleep less than the time prescribed by
the experts in childrearing.

These studies furthermore

revealed that a great deal of individual differences made it
difficult to establish norms at each particular age level.
Part of the research by Gesell and associates at the
Clinic of Child Development at Yale was conducted with the
intention of establishing norms for young children's growth
and development.

The influential work published in 1943 by

Gesell and Ilg pays great attention to the changes in a
child's sleep at different age levels.

These authors also

elaborate on the pre-sleep period that they label as the
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' Release into Sleep Phase':

"...the release into sleep

presents ever-changing problems as the child matures.
not a specific,

press-the-button mechanism,

needs training and regularity.

It is

which simply

It is a complex

communication system, which must be hooked up with a network
of ever-changing higher controls"

(Gesell and Ilg,

1943, p.

207) .
According to these authors,

infants around two or three

months may need some help to 'release into sleep'

through

moderate rocking and singing or through self-help,
their thumb.

However,

sucking

it is relatively simple for infants

during the first year and up to the age of 21 months to go
gradually to sleep using a variety of pre-sleep devices.
Later,

when children are closer to two years of age,

maturation makes them more dependent upon their mothers and
they have more difficulties in going to sleep.

When they

reach the age of two and a half the rituals become more
elaborate.

"The infant simply falls off to sleep; the young

child walks a winding path along the precipice of
wakefulness before he falls off to sleep"
1943,

p.

(Gesell and Ilg,

309).

With regard to rituals these authors stress the fact
that rituals must have some rationale.
without reason,

They cannot be

even when they become long,

complex and

painful for the family of the child who finds difficulty m
making transitions. They suggest that children's rituals
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should be respected but kept under control without conflicts
and punitive measures.
of three,

Rituals tend to diminish by the age

even more so at four,

five years old,

and by the time children are

usually they have better control of their

sleep behavior.

However,

these authors go on to conclude

that more research is needed into the complex mechanism of
children's sleep,

which is so influenced by culture.

Despert published in 1949 a study of sleep habits of 58
preschool children of professional parents admitted to a
private nursery school in New York City.

The study

describes the sleep habits in school and at home of 29 girls
and 29 boys between two and five years of age.

Among the

aspects of this study that are relevant for the purpose of
my research are descriptions of the children's bedtime
behavior.

The average time of pre-sleep among this group of

children was about 30 minutes with a range of 15 minutes to
three hours

(for two children).

children slept in their own room,
with a sibling,

Thirty-eight percent of the
33% of the children slept

while 12% slept in a room with a nurse or

with their mother for a brief period of time.
In these upper-class families the parents'
toward sleep was strict;

attitude

six of the 29 boys were being

spanked frequently at bedtime and three of the 29 girls were
being locked in their rooms. Nine out of the 59 parents
showed serious anxiety about the amount of sleep their
children were getting,

while three other parents stayed near
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the children's bed until the children were asleep.

The

majority of the children studied had bedtime rituals that
involved a procedure with the parent or the nurse and the
use of various objects.
Despert explains that the results definitely show that
the children had fewer difficulties sleeping in school than
at home.

In school,

instead of being alone in the dark,

the

children slept together in one room, with the teacher
visible beyond a low partition.

Moreover,

the teacher had a

more understanding attitude about sleep than most of the
parents.
A more systematic study is the one conducted by
Roberts and Schoelkopf

(1951)

on the eating,

sleeping and

elimination practices of a group of two-and-one-half year
old children.

The data were collected through interviews

with the mothers at the Child Health Institute of Rochester,
Minnesota.
children

The results of the study of the habits of 783

(360 boys

(46%)

and 423 girls

(54%))

are

representative of the population of the town, where almost
all the mothers made use of the Well Child Clinic.
With regard to sleep practices no sex difference was
noticed.

Twenty-seven percent of the children slept alone,

29% slept in the parents'

room and the other 44% shared a

room with a sibling or an adult.

Ninety-five percent of the

children slept in a crib or in a bed alone and half of the
remaining 5% slept with one or both parents.
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Slightly more than 90% of the children had a definite
routine.

Sixty percent had simple routines and 30% had

complex rituals.
self-comfort,
etc.

Half of the children used some form of

such as thumb-sucking and/or hair twisting,

Three quarters of the children used some device to

facilitate bedtime.

In this group of children 21.2% had

bedtime or sleep problems; among them 12.5% of the children
seriously resisted going to bed.

However,

the authors add:

"this does not include those children who did a legitimate
amount of stalling,

whose mothers accepted this pattern for

a reasonable length of time and then exerted their rights as
parents to call a halt firmly to the stalling,
that the children in turn accepted"

(p.

a procedure

135) .

In 1964 Ames published a longitudinal study conducted
in New Haven on 50 children from infancy to 16 years of age.
The results are analyzed qualitatively,
bedtime trends,

and a description of

difficulties and problems is included.

This

study confirms the findings of Gesell on difficulties
beginning at two years of age, peaking with the rituals at
two-and-a-half and diminishing gradually toward four and
years of age.

The author remarks that difficulties and

problems change with age but are similar from child to child
in the sequence with which they appear.
study,

According to this

fears that begin in many children at about two-and-a-

half to three years of age might continue after the fifth
birthday and are expressed at bedtime, making the separation
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from the adults especially difficult.

The author concludes

by saying that sleep problems are not of great consequence
if parents accept them as part of the child's development
and do not dramatize their impact.
The next work of interest is the study of sleep
behavior of two-year-old children conducted by Ragina and
Schachter in Pittsburg and published in 1971.
consisted of 48 children

The sample

(27 boys and 21 girls) .

The data

were collected from the mothers through questionnaires,
interviews,

and sleep logs.

The results of the

questionnaires showed that 15% of the children actively
resisted going to bed;
asleep;

15% took longer than an hour to fall

58% were put to bed at the same time every night;

48% slept in a room alone;

40% shared a room with siblings

but slept in their own beds;

and 12% slept in the parents'

room but in their own bed.
The results of the interviews gave the following
information:

81% described a regular bedtime routine

lasting from 20 to 40 minutes.

Concern about delay at

bedtime was expressed by 44% of the mothers.
used by 100% of the children

Rituals were

(activity sequence 64%) ,

a

specific bed companion was used by 53% of the children,

and

50% of the children called their parents after being put in
bed.

Other activities chosen by the children when they were

alone before falling asleep were sucking

(56%: bottle 34%,
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pacifier 22%,
playing,

thumb 16%,

or some of these together),

talking or singing to self

or

( 60%.)

The results of the logs showed a tendency for mothers
to overestimate the time children resisted bedtime,
overestimate the amount of time children stayed awake,
underestimate the child's nighttime waking.

and

The authors

point out the similarity of the results of this study with
the one done in the Rochester, Minnesota Child Health
Institute

(Roberts and Schoelkopf,

1951)..

They also comment

on the complexity of sleep patterns of children 2 years old.
Beltramini and Hertzig published in 1983 a study of
sleep and bedtime behavior of preschool-aged children
extracted from the sample of a New York Longitudinal Study
conducted between 1956 and 1962
al.,

1963).

(Thomas,

Chess, Birch,

et

The data were extracted from interviews

conducted at 1,
109 children.

2,

3,

4,

and 5 years of age with parents of

The parents were middle chass, well educated,

and lived in New York City and adjacent suburbs.

The

results are of particular interest for this study of bedtime
because of the wider age-range of the children studied.
It should be noted that in this study once again no
difference was found between boys and girls.

All the

children slept in their own bed or crib but 72% shared their
room with siblings at some time during their first five
years of life.

There were notable differences in the

proportion of children sharing a room at different ages.
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Mothers were the ones who mostly put the children to bed,
but fathers did participate at some point during the first
five years of the child's life.

However,

fathers tended to

do more as the children grew older.
The bedtime routine required more than 30 minutes for
66% of the children on a regular basis,

during at least one

of the age levels during the preschool period.
took more than 30 minutes at 4 years of age,
decreasing order for those at 5 years,
years and at one year.
findings of Gesell

Thus,

it

and in

at 3 years,

at 2

This seems to differ from the

(1943)

previously surveyed.

Seventy-five

percent of the children called back their parents at least
once every night after being put to bed at some point during
the preschool period.

Older children tended to call the

parents after going to bed more than the younger children.
The same pattern was noticed in the time necessary for
falling asleep.

The authors call attention

in the

conclusion to similarities in their findings with previous
quantitative studies by other researchers.
The work of Anders includes a technology for studying
the entire sleep pattern of an infant through the night in
the home instead of in a laboratoy.

His use of time-lapse

video recording is reported in an essay,

"A Longitudinal

Study of Nightime Sleep-Wake Patterns in Infants from Birth
to One Year"

(1983) .

This method is of great interest also

for studying children who are older.

Similarly of interest
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is the particular finding that infants wake up and return to
sleep more frequently than the mothers reported.
infants studied,

at age one,

and 63% had sleep aids
transitional object)

Of the

53% woke up during the night

(see below,

Litt,

1986,

on

placed in their crib by their parents.

He found no difference by gender or birth order.

The

broader contribution being made by Anders in all his work is
to study as a whole the "ecology of the night"

(1983,

p.165) .
A study of the sleep habits of toddlers 18-to-36 months
was conducted by Crowell et al.
questionnaire.

of nightwaking,

and parents'

noteworthy results obtained,

bedtime routines,

responses.

patterns

Among the

74% of children slept alone in

15% shared a room with their, parents,

shared the parental bed,
toy.

on the basis of a

Information was obtained about sleep habits,

including where the child slept,

their rooms,

(1987)

50% had a nightlight,

11%

and a special

A large proportion of the children had struggles

around bedtime.

The authors conclude that some of the sleep

problems may have a developmental basis.
A study that focuses on the persistence over time of
sleep disturbances was carried out by Kataria et a_l.
In this case,

(1987).

sixty children aged between 15 and 48 months

were studied by interviewing their mothers at one time and
again after three years.

Twenty-five of these 60 children

were found to have sleep problems of one sort or another,
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and after three years 21 of the 25 children still had the
problems.

The mothers of these children considered that the

disturbances were stressful to them and their families.
The London specialist on children's sleep problems,
Richman,

has published the most comprehensive and recent

survey of studies on "disorders of initiating and
maintaining sleep"

(1987).

In this survey she gives as much

attention to problems of night waking as she does to bedtime
problems;

also of interest is her attention to bedtime

routines and what she calls "comfort activities."

Her

approach to sleep disorders takes into account such factors
as historical trends and cultural influences,
society,

B.

family and

and development and temperament of children.

Behavior and Sleep Problems

A source of information about problems at bedtime are
the studies on behavior problems of pre-school children.
These studies include,

among the symptoms investigated as

problematic behaviors,

items such as:

bed,"

"fears,"

"unwilling to go to

"taken into parents' bed," "sleeping with

parents," and "difficult in settling to sleep."

Although

these studies refer to the importance of the quality of pre¬
sleep activities of children and their families, they seldom
illustrate fully this particular aspect, which is only one
among several explored.

Nevertheless,

I will indicate here a few among such

studies that have proved helpful in providing information
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about bedtime.
(1975)

One is by Richman,

Stevenson and Graham

and examines behavior problems in 705 families with

three-year-old children,
these children,

living in London Borough.

15% of the 314 boys and 10.2% of the 343

had difficulties in settling at night.
of these children
their parents
fears) .

Among

(almost no sex difference)

Eleven percent
slept with

(8% of the boys and 17.2% of the girls had

In the same study 100 children were pre-selected as

having problems.

Among them,

27% of the children had

problems in settling at night,

20.2% slept with parents,

and

14% of the boys and 83.7% of the girls had fears.
Another study by Coleman, Wolkind and Ashley

(1977)

is

a longitudinal study of behavior problems of 100 children of
an inner London borough where mothers were interviewed when
the children were 3,

4,

and 5 years old.

The results are

given only about children three and five years of age.
regard to unwillingness to go to bed,
three and 17% at five years.

With

there were 36% at

Fears were 63% at three and

48% at five years of age.
The next study is by Jenkins,

Bax and Hart

(1980) , who

examined the behavior problems of 418 children under 4 years
of age from an area in London.

With regard to settling to

sleep the information is given about children at three age
levels as follows.

Children who were difficult most nights

or a few nights were respectively 12% at six months,
12 months and 18% at 18 months.

33% at
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were collected through two interviews made at an interval of
9 to 12 months.

The interviews gathered extensive

information about pre-sleep and sleep.
The results showed that 32% of the infants had sleeping
disturbances in the first year and 44% had sleeping
disturbances in the second year.
as the author points out,

These results are similar,

to preceeding investigations.

In

this study reluctance in going to sleep was not a reported
problem and the author suggests that it may be more
characteristic of children two-and-a-half years old or
older.
According to these authors,

maternal employment was one

of the variables significantly related to maternal concern
about sleep and that might reflect difficulty on the part of
the mother to separate herself from the child at night.
Moreover,

this author concludes that sleeping problems in

the second year might be reflective of overall family
distress,

just as Lozoff and associates found in their

studies of sleep problems.

C.

Sleeping Arrangements and Transitional Objects

A few studies deal specifically with sleeping
arrangements.

One particularly informative study, by

Caudill and Plath

(1966),

was carried out in Japan.

This

study is based on interviews conducted in well-baby clinics
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Lozoff,

Wolf and Davis

(1985)

studied also sleep

problems in two samples including 96 children between 6
months and 4 years of age visiting the Well-Child Clinics in
Cleveland.

The data were collected through structured

interviews.

Lozoff and associates define as sleep problems

those bedtime struggles that occurred three or more times a
week for the month preceeding the interview,

accompanied by

conflicts and distress and night-waking that involved waking
the parents several times a night.
children had sleep problems

Approximately 30% of the

(the results do not show

problems at bedtime separately).
The authors find that five experiences are
characteristic of children with sleep problems:

1)

or illness in the family,

2)

mother during the day,

maternal depressed moods,

3)

unaccustomed absence of the

maternal ambivalence toward the child and 5)
parental bed.

However,

accident

4)

sleeping in the

the authors admit that sleeping in

the parental bed could be seen as a reaction to sleep
problems,

and this aspect needs to be tested further.

conclusion,

In

they stress the importance of sleep problems as

an early symptom of more pervasive disturbances of
childhood.
Another recent study of variables related to children s
disturbances is by Van Tassel
study are 70 infants,

(1985) .

The subjects of this

33 girls and 37 boys,

aged from 4

months to 15 months at the time the study began.

The data
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where mothers brought their children periodically for check¬
ups.

One of the strategies of the interview instrument was

to ask mothers to sketch their dwelling place and indicate
where each person slept.

The authors interviewed 323

families that had at least one child,
cities.

from three different

In analyzing the results the authors point out that

90% of the 3-4 months-old infants slept with one or two
parents,

79% of the children from 1 to 5 did so,

children 6 to 10 slept this way,
11 to 15 years old,

69% of the

as did 46% of the children

15% of children 16 to 20,

and 24% of

the children 21 to 25 years old.
In fact in the 1960's in Japan a child could expect to
cosleep with an adult,

either one parent, both parents or a

kinswoman until it is 10 years old.
into play only after 15 years of age.
more than one child,
with one child,

Sex differences come
When a family has

parents may separate and each co-sleep

or one of the children may be sent to sleep

with a kinswoman.

Therefore,

during the life cycle of a

Japanese there is usually a short span of years, before
marriage,

in which he or she sleeps alone.

The author

concludes that co-sleeping expresses a strong cultural
emphasis on the nurturant aspects of family life and
illustrates the close-knit ties of the Japanese family.
In another more limited study,

this one comparing 30

American and 30 Japanese three to four months-old infants,
Caudill and Weinstein

(1969)

found that all 30 infants slept
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with their parents while 17 of the 30 American infants slept
alone.

Furthermore the parents of the remaining 13 infants,

who slept in the parents bedroom

(not in the parents bed) ,

were planning to move to a larger apartment by the end of
their child's first year,

to have separate rooms for

sleeping.
A more recent study focusing on co-sleeping was
conducted by Lozoff

(1984)

in Cleveland.

The subjects were

150 children between the ages of 6 months and 4 years whose
parents were interviewed at the well-clinics.

The samples

were similar in demographic characteristics to the census
data for Cleveland.

The results point to co-cleeping as a

practice in 35% of the White families and in 70% of the
black families.

The reasons given for co-sleeeping are

related with bedtime management and the emphasis on parental
involvement and physical contact.

Only in the case of the

white group was co-sleeping associated with maternal
ambivalence and disruptive sleep problems of the child.

In

black families co-sleeping was a customary practice starting
with younger infants.
One ingredient often present in the preparations of
young children for sleep is an object to which the child is
particularly attached,
soft toy etc.

be it a piece of cloth,

a blanket,

a

This possesion serves to soothe and reassure

the child in the process of separation that sleep entails.
The objects with this function were defined as "transitional
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objects"

and first extensively described and analyzed by

Winnicott
object

(1958).

According to Winnicott the transitional

serves as a symbol of union with the mother after the

child has had the experience of separating from her.
Winnicott observed that the tendency to become attached to a
transitional object develops during the first two years of
life and this attachment is part of the healthy development
of the child although it does not occur in all children.
In the past fifteen years there has been a renewed
interest

in transitional objects,

to their use.

with particular attention

Gaddini and Gaddini

(1970)

conducted a study

in Italy where the results point to social class and
cultural differences in its use.
least

(4.9%),

urban middle class children more

foreign-born children
most

Rural children used it the

(61.5%).

(North-American)

In another study

(Litt,

(31.1%),

and

living in Rome the
1981),

white American

children from privileged backgrounds used a transitional
object

(77% more than black children from underprivileged

families

(46%).

In these studies the place where the

children sleep also appears to be a factor connected with
the use of transitional objects.

Children who sleep close

to parents make less use of soothing objects.

A recent

review of research on transitional objects shows an
expansion of this inquiry into different cultures
1986).

(Litt,

It appears that white middle-class North-American

children between two and five years of age have the highest
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of the use of transitional objects in any study.

D-

Clinical-Analytical Approach to Sleep Problems

Writers

from the psychonanytic school of thought

consider sleep disturbances either as a developmental
transitory phenomenon or as a symptom of psychical
disturbances

(neurotic sleep disturbances),

or both.

Among the writings of this school that analyze sleep
disturbances,
1949.
that

notable is an article by Sperling published in

She introduces the subject by reminding the readers
it

is usually pediatricians who are consulted when

sleep disturbances of an infant or a child are manifested.
Rarely do parents ask for help from clinicians at the onset
of the problem.
In this author's view a potential cause for sleep
disturbances is putting the children to bed when they are
not ready for sleep;

it may indeed be a way to get the

children out of the way of the parents.

"Resentment at

being excluded from the family group before the child is
ready to retire may actually prolong wakefulness.. .the
development of real or imaginary fears of the dark,
alone.

All these may result

when not sleepy"
important

(p.

62) .

of being

from being obliged to go to bed

Sperling suggests that it is

for the child to associate bed with sleep and not

with play and wakefulness.
importance of the ritual:

She goes on to stress the
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A definite familiar ritual of preparation for going
to bed (washing, brushing teeth, changing into
nightclothes, etc.) becomes a powerful, suggestive
influence in making a child psychologically, as well as
physiologically, ready for sleep.
Finally, friendly and
reassuring words from parent, nurse or older sibling,
recitation of prayers, being covered and "tucked in" for
the night can all be used to reinforce the timeconditioned onset of sleep (p. 64).
Fraiberg

(1950)

introduces her work on sleep

disturbances by describing how children in their second year
often show a variety of sleep problems.

Considering that

these disturbances would be regarded in the clinical
practice as a symptom,

Fraiberg goes on to say:

"The fact

that a particular symptom should be considered typical for
an age is of special interest for us since we would then
I

expect that its relationship to developmental problems of
l

that period could be investigated and secure for us some
additional knowledge of the early mental processes"

(p.
I
I

285) .
She then proceeds to analyze the ways in which a child
of that age defends himself against anxiety.

The anxiety of

a two-year-old is connected both to fear of loss of mother
and fear of injuring oneself during the exploration of a
world full of inexplicable marvels and dangers.
Fraiberg explains that many times,

when parents refer

to the beginning of sleeping disturbances,

they report that

they started after a mildly traumatic event such as the
visit to a doctor or the absence of the mother.
events do not,

as a rule,

These

provoke problems for many
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children; however,

in the powerless situation of the child

at this age they can be overwhelming.

It is around two

"when those developmental tasks and problems of this age
produce anxiety in the child and hence make heavy demands
upon the immature ego which strives toward control of the
painful stimuli"

(p.

308).

Fraiberg is convinced that an early detection of
serious sleep disturbances of young children will still
permit simple environmental measures that can secure good
results in most cases"
Anna Freud
feeding,

(1965)

(p.

308).

writes that in going to sleep

(as in

elimination and the desire to be with someone) ,

children's natural inclinations are out of harmony with
contemporary social and cultural customs.

Rarely will the

child's preferred methods of creating a transition between
waking and sleeping be entirely acceptable to the mother.
"It is a primitive need of the child to have close and warm
skin contact with another person's body while falling
asleep,

but it runs counter to all the rules of hygiene

which demand that children sleep by themselves and not share
the parental bed"
Also,
asleep

(p.

155).

this author finds that difficulties with falling

(or with sleep)

surface "almost without exception"

during the second year of age.

It seems that children

almost put up a fight against falling asleep and even more
so if they are exhausted.

This is so, Anna Freud writes,
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because it is not anymore the "physical affair" of the
younger child.

At two years of age the child deals with the

increased intensity of the ties to the mother and the
increasing intensity of the involvement in exploration of
the environment.

"Withdrawal of libido and of ego interests

to the self becomes a prerequisite for sleep.

This is not

accomplished without difficulty and the anxiety aroused by
the process makes the toddler cling all the more tenaciously
to his wakefulness"
But,

(p.

158).

Anna Freud writes,

more secure,

less ambivalent,

when the child's ties become
and the ego is "more

stabilized" to allow regression,
disappear.

They do tend to reappear at latency stage but

with different methods used,
the part of the child,
Nevertheless,

usually more independently on

to fight the disturbances.

she is convinced that stresses connected with

sleep difficulties
and are

these difficulties tend to

"are transitory in spite of being intense

"outgrown with the passing of the developmental

phase in which they emerged"

(p.

157).

Nagera wrote an extensive work in 1966 on sleep and
sleep problems in developmental perspective.

Also in this

case the sleep difficulties of the children around two years
of age are examined.

They are defined as developmental

disturbances and are considered to be "one of many possible
expressions of infantile anxiety due to developmental
imbalance of the personality"

(p.

413).

Nagera writes that
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the same could be said for the difficulties of the child
around three years of age.

However,

he sees the sleep

disturbances of three year old children as connected with
the phallic phase of libidinal development and the oedipal
stage

"when also parents have their own oedipal anxieties

and competitiveness,
child"

(p.

425).

as well as aggressive wishes toward the

However,

he has observed that parents tend

to see and describe sleep disturbances of children under
five as more connected with reality fears than with other
causes.
Nagera also explains how at around five years of age,
with the resolution of the oedipal conflict and the
beginning of latency,
disappear.

However,

a number of sleep disturbances tend to
he confirms,

difficulties might be

expressed differently from before and during the pre-sleep
period and take the form of solitary rituals and other
compulsive activity.

Usually children at this age make

fewer visits to the parents'
from the parents.

room and demand less company

Among the cultural aspects of the

solution of difficulties is a more flexible attitude of
parents.

Children are more responsible about their own

bedtime and going to bed ceremonials.
Nagera elaborates on the fact that at times sleep
difficulties of the children reflect stresses that parents
have

for many different reasons.

Sometimes the children
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have difficulty hiding other conflictual problems/

and it

might happen that painful rituals are kept going with the
collusion of the parents.
Another point that this author mentions is the
different tolerance of parents for having their evenings or
their sleep disturbed.
The therapist must therefore abandon whatever concept
of "norm" he himself may have with regard to sleeping
patterns and assess each problem on its own merits:
how
much physical and psychic stress is experienced by the
child, the mother and other members of the family; and
what is the treshold of tolerance for disturbed sleep in
each family unit (p. 442) .

E.

Works on Management and Treatment of Sleep Problems

Advice on how to take care of infants and children when
putting them to bed and when they have sleep problems have
been included more and more in childrearing manuals.
advice,

as we have seen,

Such

has varied between being strict and

not giving in to the child's demands and being lenient and
responsive to the child's needs for attention.

In the last

ten years there has been a particular flourishing of
publications about management of young children's sleep,

and

these publications represent a broad range of views.
In 1976 Thevenin published a book,
earlier,

as mentioned

entitled The Family Bed reporting on a trend among

young families in the United States to opt for the security
and comfort of co-sleeping.

In fact,

she goes beyond a

report to make a brief pitch in favor of this choice.
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When this choice is pursued consistently by those who think
all members of a family should go to bed at the same time,
it even abolishes children's bedtime.

Although this

solution runs contrary to the needs of many contemporary
parents,

it can help in the consideration of different

options in sleeping arrangements.
Brazelton

(1978)

wrote an article in Redbook Magazine

giving suggestions on how to handle sleep problems and help
the child to become autonomous.

On that occasion he

included special recommendations about not letting the child
sleep in the parents'

bed.

As a consequence he received

many letters from young parents who objected to this
approach and who pointed out how natural it was for children
to need and deserve the warm reassurance of parents'
closeness at night.

Brazelton

(1979)

answered the letters

in another article showing his appreciation for the parents'
contribution and concluding that the best line to follow
would be the one with which each family felt most
comfortable.

However,

he once again made clear his

preference not to opt for co-sleeping.
A study of behavioral management of sleep problems by
Jones and Verduyn

(1983)

describes the treatment of 19

children under five years of age with problems in such areas
as settling down to sleep,
parents'

bed.

night waking,

and sleeping in the

The goals of the treatment were to help

parents have the child a)

settle to sleep in its bed, b)
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remain in its bed throughout the night,
parents during the night.

and c)

not rouse the

The authors report that the goals

were stated in small steps,

fairly easy to achieve.

emphasis was placed on sticking to the rules.

The

The solution

to leave the child alone to "cry it out" was never suggested
in this treatment.

The authors comment that:

theoretically effective,

"Although

few parents are able to consign

their child to such distress"

(p.

443).

The results were positive for 84% of the cases and the
positive effect was maintained at the 6-months follow up.
Jones and Verduyn comment that the successful outcome was
associated with absence of marital discord and attendance of
both parents at treatment sessions.
In 1983 a book entitled Crying Baby,
by Jones,

was published.

Sleepless Nights,

It takes into account and examines

many of the causes of discomfort for babies.

The intent is

to help mothers sort out the problems and be able to report
to doctors,

and at the same time find some relief in a

generally lonely and depressing battle.

The book also

contains a list of family support groups,
hotlines.

agencies,

and

This book tries to address concrete needs of

young mothers.
Another article on management that appeared in a
pediatric journal is by Smith

(1985); this article,

from his Pediatric Guide for Parents,

adapted

is concerned with

teaching pediatricians to teach parents to change some of
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their child-care habits.

Smith starts from the

consideration that disturbed sleep of parents and children
can create serious problems in the marriage and in the
health of the child and can furthermore increase the risk of
child abuse.

This author thinks that parents should not

wait beyond the child's sixth month to start an
intervention.

He divides the children with sleep disorders

into three groups:

trained night feeders

(the ones who have

a prolonged need for a middle-of-the-night feeding) ; trained
night criers

(the ones who awaken in the middle of the night

and calm down only when they are picked up);
fearful night criers

and finally

(the ones who are afraid to be alone in

their bedroom).
In all cases this author suggests that the parent can
make the child more independent and teach it to go to sleep
on its own.

In the first two cases he is convinced that the

child can be left alone to "cry it out" even for two hours.
However,

in the third case, when fear is involved,

Smith

suggests that the parent could give some help and even
comfort the child by touching it.

But Smith states that

parents should never pick the child up from the crib.

Smith

suggests that in some cases sedatives can also be given to
help solve the problems.

Smith,

commenting on parents who

believe that crying is bad for children,

suggests that the

pediatrician should "reassure these parents that crying is
not harmful and emphasize that the baby won't be able to
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overcome sleep problems without some crying."

He adds:

"Tell them that if they do not intervene right away,

the

nighttime awakening may continue until the child is 3 or 4
years old"

(p.

48).

A book for parents by Cuthbertson and Schevill
with an introduction by Anders,

the sleep expert,

(1985),

is also

specifically keyed to management of children's sleep.

The

book contains very precise guidelines on how to treat sleep
problems step by step at each age level,

starting from birth

and going up to the child's fifth year.

The general

principles that underlie the suggestions for treatment in
the book are the following:

(1)

that the parents should be

in control of their children's sleep rather than the other
way around;

(2)

that regularity and structure are important

in managing children's sleep habits;

and

(3)

independence should be a goal for parents.

that children's
These principles

guide the whole approach and the specific suggestions
contained in this work.

Ferber, director of the Center of Pediatric Sleep
Disorders of the Children's Hospital in Boston, published an
influential book for parents

(1985).

This specialist is

convinced that part of the sleep problems come from the
child's having learned to fall asleep close to the parent or
parents

(either because of breast-feeding, or because the

parents rock the child to sleep in their arm or let the
child go to sleep close to them.)

Therefore, when the child
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is put into the crib and those favorable conditions,
parents

closeness,

warmth,

rocking,

etc.,

present,

the child wakes up and cries.

such as

are no longer

Ferber recognizes that is too hard for parents to let
the child "cry it out" and suggests a treatment in which the
parents put the child awake in the crib and let it cry for
progressively longer amounts of time.
this author suggests is the following:

The sequence that
the first night the

parent should let the child cry for five minutes before
going in and reassuring it briefly without rocking,
or using the bottle or pacifier.
should wait for ten,

holding

Then the second night they

then the following night for fifteen

minutes or more before going to see the child and give the
brief reassurance mentioned above.
The goal is to teach the child to go to sleep without
the presence of the parent.

According to this doctor,

and

to several parents who have described their experience with
this strategy,

it is quite effective.

Ferber also gives

attention in this book to the bedtime routines and rituals.
He stresses how important it is that they be regular and
that parents set aside ten to thirty minutes to do something
special with their children every night.

However,

he adds:

"Let your child know that your special time together will
not extend beyond the time you and he have agreed upon, then
don't go beyond those limits.
only if you enforce them"

(p.

Your child will learn rules
37) .
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Ferber has also written articles to help pediatricians
to deal with parents struggling with sleep problems

(1985)

and recently has published an extensive chapter called,
Sleepless Child"

(1987)

sleep of children.
difficulties,

"The

in a book entirely devoted to the

He examines the whole range of

psychological, physiological and pathological

encountered in his practice at the specialized hospital he
directs.
In my view the most recent literature on sleep
management is marked by a return to strictness and
structure.

This tendency has,

however,

a different quality

compared to the advice given up to the 1950s.

First of all

there is now more consideration for the difficulty that
parents have in letting the child cry.

Second,

there is

more understanding of the child's preference to be close to
the parent.

Third,

the child today is seen less as having a

tendency to become spoiled and therefore in need of being
curbed and restrained;

and finally attention is paid to

proceeding slowly in conditioning the child to become an
independent sleeper.

However,

once again the need to shape

the child into a regularly functioning being with
predictable and planned reactions is re-emerging clearly.
What are the reasons for shaping the behavior of the child?
They include preventing the parents'

exhaustion and

therefore marital problems that can also damage the child
and possibly lead to child abuse.

But one would hope that
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there would be an interaction that could be enjoyable for
parents and child without fear.

A constructive parental

concern should focus on young children's appropriate need
for reassurance before sleep.

CHAPTER 6
METHODOLOGY

Turning now to the methods used for this study,

I will

start with the rationale for my particular focus on physical
closeness between parents and children at bedtime. There
will follow the hypotheses that have guided the collection
and analysis of data.
of collecting data,

I will then examine the specific way

the procedures for analyzing data,

and

the demography of the subjects.
The main way of collecting data for quantitative
analysis was through a questionnaire on bedtime routines and
on sleeping arrangements.

This was administered through

preschools and daycare centers to parents of young children
in Italy and in New England.

A.

Rationale
Physical closeness is a basic human need for the

comfort and nurturance of infants and young children.
young children are tired and sleepy,

When

they tend to regress

and their need for proximity to their parent becomes greater
(Bowlby,

1982) .

This is one of the causes of children

making demands at bedtime.

Parents and children try to find

satisfactory solutions with regard to the quantity and the
modalities of physical closeness they share in order to make
the transition toward separation easier to cope with.

This
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happens because separate sleeping quarters for parents and
children have become a standard arrangement in our time,

in

modern western society.
The attitude of parents towards young children's
autonomy varies with culture and within cultures.

What is

an acceptable childrearing practice in one culture may be
considered unacceptable in another.

Furthermore the

expectations of parents toward their children's behavior in
one family may be completely different from the
corresponding expectations in another family in the same
community; what works in one family may create tension in
another,

and so on.

Therefore,

there is likely to be a wide

variety of ways in which parents and children use physical
closeness at bedtime.
The comparison of the two cultural groups,
should point to more physical closeness
direct physical closeness than indirect)

I expect,

(and to more use of
in the Italian

sample between parents and their children at bedtime.

This

is based on the assumption that in the Amherst/Northampton
area,

North American values are present with regard to

respect for personal space and the early promotion of
children's autonomy.

In the other area, Pistoia,

Italian

values are predominant with regard to personal space,
considered less private,

and a tendency to wait longer than

in New England to encourage children to be autonomous.
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There are variations in the bedtime interaction tied to
the growth and development of the child.
points out,

As the literature

the age around two years is the one when most

difficulties at bedtime arise,

as manifested by the children

stalling the preparations, making continuous demands and
calling the parents several times once put to bed.
Similarly,

the age around five is when the difficulties

begin to disappear,

as children tend to find autonomous ways

to cope with the transitions toward sleep.

I think it

reasonable to expect that parents will give different
quantities of physical closeness to children at different
age levels.
I would also expect that parents stay more physically
close at bedtime with the first child than with the second,
because when they have one child parents can give exclusive
attention to her/him, but once they have a second child they
have to divide their attention between the two.

There could

also be differences with regard to physical closeness of
parents toward male or female children.
What children demand and parents are ready to give at
bedtime are often not the same; therefore, parents and
children work out compromises in which each one of them
gives and takes; these compromises are worked out through
rituals that,

when they are successful,

and predictable structure to bedtime.
become overpowering,

however,

provide a supporting
When the rituals

they can make bedtime more
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difficult and draining.

I assume that a bedtime is

successfully worked out when children go to bed without
crying or do not call the parents to their bedside several
times in a stressful way.
parents,

Or,

from the point of view of

bedtime is successful when they do not feel

resentful toward their children because of their demands or
because of the amount of time spent attending to them.

B.

Hypotheses and Questions
i
i

With these considerations in mind, my hypotheses in
this study of parents and their children at bedtime are the
following:
1 - Parents and children in the Italian sample will
stay more physically close at bedtime,
physically close,
England sample.

and more directly

than the parents and children in the New
This will be measured by parents'

to certain questionnaire items

(5,

of the questionnaire in English)

12,

13,

14,

15,

responses
22 and 34

assessing the following

behavior: parents helping child to get ready, parents
staying close to the child as the child goes to sleep, place
where the child sleeps,

and parents'

coping with child's

visits to the parental bed.
2 - Parents and children in the New England sample will
stay more indirectly physically close than in the Italian
sample.

This will be measured by parents'

certain questionnaire items

(6,

7,

8,

9,

responses to

10 and 11)
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assessing the following behavior: parent and child watching
television,
story,

parent reading to child,

parent and child talking,

parent telling child a

parent singing to child,

and parent and child praying.
3 - Parents will let children use more surrogates to
physical closeness in the New England sample than in the
Italian sample.

This will be measured by parents'

to certain questionnaire items

(17,

18,

19 and 21)

responses
assessing

the following behavior: parent leaving the light on and/or
the door open,

child using a pacifier,

and child using a

soft toy.
4 - Parents in both samples will tend to stay more
physically close to younger children than to older ones,
measured by parents'

as

responses to the questionnaire items

listed in hypothesis n.

1,

analyzed by age.

5 - Children in both samples will show more
difficulties around two years of age than at three,
five years,

as measured by parents'

questionnaire items

(2,

23,

25,

29,

response to certain
31 and 33)

assessing the

following behavior that will be analyzed by age:
resisting bedtime,
to bed,

child

child calling mother or father once put

child having difficulties at bedtime,

afraid at bedtime,

four or

child being

and child going to the parents' bed

during the night.
6 - Parents in both samples will stay more physically
close to their

first-born children than to latter-borns,

as
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measured by parents'

responses to the questionnaire items

listed in hypothesis n.

1,

analyzed by birth order.

7 - Parents in both samples will stay physically close
in a different way with their daughters than with their
sons,

as measured by parents'

response to the questionnaire

items listed in hypothesis n.

1,

analyzed by gender.

With regard to these hypotheses,
hypothesis of no difference

I expect to reject the

(null hypothesis)

for each of

the seven points listed above.
Along with the analyses of data in terms of the
hypotheses,

the following descriptive questions will be

asked about the behavior reported by parents in the
questionnaire for each sample.
What percentage:
- of mothers and of fathers help the child to get ready for
bed?
- of parents cuddle,

rock,

give a goodnight kiss,

sit by

or lie by the child until the child is asleep?
Where do the children sleep?
What percentage:
- of parents let the child stay until morning when the child
visits the parental bed during the night,

or send them

away right away?
- of parents watch TV with the child,
talk with the child,

read,

tell a story,

sing or say prayers?

- of parents leave the light on,

the door open?
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- of children use pacifier, and use a soft toy?
- of children resist bedtime, have difficulties, have
fears, call mother or call father after having been put
to bed or visit the parental bed during the night?
- of parents initiate bedtime?
- of children need help to get ready for bed?
What is the usual bedtime?
What percentage of mothers and fathers answer the calls
by the child once the child is in bed?
C. Method of Collecting Data
Questionnaires on bedtime preparations and sleeping
arrangements were administered to families with children
under six years of age in the Amherst/Northampton area and
to families in Pistoia,

Italy.

The questionnaires were

handed to parents through nursery schools and daycare
centers and collected there when returned by parents.
Usually two-weeks' time was left to parents for returning
the questionnaire.

In one case as the teachers preferred

that the parents did not return the questionnaire to the
school,

self-addressed stamped envelopes were distributed

with the questionnaires.

The schools in the

Amherst/Northampton area were daycare centers, nursery

schools and pre-schools of various kinds.

The schools in

Pistoia were city-run infant centers for children four
months to three years and nursery schools for children from
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about three years to the end of five years.

Both types of

schools are quite common in Italian towns and cities.
Copies of the questionnaire in both English and Italian are
included in Appendix I.

D. Procedure for Analyzing Data

1. Coding of dependent variables

The data extracted from the questionnaires were coded
for statistical analyses; the statistical procedures
included the utilization of the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences

(SPSSX,

1986, Version 2.2).

The demographic information about the families of the
subjects of this study,

(i.e.,

the parents who compiled the

questionnaires and their children), were coded in various
ways.

The ones coded on a nominal scale were country,

of residence,

type and name of school the children went to,

marital status of the parents,
lived,

sex,

Two items,

city

parent with whom the child

sibling order and birth order of each child.
mother's and father's schooling and occupation

were coded on an ordinal scale from one to four as follows.
To define the level of each parent's schooling;
high school or less,
college,

1 = some

2 = high school graduation and some

3 = college graduation and some university

Italian laurea) ,

and 4 = specialization.

parent's occupation:
white collar,

1 = homemaker,

and 4 = professional.

(or

To describe each

2 = blue collar,

3 =
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The items entered on an interval scale were mother's
age and father's age,

child's age,

number of children in the

family and number of people in the family.

Mother's and

father's ages were recoded on an ordinal scale of three
points as follows:
in their twenties,

1 = group of mothers or group of fathers
2 = in their thirties,

and 3 = in their

forties or older.
The information referring to the behavior reported by
the parents at their children's bedtime was coded as
follows.

There were four items where the choice was between

Yes and No
bed,

(or NA) :

father helps,

the parental bed,

mother helps child to get ready for
parent lets child stay after visits to

and parent sends away child right away.

Two other items were not on a scale of intensity but on
a nominal scale.

The first,

usual bedtime,

reports the time

at which the parents usually put the children to bed; the
answers to this item were collapsed on a scale from one to
four,

starting with 1 = from 6 to 7 p.m.,

8:30 p.m.,

3 = from 9 to 9:30 p.m.

from 10 o'clock and later.

2 = from 7:30 to

and finishing with 4 =

The second item reports the

place where the child slept and was coded from one to four:
1

(for the place most separate from the parents)

own room,

2 = shares room with sibling,

crib/cot in parent's room and 4
sleeps in parental bed.

= sleeps in

3 = sleeps in

(closest to the parents)
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The remaining items referred to the routine at bedtime:
parent cuddles,

rocks and gives the goodnight kiss to child,

parent sits or lies by child until child sleeps,
child watch television,
reads,

talk or say prayers together, parent

tells stories or sings to child, parent leaves the

light on or the door open,
toy,

parent and

child uses pacifier or a soft

child resists bedtime,

has difficulties and fears,

child calls mother or calls father, parent initiates
bedtime,

child needs help to get ready,

and mother and

father answer calls by child after child has been put to
bed.

These were all coded from the questionnaire using a

five-point ordinal scale as follows:
3 = sometimes,

4 = often,

1 = never,

and 5 = all the time.

2 = seldom,
Because the

distribution of the data along that scale tended to be very
low at the intermediate points,
often,

i.e.,

2 = seldom and 4 =

for the purpose of the statistical analyses the five

levels were collapsed into three,
2 = sometimes,

namely,

1 - seldom/never,

and 3 = often/all the time.

The following items were not included in the analyses
of data either because the parents tended not to answer them
or because there were doubts about the clarity of the
formulation of the question:

2.

20,

27,

28,

30 and 32.

Treatment of independent variables

The data were analyzed with regard to country,
redefined as Cultural Community,

the first being

/Northampton and the other Pistoia.

Amherst
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With regard to Age of the children the data were
analyzed by dividing the children into four groups by age:
two,

three,

four,

and five years.

As for Sibling Order the data were divided into two
groups,

between first-borns

latter-borns.
to Birth Order,
three groups:

(including only children)

and

Some comparisons were also made with regard
in which case the children were divided into
only child,

first born with siblings,

and

latter-born.
The data were also analyzed with regard to Gender of
the children.

3.

Categories of Behavior
I

In order to present the results of the analyses of data
according to a structure that allows one to examine in some
detail the behavior taking place during bedtime and at the
same time to focus on physical closeness,

I have grouped the

variables as illustrated in the following table
The first category,

(Table 1).

Direct physical closenes_s,

groups

the variables that indicate physical proximity or contact
between parents and their children,
child,

cuddling,

such as helping the

rocking and kissing,

child until the child is asleep,

staying close to the

sleeping close,

or letting

the child stay in the parental bed after night visits.
The second category,

Indirect physical closene_ss,

groups the variables that reflect a way, bn the part of the
parent,

to stay with the child but not necessarily in close
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Table 1
Behavior at Bedtime of Children 2 to 5 Years
Old and Their Parents: Variables Grouped by
Categories (Indices).

Direct physical closeness
mother helps prepare child for bed
father helps prepare child for bed
parent cuddles child
parent rocks child
parent gives goodnight kiss
parent sits by the child until the child is asleep
parent lies by the child until the child is asleep
child sleeps in crib in the parents' room
child sleeps in the parents' bed
parent lets child stay until morning when child
visits parental bed during the night
Indirect
parent
parent
parent
parent
parent
parent

physical closeness
and child watch TV
reads to child
tells child a story
and child talk
sings to child
and child pray

Surrogate to physical closeness
parent leaves the light on
parent leaves the door open
child uses pacifier
child uses soft toy
Child difficulties at separation
child resists bedtime
child has difficulties at bedtime
child has fears at bedtime
child calls mother
child calls father
.
child goes to parents' bed during the night
Others
parent initiates bedtime
child needs help to get ready
usual bedtime
mother answers calls by child
father answers calls by child
,
parent sends child rightaway to own bed on night
visits
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proximity or contact with her/him.
are watching television,

reading,

The variables included
telling stories,

talking,

singing and saying prayers.
The third category,

Surrogate to physical closeness,

groups the variables that indicate an intervention on the
part of the parent to make the environment more reassuring
or letting the child use a soothing object to facilitate the
separation of sleep.
leaving the door open,

These include leaving the light on,
and using a soft toy or a pacifier.

The fourth category,

Child difficulties at separation,

groups the variables that indicate resistance, problems,
fears at the moment of going to bed;

and

it also includes

calling mother or father after being put to bed,

or visiting

the parental bed during the night.
A last category,

Other,

combines different types of

variables that do not fit the previous groupings.

They

report the initiative to begin bedtime by the parent,

the

need of the child to receive help with preparations for bed,
the time of going to bed,

the answering by mother or by

father to the calls by the child and the choice of parents
to send the child right away to her/his own bed on night
visits.

This last category,

has not been analyzed as such;

however,

the particular variables will be included

separately in the analysis and discussion of results.
In order to obtain an index for each of the first four
categories of variables,

a grand mean of all the variables
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included under each category was computed.

These categories

or their means will from now on be referred to as "index
variables" and specifically:
closeness,

index of Direct physical

index of Indirect physical closeness,

Surrogate to physical closeness,

index of

and index of Difficulties

at separation.
Furthermore,

in order to examine the degree of response

within each index of variables,

the means of each of the

cases were grouped into four quartiles:
medium-high and high.

low, medium-low,

This procedure allowed comparisons of

relative frequencies at each degree of response for each
index of variables by cultural community and other
comparisons that will be presented in Chapter 7.
The statistical analysis of data covers two main
categories:

descriptive statistics and inferential

statistics.

Descriptive statistics included:

CONDESCRIPTIVE,
CORRELATION.

FREQUENCIES,

BREAKDOWN and SPEARMAN RANK ORDER

These measurements were compared within

indices of variables and across cultural communities,

age,

sibling order and gender. Correlations were examined also
with the demographic data of the families.
As for inferential statistics the SPSSX procedure ANOVA
was used for a four-way analysis of variance for each index
of variables,

and for each variable: by Cultural Community

(2 levels: Amherst/Northampton and Pistoia), by Age
levels:

2,

3,

4 and 5 years), by Sibling Order

first-born and latter-born),

and by Gender

(4

(2 levels:

(2 levels: male
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and female).
effects,

These analyses of variance indicate main

2-way and 3-way interactions between or among the

independent variables.
A SCHEFFE'

multiple comparison test was used to analyze

all significant differences by age to identify pairs of
means,

corresponding to age levels,

different from each other,

that appeared to be

and to test the significance of

those differences for index variables and for individual
variables.
A REGRESSION analysis of the indices of variables was
carried on to see how much variance could be predicted for
the index of Child difficulties at separation by the other
three indices

(Direct physical closeness.

Indirect physical

closenenss and Surrogate to physical closeness)
independent variables

: Cultural Community, Age,

and by the
Sibling

Order and Gender.
Furthermore a FACTOR ANALYSIS was carried out to
compare the factors'

loading with the a-priori grouping into

indices of variables

(Norusis,

E.

1985)

The Subjects and the Settings
The demographic details regarding the parents and their

children included in the two samples are presented in Table
2.

The two settings where the investigation was conducted

have significant similarities,
as well as differences.

as pointed out at the start,

Pistoia with its Roman remains and

its medieval churches is of course much older.

It is
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Table 2
Demographic Characteristics of the Subjects
(Children and Their Parents)

The Children:

Aqe Distribution

2 yrs

3 yrs

Amherst/Northamp
percent

33
15. 9%

44
21.1%

64
30.8%

67
32.2%

208
100%

Pistoia
percent

76
29. 2%

53
20.4%

65
25.0%

66
25.4%

260
100%

total
percentage

109
23.3%

Gender Distribution

4 yrs

97
20.7%

129
27.6%

5 yrs

total

133
28.4%

total

Female

Male

468
100%

Amherst/Northamp
percentage

111
53.4%

97
46.6%

208
100%

Pistoia
percentage

123
47.3%

137
52.7%

260
100%

total
percentage

234
50%

234
50%

468
100%

Birth Order

First-born

Latter-born

total

Amherst/Northamp
percent

115
55.3%

93
44.7%

208
100%

Pistoia
percent

169
65.0%

91
35.0%

260
100%

total
percentage

284
60.7%

184
39.3%

468
100%

Continue next page
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(Table 2 continued p.

2)

THE PARENTS:

MARITAL STATUS

intact
families

other*

total

Amherst/Northamp
percent

131
71.2%

53
28.8%

184
100%

Pistoia
percent

217
92.3%

18
7.7%

235
100%

percent

348
83.05%

71
16.95%

419
100%

Amherst/Northamp

mothers
Mean
Range
20-44
30.93

Pistoia

31.65

PARENTAL AGE

High School
EDUCATION Some
and some
High
information
School College
MOTHERS
12%
6%
Am/Nor

21-46

fathers
Mean
33.52

Range
21-55

36.38

23-59

College or Graduate.
degree or
Italian

missing

University equivalent
54.9%

21.7%

5.4%

Pistoia

43.3%

36.6%

17.9%

.9%

1.3%

FATHERS
Am/Nor

3.8%

9.2%

30.4%

40.8%

15.8%

Pistoia

41.7%

35.3%

16.2%

3.0%

3.8%

Note:

divorced or single-mother, only 1 single
* other =
father in the Amherst/Northampton sample.
Continue next page
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(Table 2 continued P.
OCCUPATION

3)

Home
makers

Blue
collar

MOTHERS
Am/Nor
percent.

36
19.6%

40
21.7%

49
26.6%

43
23.4%

16
8.7%

Pistoia
percent.

53
22.6%

40
17%

82
34.9%

58
24.7%

2
.9%

FATHERS
Am/Nor
percent.

50
27.2%

36
19.6%

71
38.6%

27
14.7%

Pistoia
percent.

98
41.7%

34
14.5%

11
4.7%

White Professional
missinq
collar
information

92
39.1%

NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN THE FAMILY
two
one

three & more

families

Am/Nor
percentage

74
40.3%

79
42.9%

31
16.8%

184
100%

Pistoia
percentage

123
52.3%

102
43.4%

10
4.3%

235
100%

total
percentage

197
47.02%

181
43.20%

41
9.79%

419
100%
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larger,

too,

with a population of about 100,000,

while

Amherst and Northampton together have about 75,000 people.
Each setting enjoys high employment.

In Pistoia heavy

industry is represented by the manufacture of busses and
train cars.

The city is also a leading center for nurseries

and horticulture.

Long traditions of craftmanship in

working with leather continue to thrive there. Northampton
in the decades after the war lost most of the textile
industry that was its strength in the nineteenth century and
early twentieth.

The rich land of the Connecticut Valley

still supports many small farms but the largest employers in
the region are the five institutions of higher education.
Once a quiet little town, Amherst was overwhelmed in the
1960's by the rapid growth of the University of
Massachusetts,

with its more than 20,000 students.

be worth noting,
university;

in this connection,

It may

that Pistoia has no

it is located between Pisa and Florence and tied

to both these university cities by frequent and rapid public
transportation.
The favorable economic climate in Pistoia has in recent
years attracted some immigrant workers from the South and
from Sardinia.

In Northampton and Amherst there has been an

influx of professional people and artists.

The rapid

expansion of the state university was an early stimulus of
the phenomenon; but there is also a general trend among
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professional people to place "quality of life" high on their
list of desires,

and this can translate into a preference

for a well-functioning small town, with excellent schools,
over a metropolis with more problems than it can handle.

In

neither of the settings has the influx of new people altered
the fundamental homogeneity of the population nor changed
substantially the structure and stability of the local
institutions.

The occupation distribution of the parents in

the two samples reflect these social and economic patterns.
For example,

the Pistoia sample has many more fathers who

are blue-collar workers.

In addition,

even if it is

difficult to make meaningful comparisons between Italian and
American systems of higher education, parents in the Pistoia
sample have generally less formal education than those in
the Amherst/Northampton sample.
The towns of Amherst and Northampton are typified by a
liberal tradition in politics and a high interest in
education at all levels.

In fact this area has available a

pool of well trained and highly educated school teachers
coming directly from those local institutions.

The town of

Pistoia has a long-standing and popular Communist
administration that invested early and successfully in the
education of young children.

The investment was both in

financial resources and in high-powered people who
constructed a progressive educational program.
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While teachers in Amherst and Northampton come to
their jobs already well prepared,

in Pistoia they start

their jobs with an uneven preparation but receive a
continuous in-service training of the highest quality.

They

work with the pedagogical coordinators of the city school
administration.

In both settings parents are deeply

involved in their young children's education and the life of
the schools.

In both settings parents are made aware

through the school system

(beside the usual channels of

information available to motivated parents)

of the recent

trends in research about child development,

psychology and

education.
A notable difference is in the connection of young
parents with their own parents.

These ties are common and

strong in Pistoia; they are weaker in Amherst and
Northampton.

Such ties may be found among some of the

descendants of European immigrants of the beginning of this
century,

but are otherwise practically absent.

Therefore,

parents in the latter setting are much less influenced in
making choices about childrearing by the traditions of the
previous generations.

While the hiring of babysitters

(often college students)
Northampton,

is common in Amherst and

in Pistoia there are likely to be grandparents

who live only a few blocks away to share in childcare.
The daily life of families with young children is quite
different in the two settings.

First of all,

even though
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the work schedules in both settings vary considerably
according to the type of work and the level of the
individuals'

jobs,

the work day in the Amherst/Northampton

area is more compact.

The standard model is nine-to-five.

For the people in Pistoia,

the work day may start earlier,

and in any case will surely include a considerable break,
longer for white collar workers and professionals,
middle of the day.

in the

People return home from work at a

variable schedule between 6 and 8 p.m.
As older school-children do not eat lunch at school and
come home around 12:30 or 1 p.m.,

the tendency is for

families to have a substantial meal all together in the
middle of the day.

Breakfast is very small compared to the

one in New England.

In Pistoia the midday meal usually

comprises two or three courses, while the evening meal is
also a sit-down meal but consists of lighter and simpler
food.
In the Amherst/Northampton area many young children go
to a half-day nursery school or kindergarten and their
mothers or babysitters take care of them from lunch-time on.
In some cases the children are in a day-care center that has
extended hours or where some arrangement is made so that the
children spend part of the day in a school and part of the
day in a day-care center.

In Pistoia parents of young

children can send them to the city infant centers up to age
three or to the preschool/kindergarten centers up to age
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six.

These are all located in recent buildings designed

expressely for this purpose.
at the preschool level,

Many more places are available

for the national government and

certain private agencies provide preschool/kindergartens in
addition to those run by the city.
Parents in Pistoia have the option to send their
children to these centers between 7:30 a.m.
Children have breakfast,

snacks,

and 6 p.m.

a carefully prepared meal

in the middle of the day and comfortable cots in rooms set
aside just for sleep where they can have their naps.

The

majority of children stay in these schools from 8:30 a.m. to
4 p.m.,

when a parent or a grandparent picks them up.

The

possiblity for working parents to leave children all day in
an institution began in Italy more than a hundred years ago,
but the substantial difference between the institutions of
today and those of the past is that the latter were
basically custodial.

Today they are educational; the utmost

care is taken in preparing an environment that is
aesthetically attractive as well as comfortable and where
toys,

educational materials and a planned curriculum are

prepared for the children.
Children in the Amherst/Northampton setting spend a
great deal of time playing outside either in their schools'
yards or in their backyards.

Children in Pistoia,

play a little in the school playgrounds

instead,

(only when the
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weather is mild),

and they usually have no space for playing

outside the apartment houses where they live.
In Amherst/Northampton house cleaning is done
periodically, perhaps once a week.

The shopping for food is

also done weekly,

The food is stored in

in supermarkets.

large refrigerators and freezers.
is washed and dried in machines,
ironing.

The clothing for children
and it does not require

Children are dressed all the time with easy-care

practical clothing.

In Pistoia house cleaning is almost a

daily chore done with great precision.

Shopping for food is

done in part in supermarkets but also in small,
shops and markets that carry fresh food.

specialized

Refrigerators are

usually smaller than those used in the United States,

and

freezers are expensive and used only by few families.
Electricity is more costly than in New England.

Some of the

clothing for children is washed by hand and ironed because
it is quite delicate and expensive.

The clothing that is

washed in washing machines is then hung up to dry and
ironed.

Children dress with more elegance than the children

in New England when they go to school.

In general there is

a great tendency to care for the appearance of children when
they go out of their house, because the way they appear in
public is considered a sign of the way they are cared for by
their families.

While some kind of hired help for housework

is available in both settings,
for families in Pistoia.

it is to be sure used more

With or without hired help,

the
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chores or responsibility for the household remain a heavy
burden.
While in Pistoia the household burden falls almost
entirely on mothers in Amherst/Northampton fathers tend to
provide a considerable portion of both housework and
childcare.

This point should be qualified,

though, because

of the higher incidence of single parents in
Amherst/Northampton.

At the same time the Pistoia sample

has a higher incidence of only children.

Thus,

some of the

mothers from Amherst/Northampton share the burdens of
running a family and a household in a relatively equitable
way,

while others carry the whole burden alone.

Two final

observations about Pistoia in this connection are that
mothers there frequently have the help and support of their
female relatives and that generally they do not consider the
many things they do for their children excessive.

CHAPTER 7
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The completed questionnaires offer an impressive amount
and variety of information.

I will begin by displaying the

descriptive statistics for the individual variables and for
the indices of variables.

Then,

I will examine through

inferential statistics the results pertaining to the indices
of variables.

Finally,

I will discuss the results in terms

of the hypotheses formulated.
Before doing so,

however,

I want to stress that the

questionnaires report what the parents perceive to be their
behavior and that of their children at bedtime.

Of course

some parents may tend to omit mention of behavior that they
feel could be considered inappropriate by the researcher.

I

assume that the questionnaires reflect in part the attitudes
of parents toward the various facets of behavior taking
place during the routine of bedtime,

rather than giving

objective measures of behavior taking place.

A.

Descriptive Statistics; Display of Data

In the New England sample,

the questionnaire yielded

answers concerning the bedtime behavior of 208 children,
while in the Italian sample the number of children was 260.
The number of parents responding was lower
England,

235 in Italy)

(184 in New

because some participating parents
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had more than one child in the relevant age group.
summarizes,

by percentage,

the answers given to the

questionnaire in each of the two samples,
Cultural Communities.

Table 3

designated as

This table in fact displays the

answers to the descriptive questions listed in Chapter 6.

It

shows the frequencies for each of the behaviors broken down
by the two groups of parents and children..

One especially

noticeable difference is in the schedule of bedtime, with
Pistoia children going to bed later then Amherst/Northampton
children.
Information about the same,

basic material is presented

in Table 4 in the form of means and standard deviations for
all variables in the two Cultural Communities as well as in
the total sample.

Further information of this sort has been

placed in Appendix B,

namely means and standard deviations

for all variables broken down by Age
by Cultural Community
) f

14

(Table 12) , by Age and

(Table 13), by Sibling Order

sibling Order and by Cultural Corr\munity

by Gender

(Table 16),

Community

(Table 17).

(Table

(Table 15),

and by Gender and by Cultural

The several variables of bedtime behavior were grouped
into four general categories,

called index variables,

designating different aspects of physical closeness.

Table
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Table 3
Relative Frequencies (percentage) of Behavior at Bedtime.
Between Parents and Children 2 to 5 Years Old Occurring:
Seldom/Never, Sometimes and Often/Always Broken Down bv
Cultural Community.
AMHERST/NORTHAMPTON
<n 208)
SELDOM/ SOME/ OFTEN
NEVER
TIMES ALWAYS
%
%
%

PISTOIA
(n 260)
SELDOM/ SOME/ OFTEN/
NEVER
TIMES ALWAYS
%
%
%

Direct physical closeness
mother helps child
6.3a
93.7b
6.2a
93.8b
father helps child
41.8a
58.2b
66.2a
33.8b
parent cuddles child
14.4
58.7
26.9
19.6
22.7
57.7
parent rocks child
88.4
8.2
3.4
81.1
11.2
7.7
parent gives goodnight kiss
2.8
1.0
96.2
5.0
6.2
88.8
parent sits by the child
72.6
16.8
10.6
55.4
10.0
34.6
parent lies by the child
80.8
li.5
7.7
46.2
14.2
39.6
child sleeps in parents' room
95.7a
4.3b
80.9a
19.1b
child sleeps in parents' bed
98.1a
1.9b
90.6a
9.4b
parent lets child stay after
night-visits to parental bed
71.2a
28.8b
50.0a
50.0b
Indirect physical closeness
parent and child watch TV
12.0
41.1
33.1
25.8
63.5
24.5
34.6
41.6
parent reads to child
28.8
63.9
23.8
7.3
40.4
35.5
31.2
parent tells child a story
26.4
33.2
33.5
67.7
24.2
67.8
8.1
parent and child talk
5.3
26.9
25.0
14.2
60.8
62.0
25.5
12.5
parent sings to child
17.7
23.1
59.2
16.8
72.1
11.1
parent and child pray
Surrogate to physical closeness
40.4
9.2
50.4
58.2
5.7
36.1
parent leaves the light on
40.4
52.3
7.3
5.7
71.2
23.1
parent leaves the door open
23.5
0.0
76.5
3.4
.5
96.1
child uses a pacifier
21.9
20.4
57.7
43.3
19.2
37.5
child uses soft toy
Child difficulties at separation
30.4
36.5
33.1
40.4
23.1
36.5
child resists bedtime
8.1
23.1
68.8
6.7 •
24.5
68.8
child has difficulties
10.7
6.2
83.1
2.4
10.1
87.5
child has fears at bedtime
36.5
32.3
31.2
26.9
40.9
32.2
child calls mother
27.7
16.5
45.8
9.1
34.2
56.7
child calls father
31.5
21.5
46.9
15.4
22.6
62.0
child goes to parents' bed
Others
79.2
10.0
10.8
94.2
4.8
1.0
parent initiates bedtime
4.7
91.5
3.8
56.7
22.6
20.7
child needs help
4.6b
95.4a
71.6b
28.4a
usual bedtime 7:30 to 8:30
52.3b
47.7a
14.9b
85.1a
9:00 to 9:30
42.6b
42.6a
.5b
99.5a
10:00 or later
84.6
4.6
10.8
78.4
11.5
10.1
mother answers calls by child
68.8
7.4
23.8
53.4
14.9
31.7
father answers calls by child
• 8b
93.za
13.9b
86.1a
parent sends child right away
to own bed on niaht visits
Note. The figure followed by a or b indicate questions to which the answer
options were limited to NO or NA (“ a) or YES (“ b).
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Table 4
Means and Standard Deviations of Scores of Behavior at
Bedtime, Occurring for Total Sample And Broken Down by
Cultural Community
VARIABLES

Total sample
(N 468)
SD

Amherst/
Northampt.
(n 208)
X
SD

Pistoia

X

(n 260)
SD

Direct physical closeness

mother helps child
father helps child
parent cuddles child
parent rocks child
parent gives goodnight kiss
parent sits by the child
parent lies by the child
place where child sleeps
parent lets child stay after
night-visits to parental bed

2.00

.00

1.58
2.44
1.15
2.93
1.38
1.27
1.38

.49
.73
.44
.35
.67
.59
.67

1.94
1.34
2.38
1.27
2.84
1.79
1.93
2.03

.24
.47
.79
.59
.49
.93
.93
.96

.49

1.29

.45

1.50

.50

.78
.78
.79
.61
.72
.77

1.49
2.57
2.07
2.63
1.50
1.45

.70
.63
.77
.58
.71
.77

1.85
1.89
1.98
2.60
1.53
1.58

.81
.76
.81
.64
.73
.77

.96
.93
.70
.88

2.22
2.48
1.07
2.06

.95
.85
.37
.90

1.90
2.12
1.47
1.64

.95
.96
.85
.82

.76
.61
.42
.77
.66
.75

1.97
1.39
1.23
2.05
1.71
1.75

.80
.63
.55
.82
.73
.79

.97
.45
.41
.21
:. 8 8
..61
l . 64
L .74

.18
.50
.77
.53
.43
.85
.86
.90

L. 41
1.69
2.20
2.02
2.61
1.52
1.52

Indirect physical closeness

parent
parent
parent
parent
parent
parent

and child watch TV
reads to child
tells child a story
and child talk
sings to child
and child pray

Surrogate to physical closeness

2.04
2.28
1.29
1.83
difficulties at separationi
1.93
resists bedtime
1.39
has difficulties
1.19
has fears at bedtime
2.01
calls mother
1.63
calls father
1.65
goes to parents' bed

parent leaves the light on
parent leaves the door open
child uses a pacifier
child uses soft toy
Child

child
child
child
child
child
child

Others

parent initiates bedtime
child needs help
usual bedtime
mother answers calls by child
father answers calls by child
parent sends child right away
to own bed on night visits

2.79
2.65
2.78
2.71
2.35
1.09

.78
.62
.50
.80
.71
.78

1.87
1.38
1.15
1.95
1.52
1.53

.88

2.93
2.36
2.03
2.68
2.22

.29
.80
.55
.65
.90

2.68
2.88
3.38
2.74
2.45

.66
.43
.57
.64
.85

.27

1.14

.41

1.01

.09

.54

.68
.88
.64
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5 displays the means and standard deviations for each of the
index variables for the total sample and broken down by
Cultural Community.

Figures 1 through 4 display in

histograms comparisons by Cultural Community of the relative
frequencies of the four indices divided into quartiles.
From these figures one can see already the tendency in the
Pistoia sample to score considerably higher in the index of
Direct physical closeness

(especially in the high quartile) ,

somewhat higher in the index of Difficulties at separation,
but

lower in the index of Surrogate to physical closeness

than the Amherst/Northampton sample.

Table 6 displays the means and standard deviations of
each of the index variables broken down by Age.
through 8 display comparisons,
Age,

Figures 5

by Cultural Community and by

of the relative frequencies of the four indices for the

medium and high quartiles.
From these histograms one sees that the

Amherst/Northampton sample has the highest scores on the
index of Direct physical closeness
(two years old),

and the highest scores on the index of

Indirect physical closeness
years old) .

for the youngest children

for the oldest children

(five

The Pistoia sample instead has the highest

score both on the index of Direct physical closeness and on
the one of indirect phy.^cal closeness at the age level of
three years.

Furthermore,

both indices of Surrogate to
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Table 5
Means and Standard Deviations of Index Variables for
Total Sample, and Broken Down by Cultural Community.

INDEX
VARIABLES

TOTAL
SAMPLE

AMHERST/
N0RTHAMP.

PISTOIA

(N 468)

(n 208)

(n 260)

X

X

X

SD

SD

SD

Direct
physical
closeness

1.81

.29

1.71

.22

1.89

.31

Indirect
physical
closeness

1.92

.31

1.95

.28

1.91

.33

Surroqate
to physical
closeness

1.86

.46

1.96

.41

1.78

.47

Child
difficulties
at separation

1.63

.42

1.56

.42

1.68

.41
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□ u.
DEGREE DF RESPONSE
|-1 RMHERSTV
NORTHRHPTDN

yy/A

HERN
LOU - 0*000
MEDIUM LOU = 1*667
MEDIUM HI6H « 1*778
HIGH *= 2*000

pistoir

JiOTES:

Figure 1

THRU
THRU
THRU
THRU

1*666
1*777
1*999
HIGHEST
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Figure 4.

oSa?tlilsnfor theaindtxFrfqchiideDifficulties
at Separation by Cultural Contnunrty.
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Table 6
Means and Standard Deviations of Index Variables Broken
Down by Age.

INDEX
VARIABLES

2 YEARS

A G
3 YEARS

4 YEARS

5 YEARS

<n 109)

<n

<n 129)

<n 133)

X

X

X

X

SD

97)
SD

SD

SD

Direct
physical
closeness

1.89

.32

1.83

.26

1.79

.28

1.75

.26

Indirect
physical
closeness

1.88

.33

1.98

.32

1.94

.29

1.91

.31

Surrogate
to physical
closeness

1.83

.48

1.87

.47

1.86

.42

1.88

.46

1.63

.40

1.69

.37

1.67

.47

1.54

.40

Child
difficulties
at separation
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Comparison of Relative Frequencies by
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Figure 8. Comparison of Relative Frequencies by
Quartiles (Medium High and High)for the
Index of Child Difficulties at Separation
by Cultural Community and Age
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physical closeness and Difficulties at separation,
Amherst/Northampton sample,
years while,

in the

show the peak score at three

in the Pistoia sample,

the peak score is at

four years.
Table 7 displays means and standard deviations of each
index of variables divided by Sibling Order and by Gender.
These results show that latter-born receive less Direct and
Indirect physical closeness than first-born but they receive
more Surrogate to physical closenenss than first-born.

The

Gender differences appear minimal.

B.

Inferential Statistics: Display and Analyses of Data

In order to clarify further the meaning of these
descriptive results,

they were tested for statistical

significance.
Table 8 diplays the results of a four-way analysis of
variance, ANOVA,

for each index of variables for the four

independent variables: Cultural Community
levels),

Sibling Order

(2 levels),

(2 levels), Age

and Gender

(2 levels).

For Direct physical closeness, the kind measured by
cuddling,

rocking,

sitting by,

laying by and the other

variables included in this index,

there is a very strong

main effect for Cultural Community
£ <

.001) .

<F

(1,466)

= 36.69,

The parents and children in the Pistoia samp

stay significantly closer at bedtime than the ones in the
Amherst/Northampton sample.

In addition,

there are main

(4
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Table 7
Means and Standard Deviations of Index Variables Broken
Down by Sibling Order and by Gender.
INDEX
VARIABLES

SIBLING ORDER
FIRST
LATTER
BORN
BORN
(n 284)
X

SD

GENDER
M

(n 184)
X

SD

F

(n 234)
X

SD

(n 234)
X

SD

Direct
physical
closeness

1.84

.30

1.76

.26

1.81

.29

1.81

.29

Indirect
physical
closeness

1.96

.29

1.87

.33

1.95

.31

1.90

.31

Surrogate
to physical
closeness

1.81

.47

1.93

.42

1.87

.44

1.85

.47

1.66

.41

1.58

.42

1.67

.42

1.60

.42

Child
difficulties
at
separation
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Table 8
Summary Table of Significant Effects for Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) of Four Index Variables by Cultural
Community (Amherst/Northampton and Pistoia), by Age
(2,3,4 and 5 Years), by Gender (Male and Female) and
by Sibling Order (First-Born and Latter-born).

MAIN
INDEX
VARIABLES

CULTURAL
COMMUNITY
F

Direct
physical
closeness

Indirect
physical
closeness

Surroqate
to physical
closeness

Child
difficulties
at separation

I NTERACTION
EFFECTS

EFFECTS

AGE

GENDER

F

36.69***

n.s.

14.61***

8.22**

F

SIBLING
ORDER

TWO-WAY

F

F

3.97*

n.s.

8.64**

n.s.

n.s.

11.61**

n.s.

n.s.

5.36*

n.s.

n.s.

3.10*

THREE-WAY
F

3.84*

2.66*

Notes:
n.s. = non significant.
,
df 1,466 = Cultural Community,Gender and Sibling Order
df 3' 464 " two-way interaction (Age and Cultural Community)
d£ 3', 464 - three-way interaction (Age, Cultural Co™, and Srblrng Order,
INTERACTION two-way (Cultural Community and Age)
thrPP-wav (cultural community, age and sibling order)
£l non significant two-way, three-way and four-way interactions were
omitted.
levels of significance for F-tests,

* p < .05

** P < -01

two-tailed are as follows:

*** p < .001
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effects

for Age

(F

(3,464)

= 3.97,

£ <

.05).

As expected,

younger children were more close than older ones

(the

specific differences at each age level will be reported
later with the results of a Scheff6 test).
main effect

for Sibling Order

(F =

There is also

(1,466)

8.64,

£ <

.01).

First-born as expected were kept closer than latter-born,
but there was no Gender effect.
For Indirect physical closeness,
parent reading,

singing,

the kind measured by

telling a story to the child and

other variables included in the same index,
significant effect by Cultural Community,
Gender,
Order

(1,466)

expected,

= 11.61,

£ =

.001).

First-borns,

as

receive more Indirect physical closeness than

latter-borns.

This

by Age or by

but there is a significant main effect by Sibling

(F

effect

there is no

There is a significant three-way interaction

involving Cultural Community,

Age and Sibling Order.

is explained by the fact that the trend of receiving

more Indirect physical closeness by first-borns changes
direction by culture and at different levels of age.

At

three years the score is higher for first-borns of the
Pistoia sample and it is higher for latter-borns of the
Amherst/Northampton sample.
higher

At four years the score is

for Pistoia both for first-borns and for latter-borns

(See Tables

14

and 15) .

For surrogate to physical closeness,
by light on,

pacifier,

the kind measured

soft toy and other variables included
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in this index,

there is a significant main effect

Cultural Community

(F

(1,466)

= 14.61,

£ <

for

.001).

More

Surrogate to physical closeness is used in the Amherst/
Northampton sample than in the Pistoia sample.
effect

for Age or for Gender,

main effect

for Sibling Order

There is no

but there is a significant
(F

(1,466)

= 5.36,

£ <

.05).

Latter-borns receive more Surrogate to physical closeness
than first-borns.

There is a significat two-way interaction

effect between Cultural Community and Age.

It is explained

by the differences by Cultural Community at the various age
levels.

While there is no difference at age two,

the means

of the Amherst/Northampton sample compared with the Pistoia
sample are greater at three years,

smaller at four years and

almost equal at three and at five years.

(See Table 13)

For Child difficulties at separation,
measured by child resists bedtime,

the kind

has fears,

calls mother

or father and other variables included in this index,
is
=

significant main effect for Cultural Community
8.22,

£ <

.01),

difficulties,

according to the parents'

for Sibling Order or Gender,

significance because F
cases.
3.10,

report,

(1,466)

.05).

than

There are no

although they approach

= 3.50,

£ -

But there is a main effect for Age
£ <

(1,466)

as children in the Pistoia sample had more

children in the Amherst/Northampton sample.
effects

(F

there

.06 m both
(F

(3,464)

Three year old children have more

Difficulties at separation than five year olds.
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To examine further the difficulties that children in
these samples experience with the separation at bedtime,
two other analyses were performed.
multiple regressions analyses.

These were step-wise,

The index of Child

difficulties at separation was in both cases the dependent
variable.

In the first analysis the other three indices were

entered as predictors,

while in the second analysis the

predictors were the independent variables Cultural
Community,

Age,

Sibling Order and Gender.

presented in Table 9.

The results are

Only values from significant

equations are reported.
In the first analysis the index of Direct physical
closeness appears to exert the greatest influence by
explaining about
at

separation.

10% of the variance of Child difficulties
By adding,

in the second step,

the index of

Surrogate to physical closeness an additional 3% of variance
is explained while the index of Indirect physical closeness
does not predict

further variance.

In the second regression analysis the first independent
variable entered,

the one that has the highest correlation

with Child difficulties at separation,
Community.

is Cultural

This variable predicts about 2% of the variance.

With the addition in the second step of Age,

an additional

1% of variance is explained by the difference between three
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Table

9

Stepwise Regression Analyses Predicting Child
Difficulties at Bedtime.

STEP

PREDICTOR

R

R

R adj.

Beta

b

seb

t

£

Types of physical closeness.
l

2

Direct
physical
closenenss

.33

.11

.11

33

.48

06

7.48

.001

Surrogate to
physical
closeness

.12

.13

.13

.17

.15

04

3.86

.001

Independent variables of the samples.
1

Cultural
Community

.14

.02

.02

.04

.03

2

Age
3 vs. 5 yrs
4 vs. 5 yrs

.19

3

Sibling Order

.22

.05

.04

14

.12

04

3.05

.002

14
14

.14
.13

06
05

2.60
2.50

.010
.013

09

-.08

04

-2.03

.042
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and five years and the difference between four and five
years

(which are the comparisons of levels of age

statistically significant for child difficulties at
separation.

See also a Scheff6 test presented later).

adding at step 3 Sibling Order,
explained.

By

a further 1% of variance is

These independent variables,

although they are

statistically significant predictors of Child difficulties
at separation,
Therefore,

explain only a low percentage of variance.
considering the two regression analyses,

it

is the index of Direct physical closeness that can be
considered the best predictor for Child Difficulties at
Separation,

although it is not a strong one.

In order to examine this data still further,

and in

order to compare the a-priori grouping of behaviors at
bedtime into categories to form the four indices of
variables,

a factor analysis was performed. The factor

analysis involved the same 25 behaviors at bedtime presented
in Table 1,

included varinax rotation and resulted in an

eight-factor solution accounting for 55.6% of the total
variance

(eigenvalue larger than 1.00).

However,

last three factors were difficult to interpret,
first five will be discussed.

as the

only the

They account for 41.9% of the

variance and are presented in Tables 10A and 10B where to
facilitate comparison the bedtime variables are still
grouped in the four categories.
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Table 10A
Factor Loading for Behavior at Bedtime of Parents and
Children 2 to 5 Year Olds.
FACTOR 1
CHILD
PROBLEMS
AT
BEDTIME

BEHAVIORS

FACTOR 2
FACTOR 3
COSLEEPING ACTIVE
PASSIVE
PROXIMITY
PROXIMITY

Direct physical closeness
mother helps child
-.01
father helps child
-.16
parent cuddles child
.04
parent rocks child
.15
parent gives goodnight kiss
-.05
.03
parent sits by the child
parent lies by the child
.19
-.02
place where child sleeps
parent lets child stay after
.14
night-visits to parental bed
Indirect physical closeness
.10
parent and child watch TV
-.02
parent reads to child
.13
parent tells child a story
-.00
parent and child talk
.04
parent sings to child
.05
parent and child pray
Surrogate to physical closeness
parent leaves the light on
.22
.12
parent leaves the door open
.08
child uses a pacifier
.12
child uses soft toy
Child difficulties at separation
child resists bedtime
.70
.69
child has difficulties
.64
child has fears at bedtime
.65
child calls mother
.33
child calls father
.14
child goes to parents' bed
Eigenvalues
% of variance explained
total
41.9%

Note:

FACTOR 4 FACTOR 5
INDIRECT ALTERNATE
PROXIMITY
TO
PROXIMITY

.08
-.02
.23
-.12
-.07
.30
.42
-.32

-.32
-.08
.62
.67
.08
.62
.44
.04

.81

.07

-.011

-.03

.05
-.02
.06
.01
-.08
-.25

.16
.12
.16
.27
.40
-.06

-.66
.69
.60
.28
.30
-.28

.04
.30
-.03
-.08
-.29
.31

-.08
-.10
.05
-.11

.09
.01
-.01
-.04

.52
. 60
-.67
-.01

-.01
.08
.08
-.06

•

.16
.27
.24
.02
-.02
-.19
.05
.05

-.14
.04
.05
-.16
.29
-.02
.15
.23

.07
.08
-.02
.26
.12
.82

.09
.13
.04
-.01
-.16
.06

-.08
.06
.17
-.12
-.03
0X

.03
-.04
.29
.04
-.14

3.22

2.35

2.06

1.57

1.28

12.9%

9.4%

8.3%

6.3%

5.1%

•

Factor loadings larger than 0.40 have been highlighted.

.01
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Table 10B *
Factor Loading for Behavior at Bedtime of Parents and
Children 2 to 5 Year Olds.

BEHAVIORS

FACTOR 1
CHILD
PROBLEMS
AT
BEDTIME

Direct physical closeness
•
mother helps child
—
father helps child
parent cuddles child
parent rocks child
parent gives goodnight kiss
parent sits by the child
parent lies by the child
place where child sleeps
parent lets child stay after
night-visits to parental bed
Indirect physical closeness
parent and child watch TV
parent reads to child
parent tells child a story
parent and child talk
parent sings to child
parent and child pray
Surrogate to physical closeness
parent leaves the light on
parent leaves the door open
child U3e3 a pacifier
child uses 30ft toy
Child difficulties at separation
child resists bedtime
.70
child has difficulties
.69
child has fears at bedtime
.64
child calls mother
.65
child calls father
child goes to parents' bed
Eigenvalues
% of variance explained
total
41.9%

Note:

FACTOR 2
FACTOR 3
COSLEEPING ACTIVE
PASSIVE
PROXIMITY
PROXIMITY

—
—

FACTOR 4 FACTOR 5
INDIRECT ALTERNATE
PROXIMITY
TO
PROXIMITY

—

-

.42
-

.62
.67
.62
.44
-

-

-

_

-

—

-

•

-

—

-

.

.81

-

—

-

-.66
.69
.60
-

-

-

.52
.60
-.67

"

"
.82

3.22

2.35

2.06

1.57

1.28

12.9%

9.4%

8.3%

6.3%

5.1%

Factor loadings smaller than 0.40 have been omitted.
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The factors were labelled as follows.
Factor 1 Child problems at bedtime: high positive loadings
for child resists,
has fears,

child has difficulties,

child

and child calls mother.

2 Cosleeping or passive proximity; high positive
loadings for parent lies by the child until the
child is asleep,

parent lets child stay until

morning on night visits,

and child goes to parents'

bed during the night.
Factor 3 Active proximity; high positive loadings for parent
cuddles child,

parent rocks child,

parent sits and

parent lies by child until child is asleep.
Factor 4 Active-passive indirect proximity: high positive
loadings for parent reads to child and parent tells
child a story; high negative loadings for parent
and child watch television.

Together these

loadings indicate that the factor consists of
indirect proximity,

with active and passive forms

at opposite ends of the factor.
Factor 5 Distal-oral alternatives to proximity: high
positive loadings for parent leaves the light on,
and parent leaves the door open; high negative
loading for child uses pacifier.

Together these

loadings indicate that the factor consists of
several alternatives to physical proximity,

through
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leaving the space between parent and child more
open

(the positive end of the factor)

providing comforting sucking

or through

(the negative end).

Already similarities and differences with the
indices of variables can be pointed out.

First of all,

as

the order of factors is determined by the strenghth of
correlation among the variables included,

it has to be noted

that the first and strongest factor is Child problems at
bedtime.

Factor 1 groups behaviors that correspond to

several of the ones included in the index of Child
difficulties at separation.

Factor 4 groups some behaviors

that correspond to the index of Indirect physical closeness;
Factor 5 groups some behaviors that correspond to the index
of Surrogate to physical closeness, but there are behaviors
in both Factor 2 and Factor 3 that correspond to the index
of Direct physical closeness.
An analysis of variance ANOVA,

parallel to the one

carried out with the indices of variables,
with the factors'

scores.

was performed

Table 11 diplays the results of

the significant main effects and interactions.

I will now

compare differences in the results of this analysis of
variance with the results of the one performed with the
indices of variables

(Table 8).

Factor 1 has no main effects whereas the index of Child
difficulties at separation has main effects for Cultural
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Table 11
Summary Table of Significant Effects for Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) of Five Factors Scores by Cultural
Community (Amherst/ Northampton and Pistoia), by Age
Yea]fs)' by Gender (Male and Female) and by
Sibling Order (First-Born and Latter-Born).
FACTORS

CULTURAL

AGE

GENDER

COMMUNITY
F

F

SIBLING
ORDER

_F

F

n.s.

TWO- WAY INTERACTION
CULTURE

CULTURE

SIB/ORD

AGE

SIB/ORD

GENDER

F

F

F

Factor 1
Child
Problems

n.s.

n. s

n.s.

16.78***

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

3.72*

n.s.

19.10***

84.06***

4.55**

n.s.

5.89*

3.06*

at bedtime
Factor 2
Cosleeping
Passive
proximity
Factor 3
Active
proximity
Factor 4
Indirect
Active-passive
proximity
Factor 5
Distal-oral
Alternatives
to

24.22***

58.36*** n.s

5.92*

3.68*

6.26*

4.27*

proximity

Notes:
n.s.
df

= non significant.

lf 461 = Cultural Community,Gender and Sibling Order
df 3,459 = Age
df 3,459 = two-way interaction

(Age and Cultural Community)

df

1,461 = two-way interaction

(Cultural Community and Sibling Order),

df

1,461 = two-way interaction

(Sibling Order and Gender)

all non significant two-way were omitted,
levels of significance for F-tests,
* p <

.05

** p <

.01

two-tailed are as follows:
*** P <

.001
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Community and Age.

However,

this Factor has a two-way

interaction between Cultural Community and Age because
children two and five years-old have more problems at
bedtime in Amherst/Northamton,

while children three and four

years old have more problems at bedtime in Pistoia.
Factor 2 and Factor 3 considered at the same time have main
effects that correspond to those of the index of Direct
physical

closeness.

Factor 4 has two main effects that did

not emerge with the index of Indirect physical closeness.
One is a very strong main effect

for Cultural Community,

as

the Amherst/Northampton sample shows more Indirect proximity
at bedtime than the Pistoia sample.
main effect

for Age,

The other is a weak

as three year-olds receive more

indirect proximity than children at any of the other age
levels.
Factor 5 unlike the index of Surrogate to physical
closeness has a strong main effect

for Age.

This is because

children four and five years old receive more Alternatives
to proximity than do children two and three years old.

For

Factor 5 there are two interactions that do not emerge for
the index of Surrogate to physical closeness.

One is a two-

way interaction between Cultural Community and Sibling Order
that

is explained by the

fact that in the

Amherst/Northampton sample first-borns have more
Alternatives to proximity than latter-borns,
Pistoia sample the trend is reversed.

while in the

The other two-way
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interaction,

which is between Sibling Order and Gender,

is

explained by the fact that first-born boys have less
Alternatives to proximity than latter-born boys;

however,

girls have the same Alternative whether they are first-borns
or latter-borns.
In sum,

the factor analysis and the analysis of

variance of the factors'

scores generally support the

tendencies of the analyses carried out with the index
variables.
of the

I have chosen to continue the analysis in terms

indices and only to refer to some aspects of the

results of analysis of variance performed with the factors
scores.
At this point

I will examine significant differences

with regard to the age of the children resulting from the
Scheff6 procedure.
all

significant at

The differences by age reported here are
least at the level p <

.05.

Two year-olds received significantly more Direct
physical

closeness than five year-olds.

More precisely,

two

year-olds receive significantly more rocking than three,
four and five year-olds.

However,

they receive

significantly less than do the five year-olds the goodnight
kiss.
There is no significant age difference for the overall
index of Indirect physical closeness
significant effect

(but there is a

for Age in the corresponding Factor 4),

three year-old children are told by their parents
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significantly more stories than five year-olds.
olds

Two year-

listen to significantly more singing but pray

significantly less with their parents than four and five
year-olds.
Also for the index of .Surrogate to physical closeness
there is no significant age difference.
leave the door open significantly less
than for three,

four,

However,

parents

for two year-olds

and five year-olds.

Conversely,

two

year-olds use a pacifier significantly more than the
children at the other three levels of age.
For the index of Child difficulties at separation,
three year-olds score significantly higher than five yearolds.

It

is the same with the behavior,

child visits the

parental bed during the night.
There are significant differences by age for two
variables included in Other.

First,

the group of the two

and the group of the three year-olds need more help than the
four and five year-olds.

The group of the four year-olds

needs more help than the one of five year-olds.

Second,

the

two year-olds go to bed significantly later than do the five
year-olds.
In Appendix B,

Table 12 displays means and standard

deviations of all the variables broken down by Age,
Figures

while

9 through 33 display in histograms frequencies for

all the variable by Age for the two Cultural Communities,
and Table

18 displays the results of analyses of variance
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(main effect and interactions)
Cultural Community,

Age,

for all the variables by

Sibling Order and Gender.

Gender differences are not significant in the indices
except

in two items:
*05),

parents tells child a story

- 4.77,

£ <

parents

leave the light on

(F

(1,466)

where the score is higher for boys,
(F

(1,466)

= 5.89,

£ <

and

.05),

where that type of environment preparation is also done more
for boys than for girls.
A few notes are relevant with regard to the results of
analysis of variance for some of the variables included
under the category Other

(Table 18).

Amherst/Northampton sample,

In the

parents tend to initiate bedtime

more than do the parents in the Pistoia sample
21.31,

£ <

the item,

.001).

75.68,

2 <

is very different
636.02,

2 <

=

than their

in the Amherst/Northampton sample

.001) .

(1,466)

The parents from Pistoia score higher in

child needs help to get ready,

counterparts

(F

(F

(1,466)

=

The time at which the children go to bed
in the two cultural groups

.001).

(F

(1,466)=

The children in the New England sample

tend to be put to bed before 8:30 PM

(91% of children),

while the children in the Pistoia sample are put to bed
between

9 and 9:30 PM

difference reflects,

(67%)

or even after 10 PM

among other factors,

(25%) .

This

a different work

and eating schedule in the two societies.
Correlation of indices and independent variables with
data regarding the occupation,

education and age of the
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parents did not yield highly significant results. Table 19
in Appendix B displays those correlation coefficients.
C. Discussion

The results reflect the use of different intensities of
physical closeness to facilitate the routine and the
preparation for the nightly separation.
in the parents'

bed and rocking,

Apart from sleeping

the frequencies of most of

the behaviors examined describe discreet use of physical
closeness offered either through close contact,
^ct means.

or through

The results also show relevant frequencies

in the use of surrogate to physical closeness.

This could

indicate that several parents in these samples try to make
their child more independent,
according to their beliefs.

with variations to be sure
It could also indicate that

several parents use a combination of direct,

indirect and

surrogate to physical closeness to avoid difficulties at
bedtime.
Direct physical closeness along with Surrogate to
physical closenness offer a partial explanation of
Difficulties at bedtime as shown in the regression analyses.
However,

the data on these points do not allow one to

establish a causal relationship.

Do difficulties come along

because the child is accustomed to close physical contact,
or do parents provide close physical contact because
children have difficulties?
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To get closer to some answers to this question,

we

need to refer to the studies of children's sleep problems.
In some of these recent studies,

sharing the parent's bed

(which corresponds to two of the behaviors included in the
index of Direct physical closeness)
correlated to night waking
Crowell et al.,
Ferber

(1985,

1987).

1987)

(Richman,

Furthermore,

was found directly
1981; Lozoff,
Richman

(1987)

1985;
and

state that the most common problems for

children having difficulties in settling down at night

(or

going back to sleep when they wake up during the night)
arise because they have learned to go to sleep close to
their parents or only with the parents'

help.

Ferber suggests that these children have to be taught
to acquire the skills to settle down on their own.
"Dissociating the parent and the bottle or breast from sleep
transitions can be done gradually and progressively, but
most other reinforcers must simply be eliminated.

The child

must be allowed to fall asleep under these conditions then
and again after night-time waking.

Gradually decreasing

parental contact at night allows the parent to provide some
support during the learning phase."
This approach,

(Ferber,

1987, p.

151).

which no doubt would be very useful in cases

of serious sleep problems or when parents are at their wit's
end and the child is at risk of being abused,
the assumption that children do not need the

is based upon
(constant)

physical presence of their parents to be reassured or
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soothed before the separation of sleep,

and also upon the

assumption that for children to sleep separately is a good
norm.

Ferber at least would appear to support the notion

that difficulties arise because children are accustomed to
too much close physical contact.
And yet Ferber
(Lozoff,

(1987)

himself,

along with other authors

1985; Ragins and Schachter,

1971; Richman,

1987),

recognize that multiple factors can contribute to
difficulties in initiating or maintaining sleep in young
children.
(family)

Among such factors are social stresses, marital
discord,

characteristics,

maternal depression, parental
child's temperament,

child's fears and,

the

point at which parent and child stand in the child's
separation-individuation process.

Each of these factors

calls for more intense study.
In the same way as with these factors, what physical
closeness determines at bedtime is a complex matter.

My

data show that the parents in both samples make use of
physical closeness,

in varying degrees to be sure,

and that

few of them find that their children have difficulties at
bedtime.
In fact,

although parents report a considerable amount

of resistance at bedtime
sometimes),
lower

(7%)

p.119).

(26% often/all the time and 38%

the occurrence of difficulties at bedtime is
than in other studies

(10 to 15%)

(Richman,

1987,

One possible explanation is that the questionnaire
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is focused on the sequence of the routine rather than on its
difficulties.

Another possible explanation for a lesser

focus on problems is that the questionnaire was distributed
through schools rather than through well-child clinics,

as

many of the questionnaires and interviews in other studies
have been.
There is another problem,
researchers

(Crowell et al.,

often discussed by

1987), which arises in

comparing the data on difficulties at bedtime.

The problem

comes from the way in which such difficulties are defined.
For example,

defining them as "struggling for an hour at

least three times a week"
1987),

(Kataria,

Swanson and Trevathan,

could be useful, but for many parents a shorter time

and less intense occurrence would already be considered a
problem,

while for others it would not.

interviewing parents,

In fact,

in

one realizes how different the

perception of problems at bedtime for different parents can
be because of their different belief system or because of
the particular kind and level of stress they are then
experiencing.
Although in the recent studies of sleep problems
of young children clear developmental trends do not emerge
(Richman,
(1983),

1987),

two researchers,

Beltramini and Hertzig

found a tendency for children to take more time for

going to sleep as they get older.

In comparing children in

their sample they found that at four years of age was the
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highest frequency of children who took more than 30 minutes
to fall asleep followed immediately by the five year-olds.
And comparing the children at one year and at five years
they found that the percentage of children who took more
than 30 minutes to go to sleep changed from 26% for the
former to 66% for the latter.

The emergence of fears as the

child develops is considered one of the reasons for the
increase in the resistance to go to bed

(Richman,

1987) .

The results of the questionnaire under discussion show that
children at three years,

followed by the four year-olds seem

to have the most difficulties,

while resistance and fear

tend to increase at four years,

and most of the behaviors

pointing to difficulties tend to score lower at five years
than at two years of age.

Therefore,

for these results,

with regard to the index of difficulties the sequence by age
is the following from the highest to lowest scores: three
years,

four years,

two years,

and finally five years.

I had formulated two hypotheses about age in Chapter 5.
The first was that parents in both samples would stay more
physically close to younger children than to older ones
(hypothesis 4) .

In light of the results,

in this case I can

directly reject the hypothesis of no difference
hypothesis).

(null

The second hypothesis was that the two-year

old children would have more difficulties at bedtime than
the three year-olds,

the four year-olds and the five year-

olds

The results are clear cut if one

(hypothesis 5).
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considers difficulties as corresponding to the behaviors
included in the index of Child difficulties at separation.
I definitely cannot reject the hypothesis of no difference
(null hypothesis)

because the two year olds are not

significantly different from the three year-olds or from the
four year olds.

The three year-olds are the ones that have

most difficulties and the statistically significant
difference is between them and the five year-olds.
However,

the case of two year-old children in these

samples should be examined further.

If one considers the

intellectual and emotional commitment of the parents as well
as their active participation,

and one also considers the

twenty-five behaviors that form the four indices and the six
behaviors under the category Other,
observations to make.

Parents report that two year-olds get

the most help from their mother,
rocking,

and are most talked to.

get the most singing and
Parents sit and lie with

them until they are asleep the most,
them.

and sleep closest to

Two year-olds are also the children who are allowed

most to stay in the parents'
night,

there are some relevant

bed after visiting them at

and they get pacifiers the most.

year-olds go to bed latest

Furthermore, two

(they take naps,

to be sure)

and

are seen by their parents as needing the most help to get
ready.

Of the nine behaviors forming the index of Direct

physical closeness,
years.

six have the highest scores at two

The same holds for six behaviors distributed among
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the remaining indices and Other,

for a total of twelve

behaviors out of the 31 under study.

The difference is

statistically significant in five of these twelve behaviors
between the two year olds and at least another age level,
usually the five year-olds.
This analysis shows more physical closeness but also an
overall more intense care given,
youngest children studied,
variations.

as expected,

to the

although with interesting

As the younger children get more of this care

than the older ones,

they have less need for other forms of

reassurance such as,

for example,

Therefore,
sample,

soft toys or the light on.

in my view the group of the two year-olds in this

although it is not perceived as the most difficult,

is the most intensely engaging for parents at bedtime.

This

appears in line with the literature pointing out how around
this age children are not yet ready to let go of their
parents.

They tend to develop feelings of anxiety as they

are divided between desire of exploration and fear of
separation from mother
Mahler,

1975 Nagera;

One should note,

(Fraiberg,

1950; A.Freud,

1965;

1966).
however,

still commenting about age,

that there are also some variables that describe direct or
indirect physical closeness where the answers of the parents
are not significantly different by age of1 the child.
indicates that parents perceive that the needs of the

This
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children at bedtime,

for some aspects of that routine,

are

not determined by the children's age.
Birth order determines different interactions between
parents and children; parents use their experience acquired
with the first child to inform their behavior.

The results

of my study point to interesting differences in the way
parents stay close at bedtime to first-born and latter-born
children.

First-borns receive more Direct and Indirect

physical closeness but latter-borns are compensated by the
parents with more Surrogate to physical closenness.

My

hypothesis was that parents in both samples would stay more
physically close to their first-born children than to their
latter-borns

(hypothesis 6).

Considering the results I can

reject the hypothesis of no difference

(the null

hypothesis).
What is also emerging from the results is that first¬
borns tend to go to bed later and to have more difficulties
at bedtime than latter-borns,

although this last difference

is not statistically significant.

Latter-born children are

usually less demanding for attention from parents because
they also have the attention of their siblings.
parents,

Moreover,

as they have less time to devote to them,

teach latter-born children to be more independent.

tend to
Perhaps

it is the interplay of many factors that makes them less
demanding.

Parents did at times write comments in the

questionnaire about their lenient behavior with the first
child.

In these cases they noted that they did not intend
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to behave in the same way with the second child because they
felt that they had given in too much to their first child's
demands.
My hypothesis with regard to gender

(hypothesis 7)

was

formulated this way: parents in both samples will stay
physically close in a different way with their daughters
than with their sons.

However,

the results do not point to

statistically significant differences with regard to Gender
for the indices.
of no difference

Therefore,

I cannot reject the hypothesis

(the null hypothesis).

There is only a

statistically significant difference for parent tells child
a story and child calls father.

In both cases there is a

tendency for boys to ask and receive more attention than for
girls.
Examining the role of the mother and of the father in
helping the child with preparations at bedtime there are a
few notable results to point out.

First of all, the parents

in Amherst/Northampton claim that their children need help
with preparations much less than their counterparts claim in
Pistoia
Table 3)

(respectively 56.7% and 91.5% often all the time,
(F

(1,466)

81.00,

answering the question,

p< 0,001,

Table 18).

who helps the child,

But in

the frequencies

of the item mother helps child showed no significant
difference by culture
gender) .
do fathers

(or by age,

or by sibling order,

Mothers help all the time,

or by

and much much more than

(respectively 96.9% and 46%).

But,

if one
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considers the item father helps child the difference between
Amherst/Northampton
considerable

(58.2%)

(Table 3).

and Pistoia

(33.8%)

They corroborate the cultural

differences pointed above by New and Benigni
With regard to cultural differences,
(1966)

is

(1986) .

Caudill and Plath

in their study of co-sleeping documented the

widespread practice of children in Japan to sleep close to
their parents,
turn,

grandparents or siblings.

Lozoff

(1984),

in

described considerably more co-sleeping in black

families than in white ones in her study of sleep among
parents and young children who were outpatients of wellclinics in Cleveland.
my interest is that,

What seems particularly relevant for
in these two samples,

co-sleeping was

considered an ordinary arrangement by the parents who
practiced it most extensively and therefore it was not
perceived as a source of problems for them or their
children.
To conclude,

there are very few cross-cultural studies

specifically focused on sleep of children and particularly
about the routines at bedtime.

The results of this study

cannot therefore be much compared with other studies.
However,

my results do point to cultural differences much

greater than differences in age,
First of all,

gender or sibling order.

to compare the samples in the two

cultural communities,

the parents in Pistoia stay

considerably closer to their children at bedtime than the
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parents in Amherst/Northampton.

This difference corresponds

to one of my hypotheses about cultural differences
(hypothesis 1)

and I can therefore reject that hypothesis of

no difference between the two samples.

This difference is

especially noticeable in behavior connected to soothing the
child at the end phase of bedtime or in forms of co¬
sleeping .
The difference in the use of indirect ways of offering
physical closeness is not statistically significant for the
index because two of the items included are significantly
different in opposite directions.

The parents from Pistoia

watch more television with their children before putting
them to bed while the parents from Amherst/Northampton do
much more reading at that time with them.

While watching TV

is a passive way of being close with children,
involves more active parenting

reading

(this tendency is reflected

in the Factor 4 loading).
I had also formulated the hypothesis that the
Amherst/Northampton sample would have a significantly higher
score with regard to Indirect physical closeness
2) ,

but in this case,

above,

(hypothesis

considering the difference described

I cannot reject the hypothesis of no difference

null hypothesis).

However,

(the

parents in the New England

sample under study tend to prefer indirect ways of staying
close that are mediated by a situation that also offers a
potential learning experience,

such as reading a book
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(Furthermore,

the corresponding Factor 4 has a strong main

effect for Cultural Community).
Some of the results of the principal studies on the use
of the transitional object

(see reviewed by Litt,

1986)

point to its usefulness to ease the difficulties that
children have,

making it easier for them either to go to

sleep by themselves or to go back to sleep on their own when
they wake up.

In these studies the place where the children

sleep appears to be a factor connected with the use of
transitional objects.

Children who sleep close to parents

make less use of soothing objects.

My results show a very

small significant positive correlation

(Table 19)

between

Surrogate to physical closeness and Difficulties at
separation,

as well as a very small percentage of the

capacity of the former to predict the latter

(Table 9).

Once again one would need to determine whether the
difficulties follow or precede the use of the transitional
object in order to be able to interpret this tendency.
However,

parents and children in Amherst/Northampton

use a substitute for staying close more often than their
counterparts from Pistoia.

My hypothesis was in fact that

the results would show this trend

(Hypothesis 3) .

I can reject the hypothesis of no difference
hypothesis) .
and Gaddini

Therefore

(the null

These results confirm the findings of Gaddini
(1970)

about the differences of Italian and

North-American children living in Rome and Litt's

(1986)
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summary that finds middle-class, white,

North-American

children to be the most intense users of transitional
objects.

This cultural difference would be more dramatic if

it were not reversed for the use of a pacifier,
object much more popular in Italy.

There,

a soothing

after a long

campaign conducted by experts to ban pacifiers as unhealthy
and unhygienic,

these have been restored as a helpful and

innocuous tool of child-care.

The cultural differences for

the use of the other surrogates included here are
understandable if one considers that leaving the light on or
the door open,

or else letting the child use a soft toy are

certainly more useful when the child is left alone;
needs do not arise when the parent,
Pistoia sample,
sleep.

such

such as those from the

stay close to the child as the child goes to

Keeping also in mind the results of the other

studies reviewed
Litt 1986),

(Gaddini and Gaddini,

1970; Litt,

1981; and

it seems that the use of soothing objects to

mediate the separation from parents is not universal but it
is very much determined by social and cultural factors.

It

would be interesting to investigate self-soothing activities
to see how they become part of the developmental repertoire
of young children.
Parents in the Pistoia sample describe their children
as having more difficulties than their counterparts in
Amherst/Northampton.

This tendency is in the same direction

for all of the six behaviors included in the index and it is
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statistically significant for three of them

(Table 18).

Is

this reflecting a tendency created by a more irregular
bedtime?

(Notice the difference in Standard Deviation for

usual bedtime in Table 4,

and in Table 3 the fact that in

the Amherst/Northampton sample parents tend to initiate
bedtime significantly more than do the parents in the
Pistoia sample.)

In general it seems that the American

parents maintain more control of the bedtime routine than
the parents in the Italian sample.
created by a later bedtime,

Is this a tendency

since these Italian children go

to bed so much later than the American children?

Is it a

tendency created by more closeness given to the children?
Is more closeness given to the children because they have
more difficulties?

Or else,

is it a tendency on the part of

the parents to see the children as more fragile, more
dependent and more in need of help?

This last possibility

could be justified by the strong difference in the answer by
parents of the two cultural communities to the item in the
questionnaire asking if their child needed help.
parents from Pistoia,

Of the

91.5% said "often/always" while only

56.7%

of the ones from

Amherst/Northampton responded that

way.

There is also a difference in the same direction in

the way the parents from Pistoia respond to the calls of
children,

versus those from Amherst/Northampton.

This would

also corroborate the findings that Italian parents tend to
consider children to be dependent,

that is incapable of
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self-help,

for a longer time in their development than North

American parents
and Benigni,

(Edwards and Gandini,

1986).

However,

in preparation; New

one should also take into

consideration the fact that there are items that do not
present significant cultural differences,
singing,

rocking,

such as talking,

telling stories and cuddling.

Parents in

both cultural communities use these behaviors with similar
frequencies.
The display and discussion of the results,
exhaustive,

even if not

nonetheless point to clear-cut tendencies and at

the same time to the complexity of the phenomenon of
bedtime.
questions,

In giving some answers they also raise some
which I will pose in the conclusion.

CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION

John Whiting's admonition against studying children
"within the confines of a single culture"
guiding principle of this work.

(1960)

has been a

To ignore it is to risk

misinterpreting some of the most significant variables as
natural or obvious.

The search for other,

comparable

cultures made by anthropologists is directed to contemporary
or recent cultures.
too,

But past cultures are other cultures,

with the important difference that they have special

ties to the present through time.

The ways that parents

everywhere provide care for their children are linked to the
experience of the past.

And the study of the past now

includes not only the event, which is unique, but also the
everyday happening,

which Braudel

(1979)

saw as important

precisely because it is repeated so regularly and so often
as to become a structure.

And thus a second guiding

principle of this work has been Braudel's insight into the
continuing impact over long periods of time of the basic
structures of everyday life.

My study of physical closeness

of parents and children at bedtime in a Tuscan city and in
two New England towns has given perspectives on the
definition of the problem and on those factors that can in
some way be related to culture.
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The most noteworthy among the differences concerning
the two cultural communities studied is the schedule of
bedtime,

and the obvious reason for this is found in the

different work schedules in those communities.

Other

notable differences are that the New England fathers share
more in the preparations for bedtime and that the Tuscan
parents are more inclined to think of their children as
needing help.

The Pistoia bedtime also involves more direct

physical closeness,
the child is asleep,

such as staying close to the child until
and closer sleeping quarters; there are

also fewer specifically planned activities such as reading
to the child.

It is in the more self-consciously organized

or structured bedtime of the experience in Amherst or
Northampton that we find more such activities as well as
more surrogate physical closeness such as leaving the light
on or the door open,

and providing the child with a soft

toy.
By studying these cultural differences,

questions arise

about the many factors that contribute to shape them.
those factors,

Among

environmental constraints and the parents'

views on childrearing come immediately to mind as powerful
determinants of behavior.

How does the material environment

influence the way parents and children stay close at
bedtime?

How does the set of beliefs about what is good or

appropriate for the child guide the parents in the care and
attention they give to their children?

How do beliefs bring
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parents to change their environment,
environment modify beliefs?

and how does

I would cite as concrete

examples of such constraints and beliefs in need of study:
the space available in the home,
preparations,

which rooms are used during

how much washing of the child's body is done,

who prepares the child,

how many siblings are around,

how

far apart are the bed of the parents and the one of the
child,

or one bedroom from the other, what kind of clothing

or covering is used for the child at night, which toys are
offered to soothe the child, which books are read if any at
all,

and how bright is the light.

All of these constraints

and choices could be relevant in determining how close and
how long a parent stays with the child at bedtime.
In looking still more closely at two of these examples,
namely clothing and washing,

one sees that environment and

beliefs remain tightly intertwined.

From observation it is

apparent that the Tuscan children are covered with more
layers of clothing.

This may stem partly from the higher

costs of heating energy in Pistoia and the resulting lower
temperatures in homes.

However,

parents in there are also

much more concerned about their children catching colds,

and

the multiple layers of clothing and careful tucking in of
the children continue right on in warm weather.
separate but related issue of washing,

As for the

a nightly bath is a

standard part of bedtime preparation in the
Amherst/Northampton sample.

While the washing in Pistoia is
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done more quickly,
held by a parent,

often with the child partly dressed and
and with no other purpose than hygiene,

the New England bath tends to be leisurely,

with the child

left alone part of the time to play and to unwind before
going to bed.
In considering the large difference in the schedule of
work,

itself an environmental constraint,

new questions

arise that should be investigated further.

What effect does

the later return home of at least one of the parents in
Pistoia have on young children?

Are the children more tense

and fatigued than their counterparts in Northampton/Amherst?
Do they sleep less per twenty four hours?

And does the

later evening meal lead at least in some cases to everyone
going to bed at the same time?
Another difference,

given that more reading at bedtime

is done in the Northampton/Amherst families,
study.

calls for

Clearly this reading is believed by the parents in

the New England community to be good for the child; but one
can also ask whether it leads the children to seek less
direct physical closeness,

such as with the parent lying

with the child until the child is asleep, which is done
significantly more often in the families from Pistoia.
The naturalistic observation of families with young
children that I have carried out along with this study of
the questionnaire points the way to obtaining more detailed
answers and to integrating the quantitative information
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obtained through the questionnaire.

One useful point in

connection with the schedule of work that explains in part
the tendency to be more liberal with physical closeness on
the part of the parents in Pistoia was clarified through the
observation.

This is the different value placed by parents

in each of the two communities on their evening time.

While

in Pistoia parents seldom feel pressed to use that time for
anything else but the care of and companionship with the
family

(and eventually friends),

in Amherst/Northampton

parents often had carefully planned activities for the
evening or the evening set aside for their own "personal or
private" time,

a concept that is completely alien to parents

in Pistoia.
For all the expected consistencies from one culture to
another in connection with age and developmental stage,

it

is remarkable to see how various cultural beliefs, values
and expectations can influence such an occurrence as
bedtime.

If I can confirm on the basis of my results that

there is a tendency of young children between two years and
five years to need and to get physical closeness at bedtime,
there are ways and degrees of doing so that vary
considerably from one culture to the other.
seen,

As we have

pre-bedtime washing in one community gives an occasion

for physical touching,

while in the other it gives an

occasion for independence and solitary play,
talk and touching.

in addition to
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In studying cultural differences,

one should not lose

sight of significant individual differences within cultures.
The descriptive analysis of the results of the questionnaire
shows that in both samples there were individuals who scored
high and individuals who scored low,
concerning physical closeness

for example on answers

(Figure 1,2,3 and 4).

it does not necessarily follow that two persons,
each sample,

Still,

one from

who responded in the same way did so for

identical reasons.

These behaviors might have had different

meanings or interpersonal causes and effects in the two
cultural contexts.

For example,

a parent in Pistoia might

choose to stay physically close to her child at bedtime by
lying down on the bed and stroking the child's back because
her mother did so before her.

In contrast,

a parent in

Northampton or Amherst might choose to do the very same
things precisely because her mother used to close the door
and walk away at bedtime, whereas she,

the young mother,

is

convinced that the child has a psychological need for
closeness.

Here again,

one way to investigate this issue

would be by observation and interviews with families of
young children.
Along with culture,
this study is age,
children

the other main area of attention in

for if bedtime is problematic for some

(and/or their parents),

it is so generally in the

years from about two through five.
immune to sleep problems,

Infants are hardly

as many recent studies have shown,
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but the struggle over a particular time period of the day
called "bedtime",

with its sometimes powerful and willful

resistance to parental wishes,
child's development.

represents a new phase in the

By age five young children are

generally on their way to discovering ways to cope with the
(to them)

frustrating aspects of bedtime.

four years,
everyone;

though,

as is well known,

The intervening

can be very trying for

and within that period there is no simple and

clear linear progression from one point to another,
demonstrating either a rise or decline of the problem,

or a

rise or decline of adequate physical closeness.
It is true that the younger children studied tended to
get more physical closeness.
most difficult was three,

But the age that emerged as

and the age at which the greatest

attention was given by parents was two.

The reasons for

this particular configuration are not completely clear,
except that with any individual child there can be no
predicting in advance the most difficult time and there may
well be multiple peaks and valleys.

Moreover, while the

children who had reached age five tended to be less
demanding and also to receive less attention,

they were

getting more indirect and more surrogate physical closeness
in place of direct physical closeness.

Clearly their

cognitive development made it possible for them to relate to
their parents more and more through symbolic means.

From

the perspective of the parents the relevant point here is
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that these five year-olds were in fact receiving a less
demanding kind of attention.
The evening and nighttime together make up the greater
part of a young child's twenty four-hour daily cycle.

But

what goes on in the child's life during that time has been
little interest to specialists in child development,
although it is a time of great importance for the social
development of the child and also for the development of
parenting.

The same can be said about specialists of

attachment and separation.

And yet,

"attachment and

separation" are exactly what is entailed in bedtime and in
sleeping arrangements.
history,

vary,

socio-economic level, personality,

stage of development,
culture.

The details

and especially,

Attachment and separation,

depending on
experience,

as this study shows,
in some combination,

are unavoidably present in the interaction between children
and their parents at bedtime.

If the relevance of bedtime

to the field of child development is taken as established,
the potential of the study of bedtime as a source of
knowledge about young children and their natural environment
is yet largely untapped.

APPENDIX A
THE QUESTIONNAIRES
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I

QUESTIONNAIRE ON BEDTIME

Addressed to a parent vho has, or parents who have, at least one
child between two and five years of age. If you have older children,
answer the questions only as they apply to children five

and under.

INSTRUCTIONS:

After filling in the data on your family, answer
questions with a check mark

the following

) in the appropriate space, adding

further information as requested.

One extra line i6 provided after

each question to allow additional remarks.

The completed questionnaire should be returned to: _

by: _

The results of this survey will be made available to anyone interested
at

_
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1 * QUESTIONNAIRE on bedtime

ATTENTION: there is no need to vrite your name.The questionnaire is
intended to collect information about bedtime from JLny parents but
It is not necessary to know vho gives what information

MOTHER’B AGE

_

SCHOOLING

_ OCCUPATION

FATHER'S AGE

_

SCHOOLING_OCCUPATION

married since _ separated _divorced _single
child/children live with mother _father _both parents
parent+stepparent _ others
other people living in the household

grandparent (s)_ friends

other relatives _ others
CHIIDREN IN THE FAMILY :
1st born
2nd born
3rd born
Lth born
5th born
6th born

age

sex

BEDTIME IS DIFFERENT IN EVERY FAMILY: IT DEPENDS ON THE HABITS, THE
THE OCCUPATIONS AND THE SCHEDULES PEOPLE IN THE FAMILY HAVE.

1

2

-

-

WHO INITIATES BEDTIME IN YOUR FAMILY?
Parent: all the time _

often_

sometimes _

seldom_

never _

Child : all the time

often

sometimes

seldom

never

DOES YOUR CHILD RESIST THE IDEA OF BEDTIME?
(Answer separately for each child between two and five years of age.)
all the time

often

sometimes

seldom

never

h c\j <n
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3

-

WHAT IS THE USUAL BEDTIME FOR YOUR CHIID?
(Answer separately for each child between two and five years of age.)
6pm

1*

7pm

8pm

9pm

10 pm

2

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

-

-

DOES YOUR CHILD NEED HELP TO GET READY FOR BED?
(Answer separately for each child between two and five years of age.)
all the time

often

sometimes

1
2

-

seldom

never

-

-

3

5

-

-

WHO HELPS THE CHIID TO GET READY FOR BED?
(Answer separately for each'Child between two and five years of age. )
mother

father

sibling

_

_

_

other relative

other

1
2
3

_

_

WHAT TRANSITIONS BETWEEN BEDTIME AND SLEEP ARE USED IN YOUR FAMILY:
(Answer separately for each child between two and five years of age.)
6-

WATCHING TV?
all the time

often

sometimes

seldom

never

1_
_
2_

_
_

_
_

_
_

3

_

_

_

sometimes

seldom

never

7-

_

READING?
all the time

1
2

3

_

often
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8

-

SINGING?
all the time

often

sometimes

seldom

never

seldom

never

seldom

never

1

2

-

-

3

-

-

9

TALKING?

-

all the time

often

sometimes

1
2
3

10

TELLING A STORY?

-

all the time

often

sometimes

1
2
3

11

SAYING PRAYERS TOGETHER?

-

all the time

often

sometimes

seldom

never

1
2
3

12

-

KEEPING COMPANY UNTIL CHIU) SLEEPS?
all the time

often

sometimes

seldom

never

1
2
3

13

-

ROCKING?
all the time

1
2

often

sometimes

seldom

never
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lU -

CUDDLING?
all the time

often

1
2

sometimes

seldom

never

sometimes

seldom

never

sometimes

seldom

never

3

15

LYING BESIDE CHIID UNTIL CHIID SLEEPS?

-

all the time

often

1
2

3

16 -

GIVING A GOODNIGHT KISS?
all the time

often

1
2

3

CHILD’S PREFERRED ENVIRONMENT AND AIDS FOR SLEEP:
(Answer separately for each child between two and five years of age.)

17

LIGHT ON?

-

all the time

often

sometimes

seldom

never

often

sometimes

seldom

never

often

sometimes

seldom

never

1
2

3

ie -

DOOR OPEN?
all the time

1
2

3

19

-

FACIFIER?
all the time

1
2
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20 -

BIANKET?

^

all the time

3

21 -

often

sometimes

seldom

-

-

-

often

sometimes

seldom

never

-

-

-

-

SOFT TOY?

^

all the time

3

~

22 -

WHERE DOES THE CHUD SLEEP?
vith parent (s) _

in own rocm_

shares bedroom with one sibling_

with two siblings

other (specify) _

DOES YOUR CHIID CALL AiTER GOING TO BED?
(Answer separately for each child between two and five years of age.)
23 -

CALLS MOTHER?
all the time

often

sometimes

seldom

never

1_
2_

_
_

3

_

2k -

_

_

_

HCW DOES MOTHER RESPOND?
all the time

often

sometimes

1_
_
_
2_
3

25 -

1

_

_

CALLS FATHER?
all the time

seldom

never

_
_

_
_

_

_

_

often

sometimes

seldom

never

_

_

_

_

_
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26 -

HO.' POES FATHER RESPOND ?
the time

2
3

27 -

often

sometimes

-

-

CALLS OTHER (specify)

^

all the time

3

26 -

-

_

often

sometimes

-

-

HO? DOES OTHER RESPOND?
all the time

seldom

seldom

never

-

-

_

often

sometimes

seldom

1
2

-

3

29 -

never

_

DOES THE CHIU) HAVE DIFFICULTIES IN GOING TO SLEEP?
(Answer separately for each child between two and five years of age.)
all the time

sometimes

6eldcm

never

had for a while not anymore

1
2

3

30 -

AT WHAT AGE DID THE DIFFICULTIES START?
(Answer separately for each child between two and five years of age.)
since birth

23

_

1 year old

2 year old

3 year old

L year old

_

zz
_

zz
_

_
_

COUH) YOU SPECIFY A REASON FOR THIS?
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31 -

IS YOUR CHILD AFRAID AT BEDTIME?
(Answer separately for each child between two and five years of age.)

^

all the time

sometimes

seldom

never

3

was for a while not anymore

-

32 -

-

HCM DO YOU COPE WITH BEDTIME FEARS?
ignore them

_

comfort child _

talk them over

_

distract child's attention

joke about fears _

33 -

PARENTS'
DOES THE CHILD COME TO THE PARENT'S BED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT?
(Answer separately for each child between two end five years of age.)
all the time

often

1
2
•3

3I

-

_

_

sometimes

seldom

never

_
_

_
_

_
_

_

_

_

HOW DO YOU COPE WITH SUCH VISITS?
send the child back to bed right away _
carry the child back to bed right away __
send the child back to bed after a while _
carry the child back to bed after a while
let the child stay until morning

_

PLEASE WRITE HERE AND ON THE BACK OF THIS PAGE ANY FURTHER COMMENTS
YOU WISH TO MAKE ABOUT CHILDREN'S BEDTIME.

Leila Gandlnl
School of Education
Univeralty of Maeaachueette
Amherst, U.S.A.

QOESTIONARIO RELATIVO AL MOMENTO DI KETTERE I BAKBIRI A LETTO.

II queetionarlo k indirizeato ai genitori, e al genitore che ha almeno
un hamhino di cinque anni eompiuti o pits picoolo. So nolle famiglla vi
sono bambini piu grandi ocoorre riapondere alle domande solo per quello
che rigu&rda i bambini sotto i eel anni.

ISTRUZICm

Dopo aver compilato le informazioni relative alia famiglia, riapondete
alle domande che aeguono con un eegno ( \/) nello spazio appropriate e
completate, dove occorre, con 1 dettagli richieBti. Dopo ogni domanda
una riga rupplementare permette'di aggiungere qualche cosmento quando
lo- ritenete opportuno.

Riportate 11 queetionarlo compilato all'aeilo nldo o alia aouola dell'infanzie
entro la data indicate aul manifeato.
I rlcrultatl verranno comunicati appena poaeibile attraverao l'asllo nido
o la aouola dell'infanzia. Rel meee di gennaio I986' Terri erganizzato
un incontro con i genitori aul tema trattato nel questionario.
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oueetlonarib relative) tl momento <11 mettere 1 bambini a letto

ATTENZIONE: non c'i biaogno di zerivere 11 voctro nomo. 11 queatlonarlo
•erve a raccogliere informal!oni da molt! (jenitorl ma non h nececaaTlo
aapere il none del genltorl chs Do compilaio.

HADIiEt

•t&

ultima scuola
frequentata

occupazione

PADRE:

•U

ultima ecuolz
frequcntatc.

oocupazlone

eposati

■eparati _

civorziati _

bambino viva con:la madre _____

non epoBati

il padre _

tutti e due i genitori

con altri _
altre peraone conviventii nonna

nonno_altri parent!

amici

altri _

I

BAUBINI FELLA FAJDGLIA:

data di nascita

aeaeo

primo nato
secondo nato
terzo nato
quarto nato

IL MCMENTO DI METTERE A LETTO I BAKBIKI E* DIVERSO Ifl OGITI FAUOLIA.
DALLE ABITUDIHI, LE OCCUPAZIONI E GLI CHART CHE OGFI FAUOLIA EA.

1 -

DIPEKDE

CHI DA' IL SECRALE QDAFDO E’ CRA DI METTERE A LETTO I BAMBIJTI HELLA VOSTRA
PAldGLIA?

‘V
e

2 —

Il genitorei

sempre _ apeeBO_

qualche volta_ raramente_ ®ai _

Il bambino t

aempre.

qualche volta_

raramente __

mai __

JL VOSTRO BAMBIHO RESISTE L’IDEA DI AND ARE A LETTO ?
( riBpondete eeparatamente per ogni bambino aotto i eel anni di ett:
1 - primo nato 2 • secondo nato 3 - terzo nato )
aempre

U» *> M

ape'BSO ___

apeeeo

qualche volta

raramente

mai
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questionario
3 -

relativo al momento di mettere i bambini a letto

A CHE ORA INIZIATE DI SOLITO I PREPARATIVI PER UETTERE A LETTO IL VOSTRO
BAMBINO?
( rispondete separatamente per ogni bambino sotto i sei anni di eti:
1 - primo nato 2 - secondo nato 3 - terzo nato )

18
1
_
2_

19
_
_

20
_
_

21
_
_

22
23
_ _
_ _

24
_
_

3

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

4 - HA BISOGNO DI AIUTO IL VOSTRO BAMBINO PER PREP ARAB SI AD ANDARE A LETTO?
( rispondete separatamente per ogni bambino sotto i sei anni di eta:
1 - primo nato 2 ■ secondo nato 3 *■ terzo nato )
sempre
spesso
qualche volta
raramente
mai
1
2

3

CHI PREPARA IL BAUBINO PER ANDARE A LETTO ?
( rispondete separatamente per ogni bambino sotto i sei anni di eta:
1 ■ primo nato 2 ■ secondo nato 3 “ terzo nato )

5 -

mamma

papa

foreila° 0

nonna 0 nonno

altri

1
2

3

6 -

A CHE ORA VA A LETTO DI SOLITO IL VOSTRO BAMBINO?
( rispondete separatamente per ogni bambino sotto i sei anni di eta:
1 m primo nato 2 • secondo nato 3 • terzo nato)
18

19

20

21

22

23

_

_

24

1
2

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_ _

_ _

_

3

-

--- -

-

r-

SE IL VOSTRO BAMBINO PASSA UN PO’ DI TEMPO DA SOLO TRA QUANDO E* PRONTO
PER IL SONNO A QUANDO SI ADDORMENTA, CHE COSA PA?
( rispondete separatamente per ogni bambino sotto i sei anni di eta:
1 ■ primo nato 2 • secondo nato 3 ■ terzo nato)
guarda la TV
guarda dei libri
gioca
J^gig

1
2

altro (cosa?)
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questionario relativo al momento di mettere a letto i bambini

SE PASSATE DEL TEMPO INSIEKE, CHE COSA PATE CON IL VOSTRO BAMBINO PRIMA DI
METTERLO A DORMIRE ?
(rispondete separatamente per ogni bambino sotto i sei anni di etas
1 * primo nato

8

2 ■ secondo nato

3 ■ terzo nato)

- GUARDATE LA TELEVISION?
sempre

spesso

1
2

_
_

_
_

qualche volta

_
_

_
_

_
_

3

_

_

_

_

_

9 - LEGGETE UNA STORIA 0 GUARDATE UN LIBRO?
sempre
spesso
qualche volta

1
2

_
_

_
_

_
_

3

_

_

_

raramente

raramente

mai

mai

10- CANTATE UNA NINNA NANNA 0 UNA CANZONE?
sempre

spesso

qualche volta

raramente

mai

1
2
3
quale ninrra nanna ?

11- PARLATE?
sempre

1

_

2

_

3

_

spesso

qualche volta

raramente

mai

12- RACCOHTATE UNA STORIA?
sempre

spessff

2

_
_

_
_

3

_

_

1

qualche volta

raramente

13- DITE LE PREGHIERE ?
sempre

1
2

3

spesso

qualche volta

raramente

mai

mai

pagina 4
quest!onario relativo a! momento «S1 mettere a letto i bambini
' 14 - STATE SEDUTO/A VICIKO AL BAMBINO PER TEJIEH COMPAGN1A FINCHE* BORKE?
aempre
apeesc
qualcbe volta
raramente
mat

1
2

3

15 - COLLATE IL BAOI1IO?
aempre

tpeeEO

1
2

_
_

_
_

3

_

_

16 - COCCOLATE IL BAMBINO?
aenpre
apeaso

qualcbe volta '■

qualcbe volte

raramente

raramenta

Dai

mad

1
2
3

17 - STATE SDRAIATO/A VICINO AL BAMBINO FIFCHE' SI ADBORMENTA?
aempre

spesco

qualche volta

18 - VI BATE IL BACIO BELLA BO ORA KOTTE?
a.mpre
1

2
3

19 - CHE ALTP.O?

epeeeo

.qualcbe Volta

raramente

raramente

mad

mai
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queetionarlo relativo al momento <31 Better* 1 bambini a letto
CHI) COSA PREFER 1 SCE AVERE 1L VOSTHO BAMBINO COME ATUTO PER ADDORMENTARSI?
( riepondete eeparetat.*nte per ogni bambino eotto 1 eei anni dl *Ut
1

m

prlmo nato

2 ■ necondo nato

3 • ter&o nato)

20 - LUCE ACCESA?

eempre

apsaeo

1

_

_

2

_

_

3

_

_

21 - PORTA APERTA?
eempre .

1
2

_

3

_

BpCBBO

qualche volta

qualcbe volta

raramente

raramente

mai

mai

__:

22 - CITJCCIO 0 SUCCHIOTTO?
eempre

epeeBO

qualche volta

raramente

nai

1

2

3

23 - COPERTINA/LENZUOUNO BA TEKERE IN MANO?

eempre

epeeeo

qualche volta

raramente

nal

1
2

3

24

ERSErrO/BAlEBOU J>3 PEZA 0 ALTRO OOGEJTO KOftBIDO?
,'r.
cp.BBO
,o.lcb. «lt.

23 - CHE ALTRO?

mai
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questlonario relativo al ■ omen to dl nettere i bambini a letto
26 - DOVE DCJRME IL VOSTRO BAMBINO?
'( riapondete separatamente per ognl bambino aotto 1 ael annl di etki
1 • primo nato 2 • aeoondo nato 3 • terzo nato )
nel lettone
nel lattino
nel lettino
nel lettino
altro
atanza genltori
atanZa bambini stanza da aolo
(specificate)
1

_

_

2

_

_

3

_

_

.

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

IL VOSTRO BAMBINO CHIAMA DOPO CHE E* ANDATO A LETTO?
( riapondete separatamente per ogni bambino aotto i ael annl dl atki
•1 m primo nato 2 m ascondo nato 3 • terzo nato )
•
.
•27 - CHI AKA LA MAMMA?
eempre
apeBeo
qualche volta
raramente
mai
1
2

_
__

_
_

_
_

_
_

_
_

3

_

_

_

_

__

qualche volta

raramente

mai

28 - LA MAMMA RISPONDE?
aempre
apeaeo

1
2

_
_

3

_
COSA FA?

29 - CHIAMA IL PAPA*?
aempre
specbo

qualche volta

raramente

mai

1
2

3

30 - IL PAPA’ RISPQNDE?
aempre

1
2

3

_
_

_
COSA FA?

bpsbbo

qualche volta

. raramente

mai
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queetlonarlo relative al momento dl mettere 1 bambini a letto
J1 - CHIAVA ALTRI?
eempre

1
2

.

3

qualche volta

raramente

_
_

_
_

BpesBO

_
_

_
_

_
_

_

_

_

_

_

qualche volta

raramente

mai

32 - ALTRI RISPONDE?
•empre
epe beo
1
_
__

2

3

_

_

_

_

inal

COSA FA?

33 - IL VOSTRO BAKBINO HA DIFF1C0LTA' AD ADDCR1CENTARSI?
( riepondete Eeparatamente per ogni bambino eotto 1 eel anni dl et&t
1 m prlmo nato 2 m eecondo nato 3 * tereo nato )
•empre
speBeo
qualche volta
raramente
mai
1
2

3

34 - A CHE ETA’ SONO IJJIZIATE LE DIFFICOLTA'?
dalla
circa a
verso i
verBO i
naecita
un anno
due anni
tre anni

verso i
quattro anni

1
2

_
_

__
_

_
_

_
_

_
_

3

_

__

_

_

_

SECORDO VOI QUALI SOHO/SONO STATE LE RAGIONI?

35 - FEN SATE CHE IL VOSTRO BA1EBIF0 ABBIA PAURA AL 1ICKENT0 DI AHDARE A LETTO?
( riepondete separatamente per ogni bambino eotto i eei anni di etA«
1 • primo nato 2 ■ eeoondo nato 3
tereo nato ) ■
•empre
speBeo
qualche volte
raramente
mai
1

2
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queationarlo ralativo al moment© di mottere i bambini a latto
36 - CHE COSA FATE SE 3L BAMBINO HA PAUKA?
praferi*co ignorara la paure _
oarco di diatrarlo _

ne parliamo inalame _

conaolo 11 bambino_

echerto

_

37 - CHE COSA FATE SE DURANTE LA NOTTE IL VOSTRO BAMBINO SI SVEOLIA, VI CHI AKA
0 FIANCE?
( riepondeta aeparatamente per ogni bambino aotto i ael annl di etAi
1 • primo nato 2 » eecondo nato 3 “ terzo nato )
lo porto
vado a
lo raaeicuro
lgnoro il pianto
non ni avaglia
nal lattona
conaolarlo eenza andare
perobd al rladdor^
mai

2

3

38 - IL VOSTRO BAMBINO VIENE NEL LETTONE DURANTE LA NOTTE?
( riapondata eeparatamenta par ogni bambino aotto i eai anni di atAi
1 m primo nato 2 » aecondo nato 3 ■ terzo nato )
aampre
apacBO
qualche rolta
raramente
mai

1
2

_
_

_
_

__
_

_
_

_
_

3

_

_

_

_

_

39 - CHE COSA FATE SE IL BAMBINO. VIENE NEL LETTONE?
mando il bambino di nuovo nal auo letto subito _
porto il bambino nal auo letto subito-__
Mando il bambino nal auo letto dopo un po* di tempo
porto il bambino nel auo letto dopo un po» di tempo
laacio cbe il bambino etia fino alia mattina -

AO - NEL COKPLESSO CHE COSA PEN SATE DEL MODO IN CU3 SI SV0U5E IL NCKENTO DI
ANDARE A LETTO QUANDO Cl SONO NELLA FAttGLIA BAMBINI DI QUEST A ETA'?

8a avete altri commenti potete uaare ancbe il retro di queata pagina
par ecriverli.

CRAZIEI

APPENDIX B
ADDITIONAL TABLES AND FIGURES
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PISTOIA

Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age ot
Mother Helps Child, Yes.
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Fiqure 10. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age of
Father Helps Child, Yes.
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Figure 11

Comparison of Relative Frequencies
bv Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Parent Rocks Child.
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Figure

12.

PISTDIR

Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,

Often/All the Time,

of Parent Sits by Child.
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Figure 13.

PISTDIR

Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Parent Lies by Child.
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Figure 14

Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community, Often/All the Time,
of Place Where the Child Sleeps.
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Figu re 15. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Age, Often/All the Time, of
Place Where the Child Sleeps.
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Figure 16. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
of Parent Lets Child Stay in Parental
Bed After Night's Visits, Yes..
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Figure 17. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time,
Child Watch TV.
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Figure 18. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Parent Reads
to Child.
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Figure 19. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Parent Sings
to Child.
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Figure 20. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Parent Leaves
the Light on.
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Fiqure 21. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Parent Leaves
the Door Open.
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Figure 22. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Child Uses a Soft Toy.
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Figure 23.

Comparison of Relative Frequencies
bv Cultural Community and by Agef
Often/All the Time, of Child Uses Pacifier
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Figure 24. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Child Resists Bedtime.
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Figure 25. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Child Has
Difficulties Going to Sleep.
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Figure 26. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Child Calls Mother.
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Figure 27. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Child Calls Father.
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Figure 28. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of Child Goes
to Parent's Bed.
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Figure 29.
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Comparison of Relative Frequencies
hv Cultural Community and by Age,
,
Often/All the Time, of Does Child Need Help?
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Figure 30. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community of Usual Bedtime.
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Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Age of Usual Bedtime.
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Figure 32. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
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Figure 33. Comparison of Relative Frequencies
by Cultural Community and by Age,
Often/All the Time, of How Father Responds.
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Table 12
Means and Standard Deviations of Scores of Behavior at
Bedtime Broken Down by Age.
VARIABLES
2 YEARS
X
SD
Direct physical closeness
mother helps child
1.97
father helps child
1.39
parent cuddles child
2.40
parent rocks child
1.41
parent gives goodnight kiss
2.76
parent sits by the child
1.80
parent lie3 by the child
1.85
place where child sleeps
1.96
parent lets child stay after
night-visits to parental bed
1.44
Indirect physical closeness
parent and child watch TV
1.61
parent reads to child
1.97
parent tells child a story
1.95
parent and child talk
2.68
parent sings to child
1.78
parent and child pray
1.28
Surrogate to physical closeness
1.83
parent leaves the light on
1.80
parent leaves the door open
1.92
child uses a pacifier
child uses soft toy
1.77
Child difficulties at separation
1.89
child resists bedtime
1.44
child has difficulties
1.13
child has fears at bedtime
2.01
child calls mother
1.69
child calls father
1.64
child goes to parents' bed
Others
2.67
parent initiates bedtime
2.90
child needs help
2.98
usual bedtime
2.64
mother answers calls by child
2.34
father answers calls by child
1.01
parent sends child right away

3 YEARS
X
SD

4 YEARS
X
SD

5 YEARS
X
SD

.16
.49
.77
.66
.61
.92
.94
.99

1.92
1.48
2.53
1.18
2.90
1.62
1.66
1.74

.26
.50
.72
.48
.39
.87
.89
.90

1.93
1.50
2.43
1.16
2.91
1.57
1.53
1.63

.24
.50
.74
.50
.36
.81
.79
.88

1.91
1.41
2.30
1.13
2.94
1.49
1.55
1.65

.27
.49
.82
.45
.32
.78
.81
.81

.50

1.41

.49

1.43

.50

1.35

.48

.76
.82
.83
.56
.81
.61

1.67
2.30
2.22
2.61
1.55
1.56

.79
.75
.71
.60
.72
.79

1.67
2.29
2.08
2.60
1.40
1.58

.76
.76
.80
.64
.64
.79

1.77
2.20
1.86
2.56
1.41
1.64

.81
.75
.78
.63
.66
.83

.97
.95
1.00
.86

2.03
2.36
1.21
1.89

.97
.94
.61
.90

2.16
2.43
1.09
1.75

.93
.86
.42
.86

2.11
2.47
1.04
1.90

.96
.85
.26
.90

.80
.67
.39
.81
.74
.76

1.94
1.46
1.21
2.11
1.64
1.80

.79
.68
.48
.73
.71
.79

1.97
1.38
1.26
2.05
1.67
1.71

.79
.59
.59
.82
.71
.82

1.90
1.29
1.18
1.88
1.52
1.50

.77
.56
.49
.81
.67
.71

.68
.41
.86
.73
.89
.13

2.80
.51
.39
2.88
.87
2.80
2.72 ■ .62
.89
2.31
.22
1.05

2.84
2.64
2.74
2.79
2.49
1.07

.48
.67
.86
.53
.81
.27

2.85
2.29
2.62
2.69
2.24
1.05

.47
.85
.88
.69
.91
.31
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Table 14
Means and Standard Deviations of Scores of Behavior at
Bedtime Broken Down by Sibling Order.
VARIABLES
Direct physical closeness
mother helps child
father helps child
parent cuddles child
parent rocks child
parent gives goodnight kiss
parent sits by the child
parent lies by the child
place where child sleeps
parent lets child stay after
night-visits to parental bed
Indirect physical closeness
parent and child watch TV
parent reads to child
parent tells child a story
parent and child talk
parent sings to child
parent and child pray
Surrogate to physical closeness
parent leaves the light on
parent leaves the door open
child uses a pacifier
child uses soft toy
Child difficulties at separation
child
child
child
child
child
child

resists bedtime
has difficulties
has fears at bedtime
calls mother
calls father
goes to parents' bed

Others
parent initiates bedtime
child needs help
usual bedtime
mother answers calls by child
father answers calls by child
parent sends child right away

FIRST-■BORN
X
SD

LATTER--BORN
SD
X

1.94
1.42
2.52
1.21
2.88
1.69
1.76
1.70

.24
.49
.74
.54
.43
.88
.90
.99

1.98
1.49
2.24
1.22
2.88
1.48
1.45
1.79

.25
.50
.78
.53
.44
.78
.77
.74

1.45

.50

1.34

.47

1.72
2.21
2.13
2.68
1.53
1.50

.80
.77
.79
.56
.73
.76

1.63
2.17
1.84
2.49
1.51
1.56

.75
.80
.77
.67
.71
.79

1.96
2.23
1.29
1.78

.96
.94
.71
.88

2.17
2.36
1.29
1.90

.96
.89
.71
.89

2.00
1.44
1.19
2.05
1.63
1.69

.78
.65
.51
.80
.71
.80

1.80
1.30
1.20
1.95
1.63
1.60

.78
.57
.48
.79
.70
.73

2.84
2.62
2.58
2.69
2.38
1.06

.50
.69
.82
.65
.86
.24

2.77
2.67
2.90
2.73
2.32
1.07

.57
.67
.89
.64
.89
.26
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Table 15
Means and Standard Deviations of Scores of Behavior at
Bedtime Broken Down Sibling Order and by Cultural Community.
VARIABLES
FIRST-BORN
NORTHAMPTON
PISTOIA
/AMHERST
X
SD
X
SD
Direct physical closeness
1.94
mother helps child
1.54
father help3 child
2.60
parent cuddles child
1.11
parent rocks child
2.94
parent gives goodnight ki33
1.45
parent sits by the child
1.38
parent lies by the child
1.33
place where child sleeps
1.37
parent lets child stay after
night-visits to parental bed
Indirect physical closeness
1.46
parent and child watch TV
2.60
parent reads to child
2.21
parent tells child a story
2.68
parent and child talk
1.47
parent 3ings to child
1.40
parent and child pray
Surrogate to physical closenessi
2.17
parent leaves the light on
2.52
parent leaves the door open
1.03
child uses a pacifier
2.01
child uses soft toy
>n
Child difficulties at separation
1.97
child resists bedtime
1.48
child has difficulties
1.18
child has fear3 at bedtime
2.06
child calls mother
1.52
child calls father
1.54
child goes to parents' bed
Others
parent initiates bedtime
child needs help
usual bedtime
mother answers calls by child
father answers calls by child
parent sends child right away

2.96
2.37
2.05
2.70
2.10
1.17

.22
.50
.67
.39
.33
.73
.70
.72
.48

.70
.62
.77
.55
.69
.76

LATTER-BORN
NORTHAMPTON
PISTOIA
/AMHERST
X
SD
X
SD

.25
1.93
.47
1.33
.78
2.46
.61
1.28
2.84
.48
.94
1.86
2.02
.93
1.96 1..06
.50
1.51

1.92
1.63
2.25
1.19
2.92
1.29
1.13
1.43
1.19

.27
.48
.76
.49
.37
.58
.40
.58
.40

1.95
1.35
2.23
1.24
2.84
1.67
1.78
2.16
1.48

.23
.48
.80
.56
.50
.90
.90
.72
.50

.82
1.89
1.94 . .75
.79
2.08
.57
2.69
1.57
.75
.76
1.57

1.51
2.53
1.89
2.56
1.55
1.51

.70
.64
.74
.62
.73
.77

1.76
1.80
1.79
2.43
1.46
1.62

.78
.78
.80
.72
.69
.80

.95
.83
.21
.92

1.82
2.03
1.47
1.63

.94
.97
.85
.80

2.28
2.43
1.13
2.12

.95
.86
.49
.87

2.05
2.29
1.46
1.67

.96
.92
.85
.86

.77
.67
.49
.79
.68
.80

2.02
1.41
1.20
2.04
1.70
1.79

.79
.64
.52
.82
.73
.80

1.73
1.25
1.11
1.81
1.53
1.53

.74
.50
.31
.73
.64
.69

1.88
1.36
1.29
2.09
1.73
1.67

.81
.62
.60
.84
.75
.78

2.77
2.90
3.19
2.73
2.41
1.02

.60
.37
.54
.63
.88
.15

.20
.80
.51
.63
.93
.38

2.64
2.86
3.48
2.75
2.47
1.00

.69
.46
.57
.65
.84
.00

2.90
2.34
2.00
2.66
2.35
1.10

.36
.81
.59
.67
.84
.30
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Table 16
Means and Standard Deviations of Scores of Behavior at
Bedtime Broken Down by Gender.
VARIABLES
Male
X
Direct physical closeness
mother helps child
:1.92
father helps child
1.49
parent cuddles child
I2.41
parent rocks child
1.19
parent gives goodnight kiss
2.87
1.57
parent sits by the child
parent lies by the child
1.65
where child sleeps
1.75
1.42
parent lets child stay after
night-visit
Indirect physical closeness
1.66
parent child watch TV
2.21
parent reads to child
2.11
parent tells child a story
2.65
parent and child talk
1.49
parent sings to child
1.56
parent and child pray
Surrogate to physical closeness
2.13
parent leaves the light on
2.32
parent leaves the door open
1.24
child uses a pacifier
1.78
child uses soft toy
Child difficulties at separation
1.97
child resists bedtime
1.41
child has difficulties
1.21
child has fears at bedtime
2.03
child calls mother
1.69
child calls father
1.69
child goes to parent's bed
Other
parent initiates bedtime
child neeeds help
usual bedtime
mother answers calls by child
father answers calls by child
parent sends child right away
to own bed on night visits

Female
SD

2.82
2.77
2.77
2.74
2.37
1.08

X

.27
.50
.77
.51
.46
.83
.86
.92
.49

SD

1.95
1.41
2.41
1.24
2.89
1.65
1.63
1.72
1.39

.21
.49
.77
.56
.41
.86
.87
.88
.49

.77
.79
.79
.60
.73
.80

1.71
2.17
1.93
2.57
1.55
1.49

.79
.77
.78
.63
.72
.75

.95
.92
.65
.88

1.96
2.24
1.35
1.88

.96
.93
.76
.88

.78
.63
.52
.79
.73
.78

1.88
1.36
1.18
1.98
1.56
1.62

.78
.61
.47
.81
.67
.77

.52
.66
.90
.61
.88
.27

2.77
2.63
2.78
2.69
2.32
1.06

.56
.70
.85
.67
.89
.23
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Table 17
Means and Standard Deviations of Scores of Behavior at
Bedtime Broken Down by Gender and by Cultural Community.

VARIABLES
MALE

NORTHAMPTON
/AMHERST
X
SD

FEMALE

PISTOIA
X

SD

NORTHAMPTON
/AMHERST
X
SD

PISTOIA
X

SD

Direct physical closeness

mother helps child
father helps child
parent cuddles child
parent rocks child
parent gives goodnight kiss
parent sits by the child
parent lies by the child
place where child sleeps
parent lets child stay after
night-visits to parental bed

1.95
1.61
2.47
1.12
2.92
1.39
1.29
1.44
1.29

23
49
72
40
38
70
.64
.70
.46

1.52
2.56
2.18
2.70
1.50
1.45

.74
.66
.74
.53
.72
.77

1.78
1.90
2.04
2.60
1.48
1.65

.78
.77
.83
.65
.73
.81

1.44
2.58
1.94
2.54
1.51
1.44

.66
.59
.79
.63
.69
.76

1.90
1.88
1.92
2.59
1.58
1.53

.82
.75
.78
.62
.73
.74

2.23
2.53
1.03
1.99

.95
.83
.27
.91

2.04
2.13
1.42
1.58

.95
.96
.82
.80

2.22
2.42
1.11
2.13

.95
.86
.45
.89

1.77
2.11
1.51
1.69

.93
.96
.88
.86

.77
.63
.46
.77
.68
.77

2.00
1.39
1.24
2.09
1.82
1.80

.80
.64
.56
.81
.76
.78

1.78
1.31
1.23
1.92
1.49
1.49

.75
.58
.36
.77
.63
.72

1.95
1.39
1.21
2.02
1.61
1.70

.80
.63
.54
.84
.70
.80

1.90
.30
1.37
.49
2.35
.81
1.26
.58
2.82
.51
1.74
.90
1.97
.90
2.03 1.01
1.54
.50

1.93
1.54
2.41
1.19
2.95
1.37
1.23
1.30
1.29

.26
.50
.75
.49
.30
.63
.54
.62
.46

1.97
1.31
2.41
1.27
2.85
1.84
1.90
2.02
1.47

.17
.46
.78
.60
.46
.95
.95
.91
.50

Indirect physical closeness

parent
parent
parent
parent
parent
parent

and child watch TV
reads to child
tells child a story
and child talk
sings to child
and child pray

Surrogate to physical closeness

parent leaves the light on
parent leaves the door open
child uses a pacifier
child uses soft toy

Child difficulties at separation

child
child
child
child
child
child

resists bedtime
has difficulties
has fears at bedtime
calls mother
calls father
goe3 to parents' bed

1.94
1.44
1.17
1.97
1.55
1.57

Others

parent initiates bedtime
child needs help
usual bedtime
mother answers calls by child
father answers calls by child
parent sends child right away

2.92
2.43
2.04
2.70
2.23
1.14

.32
.77
.57
.64
.90
.35

.63
2.72
.44
2.88
3.43 . .57
.59
2.76
.83
2.50
.13
1.02

2.94
2.28
2.02
2.66
2.20
1.13

.24
.84
.52
.66
.90
.34

2.65
2.88
3.33
2.72
2.41
1.00

.68
.43
.57
.69
.87
.00
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There wee no significant correlation for Gender.
Correlations lower than .15 or -.15 were omitted

Correlation Among Indices, Age, Cultural Community
and Sibling Order, and With Mother/Father Age,
Schooling and Occupation, for the Total Sample.
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